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Abstract

Wideband wireless access based on direct-sequence code-division multiple access (DS-CDMA)

has been adopted for third-generation mobile communications systems. Hence, DS-CDMA

downlink communications systems form the platform for the work in this thesis. The principles

of the spread spectrum concept and DS-CDMA technology are first outlined, including a de-

scription of the system model and the conventional receiver. The two classes of codes used

in this system, namely spreading codes and forward error correction codes (including Turbo

codes), are discussed.

Due to the fact that practical communications channels are non-ideal, the performance of an

individual user is interference limited. As a result, the capacity of the system is greatly restric-

ted. Fortunately, multiuser detection is a scheme that can effectively counteract this multiple

access interference. However, the optimum multiuser detection scheme is far too computation-

ally intensive for practical use. Hence, the fundamental interest here is to retain the advantages

of multiuser detection and simplify its implementation.

The objective of the thesis is to investigate the optimum multiuser receiver, regarded on a chip

level sampling basis. The aim is to reduce the complexity of the optimum receiver to a prac-

tical and implementable level while retaining its good performance. The thesis first reviews

various existing multiuser receivers. The chip-based maximum likelihood sequence estimation

(CBMLSE) detector is formulated and implemented. However, the number of states in the

state-transition trellis is still exponential in the number of users. Complexity cannot be reduced

substantially without changing the structure of the trellis.

A new detector is proposed which folds up the original state-transition trellis such that the

number of states involved is greatly reduced. The performance is close to that of the CBMLSE.

The folded trellis detector (FTD) can also be used as a preselection stage for the CBMLSE. The

FTD selects with high accuracy the few symbol vectors that are more likely to be transmitted.

The CBMLSE is then used to determine the most likely symbol vector out of the small subset of

vectors. The performance of this scheme is as good as the CBMLSE. The FTD is also applied

in an iterative multiuser receiver that exploits the powerful iterative algorithm of Turbo codes.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

In a world that appears ever-shrinking, the desire for freedom is ever-growing. Nowhere is

this demand more evident than in telephony, one of the greatest engineering accomplishments

of the last century. Fixed telephone service at home has paved the way for portable phones.

People are discovering the advantages of being able to communicate on the move. This does

not come as a surprise since wireless communication has become a reliable and affordable form

of interaction, anywhere and anytime. However, in this new world of mobile users, the commu-

nications equipment and facilities are expected to meet the escalatingly stringent requirements

of the consumers [3]. Over the last few decades, we have seen the evolution of the mobile phone

from its basic function of voice communications to advanced data services such as email, fax,

Internet access, even full-motion digital video or interactive multimedia communications in the

future.

The next generation of mobile communications entails:

� Enhanced information and multimedia capabilities

� Subscriber flexibility and control

� Increased capacity to meet a more demanding environment

� Robust voice systems to operate in more dynamic environment

� Interoperability between various systems

� Ease of operations and maintenance

� Preservation of significant investment in present systems

In order to meet the needs and demands of the customers, new technologies have to be de-

ployed since traditional methods of communications are nearing their technical or financial

limits. This has sparked the search for the ultimate last mile solution and with it a hot debate

on the “right technology.” Industry pundits looked to the hope of a unified worldwide standard

that would facilitate global roaming anytime, anywhere. Work in this direction [4–7], which
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has been ongoing for a few years, is known as the third generation mobile standard Interna-

tional Mobile Telecommunications 2000 (IMT-2000). The IMT-2000 global standard provides

the inherent flexibility necessary for today’s operators to seamlessly evolve their networks to-

wards the needs of the information age. To enforce global harmonisation of the standards, the

third generation partnership project (3GPP) has been set up to co-operate for the production of

technical specifications for IMT-2000 based on the radio access technologies the organisational

partners support. In May 1999, the code division multiple access (CDMA) radio access tech-

nology harmonisation agreement was reached, and in November 1999 CDMA emerged as the

winning radio access with the endorsement of the CDMA standards for IMT-2000.

The following section gives a general overview of cellular communications. The various mul-

tiple access techniques used by the subscribers to access the network are briefly discussed in

Section 1.2. The shortcomings of each technique are also stated. Section 1.3 addresses the

motivation for the work carried out in this thesis and gives the organisation of the thesis.

1.1 Cellular communications

The traditional approach to mobile radio involved setting up a high-power transmitter located

on top of the highest point in the coverage area. A line of sight is needed between the mobile

telephones and the base station for adequate radio coverage [8]. This implies that the few

available radio channels were locked up over a large area by a small number of users.

1.1.1 Cellular concept

A different approach is to handle the coverage problem using the cellular concept instead of the

broadcast method. This new method uses a large number of low-power transmitters designed

to serve only a small area. Each small area is called a cell. By reducing the total coverage area

into small cells, it became possible to reuse the same frequencies in different cells.

In this cellular concept, frequencies allocated to the service are reused in a regular pattern of

cells, each covered by one radio station or base station. In mobile network these cells are

theoretically hexagonal, but in reality the cell coverage is an irregular shape. To ensure that the

mutual interference between users remains below a harmful level, adjacent cells use different
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frequencies1. Figure 1.1 shows that a set of three different frequencies is used for each cluster

of three adjacent cells. Hence, this system has a frequency reuse factor of 1/3. Cluster patterns

and the corresponding frequencies are reused in a regular pattern over the entire service area.

Figure 1.1: A cluster of cells using three different frequencies

However, the problem with small cells was that not all mobile calls would now be completed

within a single cell. A ‘handover’ or ‘handoff’ to another base station is required to ensure

sufficient quality of reception, including acceptable interference power levels. Handover is the

process used to allow a call in progress to continue as the mobile terminal moves between cells.

Handovers can be classified as soft or hard. Soft handover occurs when the mobile terminal

communication is switched to the target base station without interrupting communications with

the current serving base station. In a soft handover, the mobile terminal communicates with

two or more base stations simultaneously, with the signals received from the base stations

coherently combined. On the other hand, hard handover occurs when the communication to the

mobile terminal is passed between disjointed radio systems, different frequency assignments, or

different air interface characteristics or technologies. This form of handover is a “break-before-

make” process at the air interface. Whether a soft or hard handover can occur is dependent on

the multiple access technology. (See Section 1.2.3).

1.1.2 Mobile cellular network

Figure 1.2 depicts a simple scheme of relationship between mobile terminals, base stations and

Mobile Telephone Switching Office (MTSO) in a mobile cellular terrestrial network. Mobile

users communicate with one another via the public switched telephone network (PSTN). The

MTSO acts as the interface between the PSTN and the cellular network. Each MTSO controls

a group of base stations, to which the mobile terminals are linked. The radio transmission from

the base station to the mobile is called the downlink and the reverse transmission path is hence

1Not always the case in CDMA and is discussed in Section 1.2.3
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the uplink.
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Figure 1.2: Basic mobile cellular network

In the downlink, all the users’ individual signals in a cell originate from one source, the base

station. Hence, the signals received at each mobile terminal are synchronous. On the other

hand, the uplink is asynchronous, since the signals from different mobile terminals arrive at

the base station with different delays. Moreover, all these signals travel through different paths

and experience different forms and degrees of impairments. The current status is that the ca-

pacity of the uplink is approximately twice that of the downlink’s due to array processing and

multiuser detection at the base station where higher complexity can be tolerated2. However,

improving only the capacity of the uplink does not obviously improve the overall capacity, the

more limiting link will determine the overall capacity. Hence, only the downlink is considered

in this work as attention should now be focused on the downlink as well.

Impairments in cellular radio communications include:

� Additive white Gaussian noise

� Inter-symbol interference

� Co-channel interference

� Adjacent channel interference

� Fading - flat and selective

Additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) is the inevitable thermal noise in the receiver and is

assumed to follow a Gaussian distribution. The mobile radio channel is characterised by ‘mul-

2Cost, size and weight are critical concerns in mobiles
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tipath reception’: The signal offered to the receiver contains not only a direct line-of-sight radio

wave, but also a large number of reflected radio waves [9]. These reflected waves when added

to the direct wave, cause significant distortion to the received signal. This form of interference

is known as intersymbol interference (ISI). A wireless network has to be designed in such a

way that the adverse effect of these reflections is minimised. ISI is usually combatted by using

an equaliser in the receiver. Co-channel interference (CCI) is caused by the interference from

neighbouring cells due to frequency reuse. This is the interference3 arriving at a desired cell

from the cell using the same frequency channel. Two channels with different frequencies can

also cause interference if they are next to each other in the frequency spectrum. This form

of interference is known as adjacent channel interference (ACI) which is the result of signals

from one channel ‘spilling’ into the adjacent channel due to imperfect filters. To avoid this

cross-talk between channels, guard bands are inserted between channels. In addition to this

impairments, the received signal exhibits fluctuations in signal level called fading. Two forms

of fading are flat and frequency-selective fadings. When ISI is low and the received signal can-

not be “resolved” into its multiple paths components, flat fading is experienced. On the other

hand, severe ISI with several time-shifted and scaled versions of the transmitted signal arriving

at the receiver, results in frequency-selective fading.

Hence, sophisticated signal processing techniques are needed in the receiver to combat these

impairments and designing receivers for the mobile communications systems has always been

a challenge.

1.2 Multiple access technologies

Multiple access refers to a technique to share a common communications channel between

multiple users. A multiple access platform is needed for multiple users to exist harmoniously

in a network. The freedoms in use when designing multiuser communications systems in-

clude space, time and frequency. In the space domain, users can be separated by making their

distance large enough. In wireless communications, an example is to separate transmitters

geographically to have enough distance attenuating the signals so that they do not interfere sig-

nificantly. More advanced techniques include polarisation-division multiple access (PDMA)

and space-division multiple access (SDMA). In PDMA, two users can be separated by using

3Multipath is not always detrimental and is even beneficial in CDMA with the use of RAKE receiver
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electromagnetic waves with different polarisation. In SDMA, sectorised antennas are usually

applied to separate users at the same frequency [10].

In time-frequency domain multiple-access, each user’s transmitted data signal is modulated by

a signature waveform. The receiver can demodulate each user’s data, if the signature waveforms

of the users are different enough. Various signature waveform designs result in different mul-

tiple access technologies, namely, frequency division multiple access (FDMA), time division

multiple access (TDMA) and code division multiple access (CDMA).

1.2.1 Frequency division multiple access

Frequency division multiple access (FDMA) is the oldest multiple access technique. The signa-

ture waveform of each user in FDMA occupies its own frequency band and by simply filtering

the receiver can separate the users’ signals. Although FDMA is applicable to both analog and

digital modulations, the maximum bit rate per channel is fixed and small, inhibiting the flex-

ibility in bit-rate capability which is essential in the future communications services. Making

the bit rate higher requires more frequency channels to be allocated for a user. This implies a

need for several bandpass filters. Furthermore, FDMA does not use the frequency spectrum ef-

ficiently because each frequency channel requires guard bands to minimise cross-talk between

channels and the channel is occupied even if no information is transmitted.

The first generation analog cellular FDMA systems [11] include the North America’s Advanced

Mobile Phone Services (AMPS), United Kingdom’s Total Access Communications System

(TACS), Scandinavia’s Nordic Mobile Telephone (NMT), Germany’s C-450 and Japan’s Nip-

pon Telephone and Telegraph (NTT).

1.2.2 Time division multiple access

The introduction of digital modulation made it possible to deploy digital mobile communica-

tions systems which are known as the second generation of mobile communications. A nar-

rowband second generation system known as time division multiple access (TDMA) appeared.

In TDMA, the signature waveform of each user is limited to a predetermined time interval.

Relatively simple to implement, TDMA permits very flexible bit rates. By using multiple trans-

mission intervals, a wide range of user bit rates is supported. However, the transmission of all

users must be exactly synchronised to each other and substantial amount of signal processing
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is needed for synchronisation. As there is no frequency guard band required between channels,

TDMA utilises bandwidth more efficiently. Nevertheless, ACI is still present in this system

and exists in the time domain instead of the frequency spectrum. Sufficient guard time between

time intervals is needed to accommodate timing discrepancies and delay spread. Another dis-

advantage is that high peak power in the transmit mode of the handset shortens the battery

life.

The second generation digital cellular systems [11] based on TDMA are the pan-European

Global System for Mobile communications (GSM) [12], IS-54 in the United States and the

Personal Digital Cellular (PDC) in Japan.

1.2.3 Code division multiple access

The invention of spread-spectrum techniques for communications systems with anti-jamming

and low probability of undesired interception capabilities lead to the idea of CDMA. There

are numerous ways of implementing CDMA, four methods are frequency-hopping (FH), time-

hopping (TH), direct sequence (DS) and multicarrier (MC). Hybrid CDMA systems based on

the combination of some of the techniques are also possible. In FH-CDMA, users’ signature

waveforms are centred on generating different carrier frequencies at different time intervals.

The signal hops from a frequency to another according to a pseudo-random spreading sequence.

In TH-CDMA, bursts of signal are initiated at pseudo-random times. In DS-CDMA systems,

each user’s signature waveform is continuous in the time domain and has a relatively flat spec-

trum. Hence, all signature waveforms occupy the entire frequency band allocated for trans-

mission at all times and the users are separated neither in time nor in frequency domains. The

data of users can be separated in the receivers because the signature waveforms of DS-CDMA

are formed by spreading sequences which are unique to each user. MC-CDMA is based on a

combination of code division and orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM). More

details can be found in [13].

Traditional FDMA and TDMA are designed to be orthogonal in the sense that the waveforms

are mutually orthogonal. DS-CDMA, on the other hand, can be either orthogonal or non-

orthogonal depending on the orthogonality of the spreading sequences [14]. Provided that

there is no time delay and the transmission does not cause time dispersion, the received signals

of the users appear as orthogonal if orthogonal signature waveforms are used. The spreading

sequences may also be designed to be non-orthogonal. Non-orthogonality is attractive in the
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sense that there is no hard limit on the number of users since the number of codes is uncon-

strained.

The primary advantage of CDMA [15, 16] is its ability to tolerate a fair amount of interfering

signals compared to FDMA and TDMA. As a result of the interference tolerance of CDMA,

frequency planning is simplified. Moreover, flexibility in system design and deployment are

significantly improved since interference with others is not a problem and it is less suscept-

ible to ACI. On the other hand, sophisticated filtering and guard-band protection is needed

with FDMA and TDMA to ensure no ACI with similar assumptions. The CDMA waveform

occupies a significantly larger bandwidth than FDMA or TDMA waveforms, thus CDMA is

more likely to undergo frequency-selective fading. However, the effect of this fading is less

detrimental in CDMA because the energy is spread over a much larger spectrum and fading at

certain frequencies has little effect on the overall spectrum. For a DS-CDMA system, capacity

improvement is possible with a frequency reuse factor of one, as compared to the other two

technologies which have reuse factors of less than one4. Since adjacent cells use the same fre-

quency band, soft handover is possible and users no longer experience break in communications

when transiting between cells. With a reuse factor of one, FH-CDMA cannot avoid frequency

hits between users at the same frequencies in adjacent cells causing a severe performance de-

gradation. Furthermore, coherent demodulation is not practical in FH systems, which causes a

performance penalty in comparison to DS systems with coherent demodulation. Another ad-

vantage of DS-CDMA is that the transmission bandwidth exceeds the coherence bandwidth and

hence provides an inherent delay diversity receiver. This implies that the received signal after

despreading can be resolved into multiple signals with different time delays, and subsequently

recovered and combined into an enhanced signal. However, DS-CDMA has its limitations and

additional constraints such as stringent power control is required.

Not only is DS-CDMA used in the present second generation systems, for example IS-95 [18]

initially in the United States and the later cdmaOne in other parts of the world as well, it is also

the chosen technology for IMT-2000 in the future. Deployment is scheduled to commence in

2001 and 2002. Hence, DS-CDMA will form the main area of study of this work.

4Further capacity gains can also result from antenna technology advancement by using directional antennas [17],
which allow the microcell area to be divided into sectors
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1.3 Aim and organisation of the thesis

With the standardisation of the third generation mobile communications systems, CDMA is

going to have a direct impact in our life in the near future. One difference between the present

CDMA systems (generally known as cdmaOne) and those in the future is that advanced re-

ceiver concepts have been incorporated into the new standards. This new receiver approach,

known as multiuser detection, is able to increase capacity of the wireless network by exploiting

powerful digital signal processing. In spite of the major research effort invested in multiuser de-

modulation techniques, several practical as well as theoretical open issues still exist in the field

of multiuser receivers. The objective of the work presented is to develop practical multiuser

demodulation algorithm with reasonable performance and implementable complexity. More

specifically, the work aims to simplify the prohibitive complexity of the optimum multiuser

receiver.

The organisation of the thesis structure is shown in Figure 1.3. This introductory chapter gives

a general overview of cellular communications. The motivation for the work carried out in

this thesis, as well as the organisation of the thesis, is addressed. The next chapter presents

the models of the forward error correction (FEC) coded and uncoded DS-CDMA communic-

ations systems, on which all discussions in the subsequent chapters are based. Two decoding

algorithms of the FEC codes are detailed. A powerful FEC coding scheme known as Turbo

codes is also presented. The spreading codes used for spectrum spreading are introduced and

the conventional receiver structure is also discussed.

Chapter 3 reviews some multiuser receivers, starting with a discussion on the problems of the

conventional receiver. These established receivers are compared with the proposed detectors

in the subsequent chapters. A different implementation of the optimum multiuser detector is

investigated in Chapter 4. A new multiuser detector is introduced in Chapter 5. In Chapter 6,

the favourable features of this new detector such as low complexity is incorporated into a near-

optimum multiuser receiver to yield a sub-optimum multiuser detector with good performance.

Finally, the powerful iterative algorithm of the Turbo code is exploited in a new iterative multi-

user detector which is based on the proposed sub-optimum multiuser detector. This is discussed

in Chapter 7.

The concluding chapter gives a summary of the thesis and lists the contributions to knowledge

as well as the works for future development.
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Figure 1.3: The organisation of the thesis structure
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Chapter 2
DS-CDMA communications systems

This chapter concentrates on the DS-CDMA communications systems. The principle of spread

spectrum technology is first presented in Section 2.1. A simple illustration of its application

in DS-CDMA communications systems is shown in Section 2.2. The following section (2.3)

describes the downlink of the DS-CDMA system model in detail including the transmitter and

the multipath channel. The mathematical models for the signals at different stages are also

derived. Section 2.4 covers the spreading codes used in the system. The conventional detector

is introduced in the next section (2.5), with emphasis on its shortcomings. Channel coding in

the form of forward error correction is discussed in Section 2.6 which includes convolutional

coding, two convolutionaldecoding methods (Viterbi algorithm (VA) and Bahlet al. [2] (BCJR)

algorithm) and also a new class of coding scheme known as Turbo codes. The final section gives

a summary of the chapter.

2.1 Spread spectrum principles

The most widely recognised form of spread spectrum [19, 20] is probably direct sequence, on

which all discussions in this chapter are based. The direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS)

process is performed by effectively multiplying an RF carrier,cos�wct, and a pseudo-noise

(PN) digital signal,s�t. Figure 2.1 shows a basic SS system model for both the transmitter and

the receiver. First the PN code is modulated onto the information signal,b�t, using one of sev-

eral modulation techniques (eg. BPSK, QPSK, etc ). Then, a mixer is used to multiply the RF

carrier and PN modulated information signal. This process causes the RF signal to be replaced

with a very wide bandwidth signal with the spectral equivalent of a noise signal. On recep-

tion, the demodulation process (for the BPSK case) begins with the mixing of the incoming

RF signal with a similar RF carrier,� cos�wct, to giver�t � b�ts�t � b�ts�t cos��wct
1.

After which, the filtered output,b�ts�t, is multiplied with the same PN code. The output is

1Delays in the channel have been ignored here for simplicity
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a signal that is a maximum,b�ts��t, when the two signals exactly equal one another or are

“correlated”. The correlated signal is then filtered and sent to a BPSK demodulator.
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Figure 2.1: Direct sequence spread spectrum communications systems model

To illustrate the spectrum spreading concepts, consider a rectangular pulse of amplitude��

and durationT as shown in Figure 2.2. Its amplitude spectrum is a sinc function2 with the first

zero crossing point at��T . If the duration of the rectangular pulse is compressed toTc, the

corresponding effect is an expansion in the frequency domain. The amplitude spectrum still

retains its original shape, but its first zero crossing is now at��T c, and the amplitude is reduced

from T to Tc [21]. In DSSS, the PN spreading code is a continuous train of rectangular or chip

pulses, each with durationTc. The envelope of the frequency spectrum of the entire spreading

code follows the shape of the frequency spectrum of a single chip pulse. The spreading of

the signal is achieved by multiplying the spreading code with the data signal, such that the

spreading code “chops” the data up to give an output which has a spectrum similar to the

code. From another perspective, the bit rate has increased in such a way that it still contains

the original information. The bandwidth in DSSS systems is often taken as the null-to-null

bandwidth of the main lobe of the power spectral density plot. Therefore, the bandwidth is

spread by a factor ofG � T�Tc, which is also known as the processing gain of the system.

In this simplified scenario,G is also the length or number of chips of the spreading sequence.

The signals generated with this technique appear as noise in the frequency domain. The wide

bandwidth provided by the PN code allows the signal power to drop below the noise threshold

without loss of information.

The result of modulating an RF carrier with such a code sequence is to produce a direct se-

quence modulated spread spectrum with a sinc frequency spectrum centred at the carrier fre-

2sinc�x� � sin��x����x�
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Figure 2.2: Spectrum spreading

quency. The main lobe of this spectrum has a bandwidth twice the clock rate of the modulating

code, from null to null. The sidelobes have a null to null bandwidth equal to the code’s clock

rate. For simplicity, all further discussions ignore the carrier and focus only on the baseband

equivalent system.

2.2 DS-CDMA principles

In direct-sequence CDMA (DS-CDMA), users can share the same channel because they are

assigned unique spreading codes to minimise mutual interference. To illustrate the application

of spread spectrum technique in this multiple access scheme, consider two users in a system as

shown in Figure 2.3. The spreading codes of the two users,s��t ands��t, are distinct from

each other. Assuming a noise free channel, the output signals of both transmitters arrive at both

receivers as a single signal, which is given asb��ts��t � b��ts��t. Each receiver correlates

the received signal with their respective spreading code. From the normalised autocorrelation,

s���t � s���t � �, the resulting outputs areb��t�b��ts��ts��t andb��t�b��ts��ts��t.

If orthogonal spreading codes are used, the ideal cross correlation iss��ts��t � �, and the

idealised outputs are simplyb��t andb��t respectively. However, this is usually not the case

(the reasons for this will be discussed in Section 2.5). The residual, non-zero term translates to

CCI for other users in the CDMA system and this interference is called multiple access inter-
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ference (MAI). Fortunately, the residual cross-correlation term, which appears like background

noise to a simple receiver, is small and the desired information can still be recovered success-

fully, as seen in the spectrum of the output. As the number of users increases, the power of the

MAI also increases and the system performance degrades. The work here focuses only on the

intra-cell interference (interference from users within the same cell), and inter-cell interference

(leakage from adjoining cells) is modelled as a contribution to the background Gaussian noise.

Hence, there is a limitation to the number of users in the CDMA system sharing the same spec-

trum. This limitation is affected by the processing gain, the correlation of the spreading codes,

the relative power of transmission, noise and many other factors. Therefore, the capacity of

a CDMA system is softly limited, i.e., the maximum number of users is not clear-cut, unlike

the other two schemes (FDMA and TDMA), where the number of users cannot go beyond the

number of frequency bands or time slots.
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s1(t) s1(t)
f f
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f

f f

f
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Figure 2.3: Two-user DS-CDMA system

2.3 System model

A general downlink forward error correction (FEC) coded DS-CDMA system is illustrated in

Figure 2.4. In this model,K users share the same communication media. Prior to spectrum

spreading, the input data,dk�t � f�� �g �k � �� � � � � K, is first pre-processed by incorporat-
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ing FEC coding and binary phase shift keying (BPSK) modulation. The encoded and modulated

signals,bk�t � f��� �g �k � �� � � � � K are then bandwidth-expanded by the user-specific

spreading sequences,sk�t �k � �� � � � � K. In the case of the downlink, the signals transmit-

ted by the users are combined at the transmitter to give a joint signal,v�t, which is then passed

synchronously through the same channel. The synchronisation of the signals considerably sim-

plifies analysis and often permits the derivation of some closed-form expressions for desired

performance measures. This is useful since, from the analytical results of a synchronous sys-

tem, many useful conclusions can be drawn for the more complex asynchronous cases [22, 23].

As well as the channel effect, additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN),n�t, is also present in

the system. The received signal,y�t � x�t � n�t, is the sum of the multipath-corrupted

transmitted signal,x�t, and the Gaussian noise. The receiver designs which include signal

detection and decoding are discussed in detail in the next chapter. This work is focused on the

downlink and thereby the receivers for mobile handsets. This is because the challenge lies in

designing a near-optimum receiver that is simple enough to be implemented in the power, cost

and size limited handset.
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Figure 2.4: Downlink DS-CDMA system model

2.3.1 Transmitter

The pre-assigned signature waveforms are defined as,

sk�t �
G��X
i��

ci�kp�t� iTc� �k � �� � � � � K (2.1)
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whereG is the processing gain of the spreading waveform,ci�k � f�����g is thei-th chip

value of thek-th user,Tc is the chip duration andp�t is the rectangular chip waveform which

is zero outside��� Tc. Each waveform,sk�t, is thus restricted to a symbol duration,T � GTc,

i.e., zero outside��� T . This type of spreading codes is known as short codes, and codes that

span more than one symbol duration are hence the long codes. Only short spreading codes

are considered in the work presented here. Since signal processing is carried out on sampled

signals, the received continuous-time signal is assumed to be sampled after front-end filtering

with G samples per symbol interval. Hence, the equivalent discrete-time mathematical model,

which is more suitable for algorithm derivations, is used instead. The spreading waveform can

be rewritten in discrete time as az-transform spreading code polynomial of lengthG,

Sk�z �
G��X
i��

ci�kz
�i� �k � �� � � � � K (2.2)

wherez�� represents a delay of one chip.

The input data bit sequences for different users are identically independently distributed (i.i.d)

and equiprobable. During thef -th signalling interval, the joint transmitted signal can be ex-

pressed as

Vf�z �
KX
k��

p
Pkbk�fSk�z� �f � �� � � � � F � � (2.3)

wherePk andbk�f � f�����g represent the transmitted power and thef -th modulated symbol

of thek-th user respectively. Each user transmitsF bits.

2.3.2 Channel

For slowly fading channels, the channel impulse response can be estimated precisely and thus

the channel impulse response can be assumed to be known. In cdmaone and IMT-2000 CDMA

systems, channel impulse responses are monitored using pilot channels. The effect of mul-

tipath on downlink CDMA system has been studied in [24, 25]. A more complete discussion of

multipath fading effect can be found in [9].

In addition to the Gaussian noise, the channel has multipath effect which is modelled by an

L-tap finite impulse response (FIR) filter [26] as shown in Figure 2.5.
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Figure 2.5: The multipath channel model

This model represents a multipath channel withL resolvable paths. The channel impulse re-

sponse can be written as

h�t �
L��X
l��

hl��t� lTc� (2.4)

wherehl is the path coefficient of thel-th path and��t is the Dirac function. Only real sig-

nals are considered in this thesis, extension to complex signals is straightforward. Similarly,

equation (2.4) can be rewritten inz-transform as

H�z �
L��X
l��

hlz
�l� (2.5)

Due to the multipath effect, the bit intervals are no longer independent of each other. Hence,

the entire data transmission has to be considered,

V �z �
F��X
f��

Vf�zz
�Gf � (2.6)

wherez�G is a delay of one symbol interval. Let

Rk�z � H�zSk�z� (2.7)

which is a polynomial of lengthG� L� �, represents the overall channel response of thek-th

user due to multipath effect and spectrum spreading. The convolution of the multipath channel

response,h�t, and the transmitted signal,v�t, results in the noise-free received signal,x�t. In

thez domain, convolution translates to multiplication, andX�z � H�zV �z can be expanded
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as

X�z �
KX
k��

Rk�z
p
Pk

F��X
f��

bk�fz
�Gf

�
KX
k��

Rk�z
p
PkBk�z

� RT �zPB�z� (2.8)

where:

Bk�z �
F��X
f��

bk�fz
�Gf �k � �� � � � � K (2.9)

represents the entire transmission of the modulated symbols for thek-th user,

R�z � �R��z� � � � � RK�z�
T is a vector comprising of all the users’ overall channel

response due to spreading and multipath effect,

P � diagfpP�� � � � �
p
PKg is theK �K diagonal matrix representing the received

power of the users,

B�z � �B��z� � � � � BK�z�
T is the entire modulated symbol sequence vector.

The received signal is thusY �z � X�z�N�z, whereN�z is thez-transform of the AWGN

sequence, which has zero mean and two-sided power spectral density equals toN��� or 	�.

If multipath effect is not present or negligible in the channel and only Gaussian noise exists, the

channel is a non-dispersive AWGN channel. Although this channel is less practical, it is useful

for simplified analysis. Each symbol in a symbol duration does not interfer with symbols in

adjacent symbol intervals for a AWGN channel, hence it is sufficient to focus on just a single

symbol duration. AsRk�z � Sk�z now, the transmitted sequence becomes

X�z �
KX
k��

Sk�z
p
Pkbk� (2.10)

wherebk �k � �� � � � � K are the transmitted symbols of the symbol interval in question.
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2.4 Spreading sequences

Recall that the receiver despreading operation is a correlation operation with the spreading

code of the desired transmitter. Ideally, a received signal that has been spread using a different

spreading code will not be despreaded and will cause minimal interference to the desired signal.

The specific amount of interference from a user employing a different spreading code is related

to the cross-correlation between the two spreading codes. Orthogonal codes have zero cross-

correlation levels, thus MAI can be totally eliminated. However, it is usually not the case in the

sense that perfect orthogonality is hard to achieve in a practical DS-CDMA system. Even if the

channel is synchronous, orthogonality still cannot be ensured when multipath effect exists or

long codes3 are used. Hence, low cross-correlation spreading codes, which also exhibit other

more desired features, are sought.

Noise-like wideband spread-spectrum signals are generated using pseudo-noise or pseudo-

random spreading code sequences [27], which are so called because they exhibit the properties

of random numbers. However, if the code sequences were truly random, then nobody, including

the intended receiver, could access the channel. Thus, PN sequences should be relatively easy

to generate and should appear as random noise to everyone else, except to the transmitter and

the intended receiver. Other properties of a PN sequence include the ease of generation, long

periods and difficulty of reconstruction from a short segment. In DS-CDMA systems, a PN

spreading waveform is a time function of a PN sequence. Examples of PN spreading sequences

are Gold codes and Kasami codes used in IMT-2000 [28].

2.4.1 Orthogonal codes

One of the most common type of orthogonal codes is Walsh codes. This set of codes is mutually

orthogonal at zero phase offset. However, at other phase offsets, the cross-correlations are

very high. Even if phase synchronisation is maintained in the downlink, orthogonality of the

codes is still lost under multipath channel effect. Another limitation on Walsh codes is that the

number of available codes for a certain degree is relatively small as compared to its period. The

implication is that to increase the number of codes, the degree and consequently the period of

the code have to be increased, resulting in a larger storage.

3Long codes are desirable because it is difficult for parties to eavesdrop
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2.4.2 Random codes

Random codes here refer to randomly selected sequences that are completely chosen at random

while preserving the condition of uniqueness. An ideal spreading code would be an infinite

sequence of equally likely random binary digits. Unfortunately, the use of an infinite random

sequence implies infinite storage in both the transmitter and receiver. Hence, periodic PN codes

are always employed. The disadvantage of using finite length random codes is that they have

poor cross-correlation properties. However, these codes are able to mimic the use of long

sequences.

Random codes are chosen for each symbol interval because it models the use of long spreading

codes [18] or when properties of the sequences have been corrupted due to inter-chip inter-

ference arising from the presence of a multipath channel. Furthermore, the performance of a

synchronous system using random codes is on average the same as that of an asynchronous

system [29] and it allow for interferer diversity [30] such as different processing gains. Hence,

random codes will be used as the main spreading sequences in the investigations reported here.

2.5 Conventional detector

The conventional detector for the multipath system, also known as the RAKE receiver [31, 32],

consists ofL matched filters4 or correlators (called fingers) for each user, as shown in Figure

2.6. Although multipath introduces interpath interference similar to intersymbol interference

(ISI) in TDMA, it is also a valuable source of time diversity here. The output of each finger

is combined into a single output to maximise the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Based on the

sampled value of this single output, a decision can be made by a decision device which is

represented by the signum function for BPSK.

Each of theL fingers is matched to one path, i.e., matched to the spreading code but with a delay

of one chip from each other. Assume that the interference from the other users is Gaussian, the

best combining weights are the path coefficients of the channel. The transfer function of the

4Note that the correlation operation can be performed using a matched filter for sampled signals
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Figure 2.6: The RAKE receiver

RAKE receiver for thek-th user is thus

RRAKE
k �z �

L��X
l��

hlSk�z
��zl

� H�z��Sk�z
�� � Rk�z

��� �k � �� � � � � K (2.11)

which is identical to a filter matched toRk�z defined in equation (2.7). Note thatRRAKE
k �z is

non-causal, hence a delay ofz�G�L�� is required in the actual implementation. Consequently,

the output of the RAKE is

Uk�z � RRAKE
k �zY �z

� �R
k�k�z

p
PkBk�z � Rk�z

��N�z

�
KX
j���
j ��k

�R
k�j�z

p
PjBj�z� �k � �� � � � � K (2.12)

where�R
k�j�z represents the cross-correlation betweenRk�z

�� andRj�z. The sampled value

at time�G�f � � � L � �Tc �f � �� � � � � F � � is equivalent to the coefficient ofz�Gf in

Uk�z, and based on this statistic a decision for thef -th bit of thek-th user can be made.

In equation (2.12), the first term represents the desired signal, the last term is the MAI and the
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second term represents spread coloured noise with zero mean and covariance	��R
k�k�z. If the

coefficient ofz� in �R
k�j�z ��j � �� � � � � K� j �� k is equal to 0, then there is no MAI. This

is possible if the channel has only a single path and the codes used are orthogonal. This can be

easily shown by observing that the cross-correlation ofSk�z andSj�z �j �� k for orthogonal

codes always gives az� with zero-valued coefficient and that the channel responseH�z now

has only one non-zero term (z�). However, practical channels are non-ideal, and even with

orthogonal codes, MAI is usually inevitable. From equation (2.12), it is observed that the MAI

term involves the powers of the users. Hence, if the powers of the interfering users are high,

the MAI would also be increased. This is known as “near-far” effect. Usually, stringent power

control is required to suppress this effect.

The output of all RAKE receivers matched to all the users before sampling can be expressed

neatly in matrix form as

U�z � �R�zPB�z �R�z��N�z� (2.13)

where: U�z � �U��z� � � � � UK�z�T is the RAKE matched filter bank output vector,

R�z�� � �R��z
��� � � � � RK�z

���T is the transfer function vector of the RAKE

matched filter bank,

�R�z � R�z��RT �z is theK �K matrix representing correlations between the

users subjected to the effect of the channel, and the�i� j-thelement is�R
i�j�z � Ri�z��Rj�z.

Two assumptions are made here: the receiver knows exactly the received power of the users

and the channel attenuation is simplified to be real for analysing coherent methods. Note that

equations (2.8) and (2.10) are still valid ifPk is the received power (instead of transmitted

power) of thek-th user andH�z is the normalised channel response.

In the case of an AWGN channel, a number of simplifications can be made. Firstly, only one

matched filter is required for each user. Again, attention is focused only on one symbol interval,

the output of the conventional detector becomes

Uk�z � �S
k�k�z

p
Pkbk � Sk�z

��N�z

�
KX
j���
j ��k

�S
k�j�z

p
Pjbj � �k � �� � � � � K (2.14)
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where�S
k�j�z represents the cross-correlation betweenSk�z

�� andSj�z since the transfer

functions of the matched filters areSk�z�� �k � �� � � � � K. In matrix form, it can be ex-

pressed as

U�z � �S�zPb� S�z��N�z� (2.15)

where: S�z�� � �S��z
��� � � � � SK�z

���T is the transfer function vector of the matched

filter bank,

�S�z � S�z��ST �z is theK � K matrix representing purely the correlations

between the users,

b � �b�� � � � � bK�
T is the input data symbol vector in the symbol duration of interest.

2.6 Forward error correction coding

As shown in Section 2.3.2, the communications system suffers from noise and multipath effect

in the channel. In order to provide reliable transmission of digital information over the channel,

an essential signal processing operation, namely, channel coding, is exploited. Another motiva-

tion for the use of channel coding is to reduce the required SNR for a fixed bit error rate (BER).

This reduction in SNR translates to a reduction in transmitted power or a reduction in hardware

costs [33] and an increase in capacity.

Channel coding may be implemented by means of forward error correction (FEC). The channel

encoder adds redundancy to the data bits according to a prescribed rule. The amount of redund-

ancy introduced by the encoding of the data in this manner is measured by the ratio (R) of the

number of input data bits to the number of encoded symbols. This redundancy is then exploited

by the decoder to estimate the original data bits, thereby correcting for channel disturbances.

However, the addition of redundancy in the coded message implies the need for increased trans-

mission bandwidth and increased complexity. Hence, the value ofR � m�n (wherem andn

are integers) is usually kept high to achieve an appropriate trade-off.

FEC coding has been classified into block codes and convolutional codes. The difference is

the presence or absence of memory in the encoders for the two codes. The channel encoder

for a block code accepts information in successivem-bit blocks; for each block, it addsn �m

redundant bits that are algebraically dependent on them message bits. Each block is treated
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independently, hence the encoder does not have memory. A convolutional code, as its name

implies, is a discrete-time convolution of the input sequence with the impulse response of the

encoder. The duration of the impulse response equals the memory of the encoder. Unlike a

block code, the encoder for a convolutional code accepts message bits as a continuoussequence.

Convolutional coding is attractive for continuous transmissionand is thus more widely accepted

in wireless communications [34]. Only convolutional codes are of interest in this thesis.

The convolutional code is described in Section 2.6.1. Decoding of this code using the VA and

the BCJR algorithm is outlined in Section 2.6.2 and Section 2.6.3 respectively. Concatenation

of two convolutional codes yields a powerful code known as a Turbo code, which is introduced

briefly in Section 2.6.4.

2.6.1 Convolutional coding

A convolutional code is generated by passing the information sequence to be transmitted through

a linear finite-state shift register. The encoder of a binary convolutional code with rateR � ��n

may be viewed as a finite-state machine that consists of a�-stage shift register,n modulo-2 ad-

ders and a multiplexer that serialises the outputs of the adders. The parameter� is called the

constraint length of the convolutional code. The input data to the encoder, assumed to be binary,

is shifted into the shift register one bit at a time. For every shift, the number of output bits isn.

The concept of convolutional encoding is best illustrated with an example. Figure 2.7 shows

the encoder for a convolutional code of constraint length� � �, code rateR � ��� and linear

algebraic function generators��� 	 in octal form. Each generator describes the connections of

the shift register to the corresponding modulo-2 adder.

+

+

Inpu t O u t p u t

Figure 2.7: The encoder for the convolutional code of rate R � ���, constraint length � � �
and generators (7,5)
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The structural properties of a convolutional encoder can be portrayed in graphical form by using

a code trellis5 as shown in Figure 2.8. The state of a convolutionalencoder of rate��n is defined

as the most recent���� message bits moved into the shift register before the current message

bit. In this case where� � �, each state contains two bits and is the content of the last 2

stages (see Figure 2.7) in the shift register. There are���� possible states. Transitions between

states are governed by the incoming (uncoded) data bits (0 or 1). The label pertaining to each

branch in the code trellis represents the current input message bit and the output codeword of

the encoder. For example, a binary digit 0 input to the encoder in state 10, will output the

codeword 10 and move to state 01. If however a 1 had been present at the input while in state

10, the bit sequence 01 would have appeared at the output, and the system would have moved

to state 11 instead.
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0 1

1 0

0 / 0 0

0/11

0/10

1 1

0 0
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0/0
1

1/01

1 / 1 0

Figure 2.8: Code trellis for the convolutional code of code rate R � ���, constraint length
� � � and generators (7,5)

2.6.2 Decoding – Viterbi algorithm

The coded bit stream produced by the convolutional coder from the previous section is transmit-

ted over a noisy, power limited channel to a receiver containing a convolutional decoder. The

noise can cause some of the bits to be decoded incorrectly, causing one or more bit errors. If

the noise is AWGN, the maximum likelihood sequence estimator (MLSE) implemented using

the VA [36, 37] is the optimum method of finding the most-likely original noise free sequence,

given the sequence of noisy symbols. The VA has been frequently used commercially in satel-

lites and space communications and is fairly effective for short constraint length�� �� �

codes. The optimum decoding involves searching through the trellis for the most probable se-

5A more detailed discussion on trellis can be found in [35]
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quence. In other words, the sequence found is the one that is closest in distance to the received

sequence of noisy symbols. Depending on whether hard or soft decisions are made by the de-

coder, Hamming distance or Euclidean distance respectively is taken as the distance measure.

As the latter improves performance by 2 dB, it is the scheme adopted throughout this thesis.

The first step taken in Viterbi decoding is to form the Viterbi trellis which is simply a time-

indexed concatenation of many code trellis. See Figure 2.9 for a simplified Viterbi trellis that is

used to decode the above example with 4 message bits or 4 transmitted codewords. Each node

corresponds to a distinct state at a given time, and each branch represents a transition to some

new state at the next instant of time. The trellis starts and ends at state 00. From timet � �

to t � � and fromt � 
 to t � �, the trellis is different from the code trellis because the shift

register is assumed to be initialised with zeros and the encoder is flushed with zeros to drive the

shift register back to the zero state. All transitions that are not possible have been eliminated.
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Figure 2.9: Viterbi trellis for the convolutional code of code rate R � ���, constraint length
� � � and generators (7,5)

To compute the most probable sequence, the VA first recursively computes the survivor path

entering each state. The survivor path for a given state is the sequence of symbols, entering the

given state, that is closest in distance to the received sequence of noisy symbols. The distance

between the survivor path and the sequence of noisy symbols is called the path metric for that

state. At the end of the trellis or after sufficient delay, the path metrics pertaining to all the

survivor paths entering all the states are compared and the path with the minimum path metric

is selected as the global survivor path.

Let the received sequence of noisy symbols be�y�� � � � � yn� , where
 is the number of trans-

mitted data bits including the� � � trailing zeros. The transition metric is defined as the

Euclidean distance between the sequence of received noisy symbols and the sequence of noise-
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less output symbols corresponding to that transition. That is, assuming BPSK modulation, the

transition metric for the transition from statei to statej at timet is

MT
i�j�t �

nX
l��

�y�t���n�l �
p
Esbi�j�l

�� �t � �� � � � � 
 � i� j � �� � � � � ���� (2.16)

wherebi�j�l � f�����g is thel-th modulated output symbol of the transition from statei to

statej, andEs is the energy of each symbol. IfMP
j�t is defined as the path metric for statej at

time t, andI as the set of states that have transitions to statej at timet, then

MP
j�t � min

i�I
�MP

i�t�� �MT
i�j�t� �t � �� � � � � 
 � j � �� � � � � ���� (2.17)

Let imin � I be the state that results in the minimum value. Then the transition from stateimin

to statej at timet is appended to the survivor path of stateimin in order to form the updated

survivor path of statej at timet. The path metrics at timet � � are initialised to zeros, i.e.,

MP
j�� � � �j � �� � � � � ����. Hence, by recursively calculating the path metrics and forming

the survivor path until the end of the trellis, the global survivor path can be traced out. For

the example in Figure 2.9, at timet � �, the most likely path is traced from the state��. If

the shift register is not flushed with zeros, then at timet � 
, the path metrics of all the states

are compared, and the global survivor path is traced out from the state with the minimum path

metric. Performance is not affected by the flushing as shown in [38].

For long information sequences, the decoding delay is intolerable for practical applications.

Furthermore, the memory storage required to store the long survivor paths is large and expens-

ive. In practice, the length of the survivor paths is fixed at a reasonable value, sayts. That is,

at timet, the state with the minimum path metric is traced back until timet � ts, and a final

decision is made on the uncoded bit. Ifts is chosen large enough, all survivor paths at timet

stem from the same node at timet � ts and thereby the same decision is made if they are all

traced back. It is shown in [38] thatts � 	� results in negligible degradation in performance

due to the truncation of the survivor paths.

The VA is also applicable to detection problems in digital communications. It is widely used in

equalisation to detect signals in channels with memory or ISI channels [39, 40]. See Appendix

A. In GSM, the VA is used for both demodulation and decoding [41].
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2.6.3 Decoding – BCJR algorithm

The VA is a maximum likelihood decoding method which minimises the codeword error rate

for convolutional codes. However, it does not necessarily minimise the probability of symbol

error. Another method of decoding that results in minimum symbol error rate is proposed by

Bahl et al. [2]. This BCJR algorithm is an optimum decoding method for convolutional codes

which minimises the symbol error probability by making decisions based on the maximuma

posteriori (MAP) probability [42].

Consider the convolutional codes of rate��n and constraint length�. DefineSt as the state at

time t � ��� � � � � 
 and indexm as one of theM � ���� possible states. Assume thatF data

bits in a frame are transmitted, followed by��� zeros to flush the encoder, thus
 � F ����.

Let dt � f�� �g �t � �� � � � � 
 be thet-th uncoded bit in the data stream including the trailing

zeros,wf � f�� �g �f � �� � � � � n
 be thef -th encoded bit, andyf �f � �� � � � � n
 be

thef -th noisy received encoded symbol. Also letwt�m�� m � �w�t���n��� � � � � wtn�T �t �

�� � � � � 
 represents the output codeword associated with the transition from stateS t�� � m�

to stateSt � m, Yt � �y�t���n��� � � � � ytn�
T �t � �� � � � � 
 the noisy received codeword at

time t, andYt
t� � �Yt�� � � � �Yt�

T the vector form of the noisy received sequence of codewords

from time t� to time t in a frame. In order to obtain thea posteriori probabilities (APP), first

define the following probability functions

�t�m � Pr�St � mjYt
� �t � �� � � � � 
 (2.18)

�t�m � Pr�St � mjY�
t�� �t � �� � � � � 
 � � (2.19)

�t�m
�� m � p�St � m�YtjSt�� � m� �t � �� � � � � 
� (2.20)
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The forward state probability,�t�m, can be obtained by forward recursion,

�t�m �
p�St � m�Yt

�

p�Yt
�

�
�

p�Yt
�

M��X
m���

p�St � m�St�� � m��Yt��
� �Yt

�
�

p�Yt
�

M��X
m���

p�St�� � m��Yt��
� p�St � m�YtjSt�� � m��Yt��

� 

�
p�Yt��

� 

p�Yt
�

M��X
m���

p�St�� � m�jYt��
� p�St � m�YtjSt�� � m�

� ht�

M��X
m���

�t���m
��t�m

�� m� �t � �� � � � � 
 �m � �� � � � �M � � (2.21)

whereht� � p�Yt��
� �p�Yt

� is a constant and can be determined using the condition that

�t�m is normalised as

M��X
m��

�t�m �
M��X
m��

Pr�St � mjYt
� � �� �t � �� � � � � 
 (2.22)

The normalisation is required to ensure stability of the algorithm. The following Markov prop-

erty has been applied in the fourth equality of equation (2.21): ifS t�� is a known condition,

events after timet� � do not depend onYt��
� .
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Similarly, the reverse state probability can be obtained by backward recursion,

�t�m �
p�St � m�Y�

t��

p�Y�
t��

�
�

p�Y�
t��

M��X
m���

p�St � m�St�� � m��Y�
t���Yt��

�
�

p�Y�
t��

M��X
m���

p�Y�
t��jSt � m�St�� � m��Yt��p�St � m�St�� � m��Yt��

�
�

p�Y�
t��

M��X
m���

Pr�St � mp�Y�
t��jSt�� � m�p�St�� � m��Yt��jSt � m

�
p�Y�

t��

p�Y�
t��

M��X
m���

Pr�St � mp�St�� � m�jY�
t��p�St�� � m��Yt��jSt � m

Pr�St�� � m�

� ht�

M��X
m���

�t���m
��t���m�m

�� �t � �� � � � � t� ��m � �� � � � �M � � (2.23)

whereht� � p�Y�
t���p�Y

�
t�� is a constant, andPr�St � m � Pr�St�� � m� � ��M

for convolutional codes except at the beginning and the ending stages of the trellis. For these

special cases, if transitions to the states are possible, then the probabilities of these states are

still a constant and can be incorporated intoht� . Note again that�t�m is also normalised as

M��X
m��

�t�m �
M��X
m��

Pr�St � mjY�
t�� � �� �t � �� � � � � 
 � � (2.24)

The same Markov property has been applied again in the fourth equality of equation (2.23).

The boundary conditions are���� � �, ���m � � for m �� �, ���� � � and���m � � for

m �� �.

For a valid transition from statem� to statem, the transition probability is given as

�t�m
�� m � p�YtjSt � m�St�� � m� Pr�St � mjSt�� � m�

� Pr�St � mjSt�� � m�p�Ytjwt�m
�� m

� Pr�St � mjSt�� � m�
tnY

i��t���n��

p�yijwi�m
�� m�

�t � �� � � � � 
 (2.25)

wherePr�St � mjSt�� � m� � ��	 for t 	 F and equals to 1 fort  F . For t 	 F , there
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are 2 possible transitions out of each state while fort  F , only one transition is possible out

of each valid state.

Next derive the following joint probabilities at timet:

�t�m � p�St � m�Y�
�

� p�St � m�Yt
�p�Y

�
t��jSt � m�Yt

�

� p�Yt
� Pr�St � mjYt

�p�Y
�
t��jSt � m

�
p�Yt

�p�Y
�
t��

Pr�St � m
�t�mp�St � mjY�

t��

� ht��t�m�t�m� �t � �� � � � � 
 (2.26)

whereht� is a constant and

	t�m
�� m � p�St�� � m��St � m�Y�

�

� p�St�� � m��St � m�Yt��
� �Yt�Y

�
t��

� p�Y�
t��jSt�� � m��St � m�Yt��

� �Ytp�St�� � m��St � m�Yt��
� �Yt

� p�Y�
t��jSt � mp�St � m�YtjSt�� � m��Yt��

� p�St�� � m��Yt��
� 

�
p�Y�

t��p�Y
t��
� 

p�St � m
p�St � mjY�

t��

p�St � m�YtjSt�� � m�p�St�� � m�jYt��
� 

� ht��t���m
��t�m

�� m�t�m� �t � �� � � � � 
 (2.27)

whereht� is a constant. The same Markov property has been applied again to the second

equality in equation (2.26), and the third and fourth equalities in equation (2.27).

The decoding procedure is then:

1. The boundary conditions of���m and�� �m are determined form � �� � � � �M � �.

2. Upon receivingYt, the decoder computes�t�m�� m and�t�m using equation (2.25)

and equation (2.21) respectively. The calculated values of�t�m are stored for allt and

m. All the calculated values of�t�m�� m can be stored or recomputed again when

necessary since it is not computationally intensive.

3. After the complete sequenceY�
� has been received, the decoder can then recursively

calculates�t�m using equation (2.23). When�t�m have been computed for allt and
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m, the joint probabilities�t�m and	t�m�� m can be obtained using equation (2.26)

and equation (2.27) respectively.

Recall that each state,St � �dt� � � � � dt���� is made up of the� � � most recent input bits.

LetDd
t be the set of states,St, such thatdt � d � f�� �g. Now,

p�dt � ��Y�
� �

X
m�D�

t

�t�m � ht�
X
m�D�

t

�t�m�t�m� �t � �� � � � � F  (2.28)

thus the decision rule is given as

X
m�D�

t

�t�m�t�m

dt��

�

dt��

X
m�D�

t

�t�m�t�m� �t � �� � � � � F  (2.29)

Similarly, the following can be deduced for the encoded output symbols,

p�wi � ��Y�
� �

X
�m��m��W �

t

	t�m
�� m

� ht�
X

�m��m��W �
t

�t���m
��t�m

�� m�t�m�

�t � �� � � � � 
 � i � n�t� � � �� � � � � nt (2.30)

whereWw
t is the set of transitions,St�� � m� 
 St � m, such thatwi � w � f�� �g where

the value ofi lies betweenn�t� � � � andnt. Hence, the APP of the encoded symbol can be

determined as

p�wi � �jY�
� �

p�wi � ��Y�
�

p�Y�
�

�

P
�m��m��W �

t
	t�m

�� m

p�wi � ��Y�
� � p�wi � ��Y�

�

�

P
�m��m��W �

t
	t�m

�� mP
�m��m��W �

t
	t�m�� m �

P
�m��m��W �

t
	t�m�� m

�

�t � �� � � � � 
 � i � n�t� � � �� � � � � nt (2.31)

Note that the scaling factor,ht�, in equation (2.27) does not have to be computed since it is

cancelled away in the ratio of equation (2.31).

The performance of the BCJR algorithm in comparison with that of the VA is presented in
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Figure 2.10. The simulation was carried on the convolutional code in the earlier example as

shown in Figure 2.7. The size of each frame isF � ��� data information bits, giving
 �

���. A total of 10,000 frames have been transmitted. The simulation results show that the

performance of both algorithms is almost identical.
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Figure 2.10: Bit error rate (BER) as a function of Eb�N� for the convolutional code of code
rate R � ���, constraint length � � � and generators (7,5)

The BCJR algorithm is more complex than the VA, even though the gain in performance is neg-

ligible. In most applications, the performance of both algorithms would be identical. Hence,

until 1993, not only was the BCJR algorithm a less popular alternative in the decoding of con-

volutional codes, it was almost never applied in practical systems. However, recently, interest

in the BCJR algorithm has been revived with the introduction of Turbo codes, in which the

BCJR algorithm is essential for finding the APP of the data digits.

2.6.4 Turbo codes

Turbo codes were first proposed in 1993 by C. Berrouet al. [43]. This new coding scheme [44–

48] achieves near capacity performance in the power limited region of the AWGN channel.

The first Turbo code used a parallel concatenation of rate 1/2 convolutional encoders combined

with iterative MAP decoding to achieve a BER of���� at a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of
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only Eb�N� � ��� dB. The Turbo coding scheme comes within 0.5 dB of capacity at a BER

of ���� as the Shannon limit is 0.2 dB. The codes are constructed by applying two or more

component codes to different interleaved versions of the same information sequence. Due to

its superior performance, this new coding technique has already been considered in IMT-2000.

In order for this concatenated coding scheme to work properly, the decoding algorithm should

not limit itself to passing hard decisions from the inner decoder to the outer decoder. Soft

decisions need to be exchanged between the decoders, which is the main concept behind Turbo

decoding, that is to iterate the soft decisions between decoders several times to produce better

decisions [42, 49].

2.6.4.1 Turbo encoder

The component codes used in Turbo codes are referred to as recursive systematic convolutional

(RSC) codes. This type of codes form the class of infinite impulse response (IIR) convolutional

codes, which feed back previously encoded information bits continually to the encoder’s input.

The original form of convolutional codes is known as non-systematic convolutional code (NSC)

and is generated by an encoder with a finite impulse response (FIR) as seen in Figure 2.7. At

smallEb�N�, the performance of the RSC is better than the NSC [43]. An example of a Turbo

encoder is shown in Figure 2.11. The encoder consists of two identical rate 1/2 RSC encoders

with constraint length 3. The RSC code is generated from an NSC encoder with a feedback loop

and setting one of the outputs to the input information bit,d t. If each RSC encoder is punctured

to rate 2/3, the overall rate of the Turbo encoder is 1/2, otherwise the overall rate is 1/3. The

interleaver between the two RSC encoders permutes the data in a pseudorandom fashion to

ensure with high probability that the parity sequence,w��t, generated by the first encoder in

response to the input sequence,dt, is different from the parity sequence,w��t generated by the

second encoder in response to the interleaved input sequence.

2.6.4.2 Turbo decoder

This section discusses the MAP symbol estimator decoding, other methods of decoding can

be found in [50]. Assume a Turbo code of rate 1/3, with�dt� w��t� w��t as the transmitted

codeword at timet. Let yi �i � �� �� � be the sequence formed from thei-th noise-corrupted

received symbol in each codeword. The sequencesy� andy� are fed to decoder 1 since the

noise free versions of these two sequences are the output of RSC encoder 1. Similarly, the
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Figure 2.11: The encoder of the Turbo code with rate R � ��� and constraint length � � �

sequencesy� andy� are passed to decoder 2 as shown in Figure 2.12.
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t
d̂
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Figure 2.12: The Turbo decoder with iterative feedback

The optimal decision rule is the MAP rule:

�dt � arg max
d�f���g

Pr�dt � djy��y��y�� �t � �� � � � � F  (2.32)

The decision can also be based on the log APP ratio of decoder 1 and decoder 2, which can be
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written respectively as

L��dt � log

�
Pr�dt � �jy��y�
Pr�dt � �jy��y�

�

� log

�
Pr�y��y�jdt � �

Pr�y��y�jdt � �

�
� log

�
Pr�dt � �

Pr�dt � �

�
�t � �� � � � � F  (2.33)

and

L��dt � log

�
Pr�y��y�jdt � �

Pr�y��y�jdt � �

�
� log

�
Pr�dt � �

Pr�dt � �

�
� �t � �� � � � � F  (2.34)

The second term in equation (2.33) and equation (2.34) representsa priori information. Since

P �dt � � � P �dt � � generally, thea priori term is usually zero for conventional decoders.

However, for iterative decoding scheme, decoder 1 receives extrinsic or soft information for

eachdt from decoder 2 which serves asa priori information. Similarly, extrinsic information

is also passed asa priori information from decoder 1 to decoder 2. This exchange of soft

information improves performance provided that the information is not already available to the

other decoder. This is achieved with the aid of the interleaver which permutes the data bits to

the encoders such that they appear uncorrelated.

Although these ratios in equations (2.33) and (2.34), contain soft information regarding the

uncoded information bit,dt, they cannot be used as thea priori information because they

contain information already available to the decoder. To extract the extrinsic information, the

first term in equation (2.33) is split up as

log

�
Pr�y��y�jdt � �

Pr�y��y�jdt � �

�
� log

�
Pr�y�jdt � �

Pr�y�jdt � �

�
� log

�
Pr�y�jdt � �

Pr�y�jdt � �

�
�

�t � �� � � � � F  (2.35)

sincey� andy� are uncorrelated. As the channel is memoryless,dt only affectsy��t which is

thet-th term iny�, and the first term in equation (2.35) simplifies to

Ls�t � log

�
Pr�y�jdt � �

Pr�y�jdt � �

�
� log

�
Pr�y��tjdt � �

Pr�y��tjdt � �

�
� �t � �� � � � � F  (2.36)

This term contains the systematic information since it does not depend on the encoded se-

quence, only on the systematic information bits. The second term in equation (2.35) is the

sought extrinsic information of decoder 1,Le��t, since it involvesy� which is not available to

decoder 2. Similarly, the extrinsic information,Le��t, of the decoder 2 can be derived. The
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extrinsic information of both decoders is therefore

Le��t � L��dt� Ls�t � Le��t �t � �� � � � � F  (2.37)

and

Le��t � L��dt� Ls�t � Le��t� �t � �� � � � � F  (2.38)

The log-APP ratios,L��dt andL��dt, can be computed from the BCJR algorithm in equa-

tion (2.28) after some modifications6. One crucial change is that thea priori information

obtained from the extrinsic information of the other decoder is used to bias the conditional

probability,Pr�St � mjSt�� � m�, in equation (2.25).

At each iteration, the extrinsic information is recursively computed and exchanged between

the decoders. The most recently computed values of the extrinsic information are applied in

equations (2.37) and (2.38). When sufficient iterations have been completed, the decision rule

is then

L��dt

dt��

�

dt��

�� �t � �� � � � � F  (2.39)

6Soft output Viterbi algorithm can also be used for this purpose [51]
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2.7 Summary

In this chapter, the basic principles of the spread spectrum technology have been covered. The

application of the spread spectrum concepts to the multiple access system has been shown.

The model of the downlink of the resulting DS-CDMA system, together with the mathematical

models of the signals involved, has been defined. The transmitter structure and the multipath

communication channel have also been described. The spreading codes used for spectrum

spreading have been discussed with emphasis on random codes and orthogonal codes. The

conventional detector for the DS-CDMA system has been detailed, and shown that performance

is limited by MAI. The FEC channel coding has also been reviewed, and attention has been

focused on convolutional codes including encoding and comparison between two methods of

decoding, namely, the VA and the BCJR algorithm. It is shown that both techniques have

similar performance although the latter is more complex. Finally, Turbo code which comprises

two recursive systematic convolutional codes in parallel or serial concatenation, have been

introduced.
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Chapter 3
Multiuser receivers

This chapter discusses the various established multiuser receivers proposed for the DS-CDMA

communications systems. The first section (3.1), describes the detrimental effect of multiple

access interference (MAI) that exists in the systems due to the conventional signal detection

method. One solution is to use multiuser detector (MUD) which is covered in Section 3.2.

The next section (3.3) looks at the optimum multiuser detectors (MAP and MLSE) based on

sequence detection and single-symbol detection. Due to the high complexity of the optimum

MUD, sub-optimum MUDs are needed and Section 3.4 reviews some of these detectors which

are divided into two classes, namely linear and non-linear. Section 3.5 introduces a new type of

multiuser receiver for FEC coded DS-CDMA systems, known as iterative multiuser receivers.

This receiver iterates between multiuser detection and channel decoding using soft inputs and

soft outputs.

3.1 Multiple access interference

Multiple access interference is an impairment factor that limits the system’s capacity and per-

formance in DS-CDMA communications systems. Two main parameters contribute to MAI:

1. Cross-correlation levels (CCLs)

The cross-correlation function between usersj andk is given by�R
j�k�z in equation (2.12).

For a synchronous system, the CCL of interest is represented by the coefficient ofz�.

Usually, the CCLs between the users are not zero, even if orthogonal spreading codes are

used, unless the system is perfectly synchronous and there is negligible multipath effect.

The other terms in the cross-correlation function are the partial CCLs and are useful in

the investigation of the asynchronous system. For the uplink where signals are received

asynchronously, the situation is even more adverse. The random time offsets between

signals make it impossible to design completely orthogonal code waveforms. Hence,

even if the channel is ideal, all users still interfere with all other users due to the non-

zero CCLs between the spreading codes of different users. With well-designed spreading
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codes, the CCLs are generally small. However, as the number of interferers increases, the

contribution to MAI becomes substantial. One way of suppressing this interference is to

increase the processing gain when the number of users is large. However, this increases

bandwidth.

2. “Near-far” problem

Due to the non-zero CCLs among the users, the power levels of the interferers directly

affect the MAI. This is a secondary factor since it is only present if the CCLs are non-

zero. In addition to the desired user’s power,Pk , the power of the other users,Pj �j �� k,

are also involved as observed in the MAI term of equation (2.12). If these power levels

are much larger than the desired user’s power, then the intended signal would be masked.

For example, the signals of users nearer the receiver will be received at a higher power

than those further away and hence these users tend to overshadow those weaker ones.

This is known as the “near-far” effect. Even if they are at the same distance, “near-far”

effect may still exist because some users may be received during a deep fade, or some

users may be transmitting at higher or lower power levels than others (assuming no power

control). Even if power control is employed, the overall power of the interference is still

substantial when the number of users is large.

However, it should be emphasised that these problems are not inherent problems of the CDMA

systems but of the conventional detector. In the next section, the multiuser detection is discussed

in detail to show how they can mitigate the MAI.

If the negative effect that each user has on the others can be cancelled, significant capacity

increase can be achieved. Various efforts have been made to mitigate the effect of MAI:

� Code Waveform Design

As noted earlier that if the spreading codes are orthogonal to each other, their CCLs are all

zeros and there would be no MAI terms in an ideal synchronous channel. This approach

leads to the design of codes with very low cross-correlation properties. Unfortunately,

most channels are not perfectly synchronous in practice, and thus it is impossible to

design codes that can maintain orthogonality over all possible delays. The best that can

be done is to look for codes that are have bounded CCLs for all possible delays such as

Gold codes.
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� Power Control

The “near-far” effect can be counteracted by using strict power control where users are re-

quired to make adjustments to their transmitting power levels whenever necessary. When

the receiver detects that the received signal is too strong or too weak, a feedback signal is

sent to the transmitter to make appropriate adjustments. This method is known as closed

loop power control. Another method, known as open loop power control, adjusts the

power of the mobiles according to the inverse of the power levels received from the base

station. This stringent power co-ordination between the transmitter and receiver adds

to the complexity of both the transmitter and receiver. Currently, the power control is

indispensable for a successful DS-CDMA system using the conventional receiver.

� Forward Error Correction (FEC) Codes

Acceptable error rate performance at lower signal-to-interference ratio can be achieved

with more powerful FEC coding.

� Sectored/Adaptive Antennas

By directing the reception of the desired signal over a narrow angle range, the antenna

enhances only the desired signal and attenuates the MAI from the other incident angles.

The direction of the antenna can be fixed, as in the sectored antennas, or dynamically

adjustable in the adaptive antennas. In the latter case, the antennas are adjusted to the

direction of the desired user adaptively by utilising adaptive signal processing. This

approach is not considered in this thesis.

� Multiuser detection

This is another scheme proposed to overcome the MAI problem. There has been great

interest in improving DS-CDMA detection through the use of multiuser detectors. In

multiuser detection, code, timing and amplitude information of multiple users are jointly

utilised to detect each individual user. Instead of treating the other users’ signals as

interference, all signals are collectively used for their mutual benefit by joint detection. It

is believed that this scheme not only negates the need for a power control in the detector,

but also offers significant additional benefits for the DS-CDMA systems. However, the

drawback of the optimum MUD is its complexity so that sub-optimum approaches are

being sought. There is a wide range of possible performance/complexity compromises.

Presently, much research is aimed at finding an appropriate trade-off between complexity

and performance.
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3.2 Multiuser detection

In a cellular system, a number of mobiles communicate with their base station. Two frequency

bands are needed in each cell because the uplink and downlink use different frequency bands

if frequency division duplex (FDD) is used. However, this pair of frequency bands is reused

in neighbouring cells, resulting in inter-cell interference which adds to the original intra-cell

interference. If this inter-cell interference is removed, capacity would increase. To include this

interference in the multiuser detection, the spreading codes of the users in the neighbouring

cells have to be known by the receiver in the central cell as well. The capacity gain of a cellular

system is bounded if the inter-cell MAI is not mitigated. In the work on multiuser receivers

presented here, only intra-cell MAI is considered.

Multiuser detection has a number of potential benefits:

� Improvement in capacity

With the removal of intra-cell MAI alone, the improvement in capacity is already signi-

ficant [52]. If the inter-cell interference is removed as well, the capacity can be further

improved. In satellite personal communications, where the inter-cell MAI is insignific-

ant, multiuser detection for one cell alone is sufficient to have a large capacity gain.

� Efficient uplink spectrum utilisation

The performance improvement, as a result of removing MAI from received signals by

using the multiuser detection, allows the system to operate at a lower processing gain.

This reduces the bandwidth required; the extra bandwidth could then be used to improve

capacity or to support higher data rates.

� Relax the need for power control

Stringent power control is usually believed to be indispensable in CDMA communica-

tions systems. However, with the introduction of multiuser detection, the impact of other

users’ power on the intended user is much reduced. Hence, less precision is needed in

controlling the transmitted power levels of the mobiles, but a modicum of power control

is still necessary for traditional method of acquisition and synchronisation. Although

the implementation of multiuser detection adds to the complexity, it relaxes the need of

power control for both the base station and the mobiles.

� More Efficient power utilisation
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Reduction in MAI may result in a lower transmit power.

Although multiuser detection can solve this MAI problem and increase capacity of the system,

the optimum multiuser detection scheme is far too computationally intensive and has a variable

decoding delay which is unacceptable in many applications. Hence, there is a need for sub-

optimum receivers which perform reliably under MAI and have a reasonable computational

complexity to ensure practical implementation. The fundamental interest here is to maximise

the advantages of the multiuser detection and simplify its implementation.

3.3 Optimum multiuser detector

The maximum-likelihood sequence estimation (MLSE) MUD proposed by Verdu [53] is the

first MUD, and it is often claimed in literature to be the optimum MUD. However, it is not truly

optimum, even though its performance is near-optimum. [54] has divided MUDs into sequence

detection and single-symbol detection, MAP and MLSE, constrained and unconstrained detec-

tions. The sequence detection based MUD finds that particular data sequence which was most

probably transmitted according to some hypothesis conditions. Single symbol detection based

MUD, on the other hand, finds the particular symbol which was most probably transmitted at a

certain time according to some hypothesiscriteria. The constrained approach restricts the hypo-

thesis to the set of alphabet of the symbol while the unconstrained approach makes an estimate

without any restriction and then quantises the estimate to conform to the alphabet. Only the

constrained single-symbol detection MUD that minimises symbol error probability is the op-

timum MUD. The MLSE MUD proposed by Verdu is the optimum constrained sequence-based

MUD under certain conditions. Unconstrained detection forms the class of linear MUDs, from

which sprouts many non-linear MUDs. This section focuses on constrained detection, starting

with sequence-based detection in Section 3.3.1 and followed by single-symbol based detection

in Section 3.3.2. The next section focuses on unconstrained sub-optimal MUDs, which includes

linear MUDs and non-linear MUDs in Section 3.4.1 and Section 3.4.2 respectively.

3.3.1 Sequence-based constrained detection

The optimum sequence-based (SB) detection finds the sequence that has minimal sequence

error probability. Minimising error probability implies maximising the probability of correct
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decisions, and the probability of a correct decision is

Pr�correct decision �
X

Y�z��	

Pr�correct decisionjY�zp�Y�z� (3.1)

where� is the set consisting of all possible observationY�z. Sincep�Y�z � �, the

probability of a correct decision is maximised if the decision for each observation maxim-

isesPr�correct decisionjY�z. This is equivalent to the maximuma-posteriori probability

(MAP) detector which maximises thea-posteriori probability,Pr�B�zjY�z, since

Pr�correct decisionjY�z � Pr�B�zjY�z� (3.2)

The MAP decision is thus

�B�z � arg max
B�z��f�����gFK

Pr�B�zjY�z� (3.3)

and can be expressed in terms of likelihood using Bayes’ rule

�B�z � arg max
B�z��f�����gFK

p�Y�zjB�z Pr�B�z
p�Y�z

� arg max
B�z��f�����gFK

p�Y�zjB�z Pr�B�z� (3.4)

The denominator,p�Y�z, is independent of the decision, hence it can be dropped. If allB�z

are equiprobable prior (p�B�z � ���FK), then only the likelihood,p�Y�zjB�z, needs

to be considered. Consequently, the maximum likelihood decision criterion is obtained as

�B�z � arg max
B�z��f�����gFK

p�Y�zjB�z� (3.5)

The likelihood function can be computed as

p�Y�zjB�z �
�

��N��FG�L�����
exp

�
�kY �z�X�zk�

N�

�
� (3.6)

where

kY �z�X�zk� �
FG�L��X

i��

�yi � xi
�� (3.7)
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given thatyi andxi are the coefficients of thez�i terms inY �z andX�z respectively. Max-

imising the exponent is equivalent to minimising the Euclidean distance,kY �z�X�zk �. In

other words, the MLSE MUD searches through all the possible input sequences and selects the

one closest to the received sequence based on the Euclidean distance [55]. Mathematically, it is

�B�z � arg min
B�z��f�����gFK

kY �z�X�zk� (3.8)

� arg min
B�z��f�����gFK

�kY �zk� � kX�zk�� �hY �z �X�zi�
� arg max

B�z��f�����gFK

�
�hY �z �X�zi � kX�zk�� � (3.9)

where

hY �z �X�zi �
FG�L��X

i��

yixi� (3.10)

The termkY �zk� is common to allB�z, so it is not considered. The resultant MLSE MUD

is the one proposed by Verdu.

Since the receiver must solve a nondeterministic polynomial-time complete combinatorial op-

timum algorithm [56], no algorithm polynomial inK is known for optimum multiuser detec-

tion. A brute-force exhaustive search over the�FK possible sequences is clearly impractical for

typical message sizes and numbers of users. Fortunately,�B�z has the right structure to employ

the VA that results in significantly better complexity. This method is similar to the use of the

VA to implement equalisation in intersymbol interference channel [26, 39, 57, 58]. Implement-

ing the MLSE using the VA in the asynchronous uplink, for both the AWGN channel and the

multipath channel1 have been shown in [53, 60] and [61] respectively. Although the complexity

is reduced toO��K for an AWGN asynchronous channel, it is still exponential in the number

of users. For the AWGN channel, the front-end is the matched filter bank, and the back-end is

the VA that performs the likelihood ratio comparisons. The output of the matched filter bank

provides sufficient statistics to perform the VA at the symbol-level. In the multipath uplink,

the front-end is replaced by the RAKE receiver which despreads and multipath-combines the

signal. In the downlink, where the system is synchronous, the VA can also be employed when

there is multipath in the channel. This has not been shown in literature, hence the proof is given

here which shows how the MLSE can be implemented with a RAKE receiver front-end without

1single-path fading is discussed in [59]
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any degradation in performance. It should be emphasised here that the output of the RAKE

receiver should not be viewed as a set of pre-processed signals but a set sufficient statistics.

Consider the first term in equation (3.9)

hY �z �X�zi � hY �z �RT �zPb�zi

�
F��X
f��

hY �z �RT �zPbfz
�Gf i

�
F��X
f��

hY �z �RT �zz�Gf iPbf � (3.11)

wherebf � �b��f � � � � � bK�f �
T is the f -th input symbol vector andhY �z � RT �zz�Gf i is

actually the output of the RAKE matched filter bank in thef -th message interval. Even though

each value ofhY �z �RT �zz�Gf i is not a sufficient statistics for the detection ofbf , the entire

sequence of outputs of the RAKE receiver is a sufficient statistics for the selection of the most

likely sequence,B�z.

Next, the second term is expanded as,

kX�zk� � hX�z �X�zi
� hBT �zPR�z �RT �zPB�zi

�

�
F��X
j��

bTj z
�GjPR�z �

F��X
f��

RT �zPbfz
�Gf

�

�
F��X
f��

	
bTfPhR�z �RT �ziPbf

��bTf��PhR�z �RT �zz�GiPbf


� (3.12)

making use of the fact thatbf � � for f � � and

hR�zz�Gj �RT �zz�Gf i �

���
���

hR�z �RT �zi if j � f

� if jj � f j  �

hR�z �RT �zz�Gi if jj � f j � �

� (3.13)

The second condition is due to the fact that all the components ofR�z are of lengthG�L�� �
�G, or simply, the symbols that are more than one symbol interval away from each other do not

interfere with each other.
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Hence, the decision rule can be expressed as a sum of metrics,

�B�z � arg max
B�z��f�����gFK

F��X
f��

�f �bf���bf� (3.14)

with the transition metric given as

�f�bf���bf � �hY �z �RT �zz�Gf iPbf
�bTf PhR�z �RT �ziPbf
��bTf��PhR�z �RT �zz�GiPbf � (3.15)

Each metric can be computed using the current RAKE receiver output, a subset of control

sequences,bf , and the set of transmitted sequences,bf��. Therefore, this is a discrete time

deterministic control problem with additive cost and finite input and state spaces, so the VA

can be readily applied. It is observed that the transition metric in equation (3.15) involves two

symbol sequences,bf�� andbf , hence the complexity isO���K. The block diagram of the

MLSE MUD is given in Figure 3.1.

(RAKE)K-1

(RAKE)1

(RAKE)K

.

.

.

.

.

.

�b 1

�b K −1

�b K

Y(z) Viterbi
Algorithm

Figure 3.1: The MLSE MUD for a downlink multipath channel

If there is no multipath in the channel, thenRk�z � Sk�z ��k � �� � � � � K and the RAKE

receiver reduces to the conventional matched filter bank. SinceSk�z is of lengthG, there is

no interference from the other symbol intervals. The last term in equation (3.15) becomes 0

sincehR�z �RT �zz�Gi � �. Hence, the transition metric,�f��, does not involve any other

symbol interval and a decision can be made for the symbol interval in question based on these

metrics. Consequently, the complexity becomesO��K and the VA is not necessary for signal

detection.
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3.3.2 Single-symbol based constrained detection

The single-symbol based (SSB) detector makes decision on a symbol-by-symbol basis. The

transmitted symbols are not taken jointly as a single entity anymore. The optimum single-

symbol based constrained MUD aims to find the symbol alphabet that has minimum symbol

error probability. Again, minimising error probability is equivalent to maximising thea pos-

teriori probability which is the hypothesis criterion of the SSB MAP MUD. Mathematically,

the decision criterion is

�bk�f � arg max
b�f�����g

Pr�bk�f � bjY�z

� arg max
b�f�����g

X
Bb
k�f

Pr�B�zjY�z

� arg max
b�f�����g

X
Bb
k�f

exp

�
�kY �z�X�zk�

N�

�
Pr�B�z�

�k � �� � � � � K� f � �� � � � � F � � (3.16)

whereBb
k�f is the set consisting of all possible values of sequence,B�z, with bk�f � b. The

Bayes rule and equation (3.6) have been applied in the above derivation. The MAP criterion

exploits thea priori probability ofB�z, Pr�B�z, hence it is well suited for iterative de-

tection/decoding receivers which will be discussed in more detail in Section 3.5 and Chapter

7. If the symbols are all equiprobable, the SSB MAP decision criterion simplifies to a SSB

maximum likelihood decision criterion, and is obtained as

�bk�f � arg max
b�f�����g

X
Bb
k�f

exp

�
�kY �z�X�zk�

N�

�
�

�k � �� � � � � K� f � �� � � � � F � � (3.17)

For simplicity, now consider the synchronous and single-path case where each symbol interval

can be considered separately, the decision rule of thek-th user in each interval can be rewritten

as

X
B��
k

exp

�
�ky � xk

�

N�

� bk���

�

bk��

X
B�
k

exp

�
�ky� xk

�

N�

�
� �k � �� � � � � K (3.18)
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or

�bk � sgn

�
��X
B�
k

exp

�
�ky � xk

�

N�

�
�
X
B��
k

exp

�
�ky� xk

�

N�

���� �
�k � �� � � � � K (3.19)

wherey andx are the noisy and noise free received vectors in the symbol interval respectively,

and the signum function returns the sign of its operand. This gives the single-user Bayesian

decision rule since the SSB considers each symbol and thereby each user individually. This

detector is the optimum one-shot detector for decentralised detection of a single-user in an

uncoded DS-CDMA system as shown in [62]. A neural network MUD based on the SSB

technique is the radial basis function (RBF) detector [63]. An adaptive approach to the RBF

has been shown in [64]. The maximum likelihood RBF decision rule is given as

�bk � sgn

�
� �KX
i��

Wi exp

�
�ky � cik

�

N�

��� � �k � �� � � � � K (3.20)

where: ci is thei-th centre, which is one of the�K possible noiseless transmitted symbol

sequence in an interval,

Wi is the weight with a value equal tobk associated withci for independent data

sequence and equiprobable. Otherwise, the probability of this centre has to be incorporated

into the weight which yields a MAP RBF.

For the AWGN channel scenario, the complexity of the RBF is�K per symbol as shown above.

However, for the multipath channel, the complexity of the detector grows with a factor of�
K

per symbol as shown in [63]. A simplified RBF has been proposed in [65, 66].

Despite the excellent performance of the constrained detector, it is prohibitively complex and

impossible to implement practically in large user populations. A large amount of storage and an

intolerable delay may be needed since the convergence of the survival paths in the VA might be

slow. A centralised structure which demodulates all signals is used, so single-user implement-

ation is difficult. However, this does not mean that this detector is not worth analysing. Various

approximations can be made to reduce its complexity such as [67] where only a fixed number

of interferers is considered such that complexity is maintained at a practical level. Furthermore,

the VA can also be implemented with reduced states [68] and yet achieves near-optimum per-
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formance, for example sequential decoders [69] such as the stack algorithm [58] and the Fano

algorithm [33, 58].

3.4 Sub-optimum multiuser detectors

Due to the poor performance of the conventional detector and the high complexity of the op-

timum multiuser detector, there is a need for sub-optimum schemes to bridge the gap. Several

sub-optimum detectors have been proposed, and they can be classified into two major categor-

ies, linear and non-linear detectors. For a concise and yet detailed summary of the various

detectors it is best to limit the discussion to synchronous single-path channel. In this special

case, each symbol duration can be analysed separately by considering just thez� coefficients

of all terms, so equation (2.15) reduces to

u � �Pb� n� (3.21)

where: u is the sampled output vector of the matched filter bank,

� is the correlation matrix,

n is the vector of the noise which has been spreaded by the matched filter.

3.4.1 Linear multiuser detectors

In the linear detector, a linear transformation, usually in the form of a matrix filter, is applied

to the output of a matched filter bank. In other words, a decision for each user can be made

based on the vectorTu, whereT is the linear transformation. The transformation operates

without restriction on the symbols, the symbol alphabet is obtained by passing the transformed

signal through a decision-making device such as the signum function. Hence, it is classified

as an unconstrained detection. Two popular linear detectors [70] are the decorrelating detector

(DD) [71, 72] and the minimum mean-square error (MMSE) detector [73]. It is shown in [54]

that the DD and MMSE are the unconstrained MLSE [74] and MAP detectors respectively.

Other linear MUDs can be found in [75–77].
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3.4.1.1 Decorrelator Detector

The DD transforms the soft output of the conventional detector to decorrelate the users such that

each user becomes independent of the other users. Considering equation (3.21), the objective

of multiuser detection is to recover the input data vectorb given the output vectoru. Inspecting

this equation immediately suggests a method to solve forb. It is obvious that the transformation

matrix isT � ���, which can be obtained by inverting�. This is analogous to a zero-forcing

equaliser for the ISI channel.

The resulting output vector becomes

���u � Pb� ���n� (3.22)

SincePb does not contain any cross correlation terms, MAI is completely eliminated. Moreover,

asP is a matrix with all non-diagonal elements equal to zero, each element of vectorPb does

not involve the other users’ power. Hence, the “near-far” problem is also solved and the de-

tector performance is independent of the power levels of the interfering users, resulting in the

optimum “near-far” resistance. Furthermore, the DD does not require the knowledge of the

users’ power levels. Its computational complexity,O�K, is significantly lower than the op-

timum detector. The per-symbol complexity is linear in the number of users, excluding the costs

of recomputation of the inverse mapping. When the users’ power levels are unknown, the DD

is the maximum likelihood approach for the worst case MAI scenario. Moreover, its transform-

ation matrix can be split up into rows, allowing decentralised implementation for single-user

detector.

However, the new Gaussian noise vector,���n, which has autocorrelation matrix of	����,

contains larger variances than the original AWGN. From equation (3.22), the error probability

of thek-th user can be easily deduced as

PDD
k �E � Q

�s
Pk

No�
��
k�k

�
� (3.23)

where���
k�k is the�k� k-th element of matrix���. From equation (3.23), it is noted that the

error probability increases and performance degrades as the CCL increases. Even though the

DD is independent of other users’ power, it is directly affected by the CCLs. This creates a

gap between the single-user bound and the DD’s performance. In fact, if all the interferers are
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very weak, the conventional receiver can even outperform it [71]. This is because the noise

enhancement is greater than the weak MAI. Its most significant disadvantage is in fact the

computations involved in inverting matrix�. This operation is difficult to perform in real time.

For synchronous system, the dimensions of matrix� is dependent on the number of users.

Thus, computation is somewhat simplified and the inversion is only performed on aK � K

matrix. However, in an asynchronous system, the size of this matrix is also dependent on the

message length which could be very large. Hence, the matrix inversion becomes very difficult

to perform in real time especially when the active user population varies rapidly. In addition,

signals arrived at the receiver in multiple paths and if each path is treated as a separate user,

then the dimension of the correlation matrix increases.

A windowing method is used in [78] to reduce long delay of the DD due to the large message

length. [79] suggests an adaptive approach to the DD. The DD for multipath fading channel

has been addressed in [80].

3.4.1.2 Minimum mean-square error detector

Similar to temporal equalisation, where the zero-forcing equaliser enhances noise and the

MMSE equaliser is used instead, the MMSE MUD [81, 82] also has the analogous feature

of suppressing noise enhancement. The matrixT is chosen to minimise the mean-square error

between the transmitted and the training signal or the received signal (decision-based),

T � arg min
T��K�K

E�kPb�Tuk��� (3.24)

The transformation matrix of the MMSE is [26, 54]T � ��� 	�IK�� whereIK is aK �K

identity matrix. Notice that it differs from the DD by the term	�IK , which takes the noise term

into account such that if MAI is small, the error is minimised by putting more emphasis on the

noise. Hence, noise enhancement is reduced. Note that if noise is very small (	� 
 �), the

MMSE detector approaches the DD and thus it also achieves optimum “near-far” resistance.

On the other hand, if MAI is small as compared to noise, MMSE detector approaches the

conventional detector. Two papers [83, 84] show that there are other linear detectors that have

performance between that of the DD and MMSE. However, noise power is required for the

MMSE which means that the received power must be tracked. Fortunately, this detector lends
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itself easily to adaptive implementation2 and can be implemented with single-user FIR filter

[87] without the need of the matched filter front-end. The bank of optimum FIR filters or

Wiener filters for all the users, if the spreading codes and noise variance are known, is given by

theK � G matrix,

W � PQT �Q�QT � 	�IG�
��� (3.25)

where: Q is aG�K matrix with each column representing the spreading codes of the users,

� � P� is aK �K diagonal matrix.

In a multipath environment, the length of the FIR filter isG � L � � instead ofG. This is to

take into account the residual effect of the symbol spilling into the next symbol interval. The

dimension of matrixQ becomes�G � L � � � K with the addition of the firstL � � chips

of the spreading codes, and the identity matrix isIG�L��. With adaptive implementation, most

information such as received power, interferers’ spreading codes and noise variance, needs not

be known, but some form of training is required [73]. A blind MUD has been suggested in [23]

which minimises the output energy instead of the mean-square error. However, simple adaptive

algorithms such as least mean square (LMS) are too slow to keep up with the rapid variation of

the channel.

3.4.2 Non-linear multiuser detectors

Although linear detectors have lower complexity than the optimum detector, the linear structure

often limits its performance. Hence, non-linear approaches have also been extensively invest-

igated. Other than the MLSE and MAP, there are a number of other non-linear MUDs. The

non-linear sub-optimum detectors usually utilise feedback of some decisions to reduce MAI

in the received signals. They are also known as subtractive interference cancellers, since they

subtract the interference away by regenerating the interference using known or decoded in-

formation. Three basic classes of the subtractive interference cancellers [22] are interference

cancellers (ICs), multistage detectors (MSDs) and decision-feedback detectors (DFDs). Other

non-linear detectors include [88, 89].

2Adaptive techniques for other MUDs are discussed in [85, 86]
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3.4.2.1 Interference cancellers

From equation (2.8), it is observed that the noiseless received signal consists ofK�� interfering

signals. If the power and symbols of all the interfering users are known, they can be cancelled

away by regenerating the MAI term provided the interferers’ spreading codes are known. The

joint value of the power and symbol information can be obtained easily from the output of

the conventional detector. This is a soft decision method [90] since this value is passed to the

next stage without making any decision. A hard decision scheme can also be used where the

power has to be estimated and the symbols information is deduced from the hard decisions

of the correlator outputs [91–93]. The idea of this scheme is to first decode the strongest

user’s transmitted data and to estimate the received power. Using this user’s spreading code,

the transmitted signal of this particular user can be regenerated provided the decoded symbol

and estimated power are accurate. This regenerated signal can then be cancelled away from

the received signal resulting in a purer signal which can be used to decode the next strongest

user. This procedure is repeated until all the users are decoded. For the best performance, the

users are arranged in decreasing power order because the strongest user gives the most accurate

estimate and the most negative effect can be cancelled away first.

However, this type of interference canceller (IC) only works best when the imbalance in power

is large, and may even perform worse than the decorrelator under equal power condition. Re-

ordering of the users is needed whenever the received power changes significantly as the wrong

order results in drastic performance loss. Finally, the successive scheme must operate fast

enough such that intolerable delay is not introduced.

Due to the large delay if each user’s interference is cancelled successively, parallel interference

cancellation is more suitable. Figure 3.2 shows a two-stage parallel interference cancellation

which operates on all the users simultaneously. The figure shows that interference cancellation

is performed on the signal before matched filtering. It is also possible to carry out interference

cancellation on the matched filter bank outputs.

However, the decisions of the weak users are made in the first stage without cancelling the

strong MAI first. These decisions will not be reliable and if feedback to the second stage, the

result may not be beneficial. If the first stage is replaced with a more reliable detector such as the

DD, then performance is expected to improve. In a power controlled channel, the IC performs

the best since the decisions of the first stage are more reliable. The number of stages is usually
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Figure 3.2: A parallel interference canceller

limited to two due to delay constraints. Different options for the first and subsequent stages

are also possible, for example a wiener filtering first stage followed by parallel cancellation has

been proposed in [94]. Other parallel ICs can be found in [95–98].

3.4.2.2 Multistage detector

This detector [99] is somewhat similar to the parallel IC in that the detection is in parallel

instead of in series and it operates on the despreaded signal. Instead of using equation (3.9),

this detector uses (for synchronous case) the following criterion to make decision at then-th

stage,

�bk�n � arg max
bk�f�����g

bj�
�bj�n����j ��k

��uTPb� bTP�Pb� (3.26)

Note that the MSD makes use of the decisions of the interferers made at the (n � �)-th stage.

For the case of BPSK, instead of calculating�K metrics, only�K metrics are calculated at each

stage here, hence the complexity becomes linear with the number of users. The initial decision

for the first stage can be obtained using simply the conventional detector.

The shortcomings and advantages of the parallel IC also apply to the MSD since they have

similar architectures.
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3.4.2.3 Decision-feedback detector

This form of detectors is analogous to the decision-feedback equalisers in ISI channels [100].

It consists of two matrix transformations: a feedforward filter and a feedback filter. Certain

decisions are made based on the output of the feedforward filter and these decisions are fed

back via the feedback filter to carry out cancellation at the output of the feedforward filter. The

users are decoded successively in the order similar to the successive IC.

The first DFD MUD proposed is the decorrelating (zero-forcing) decision-feedback detector

(DDFD). The feedforward section of this detector is similar to the DD except that the matrix

filter is �FT �� instead of��� where� � FTF andF is a lower triangle matrix obtained by

Cholesky decomposition algorithm. After passing through the matrix filter, the output vector is

�FT ��u � FPb�n. Asn is a white Gaussian vector, the transformation matrix is actually a

whitening filter and noise enhancement is thus eliminated. AsF is a lower triangle matrix, the

first term of the output vector,�FT ��u, contains only the first user’s information and no other

MAI terms are involved. Immediately a decision for the first user can be made. If this decision

is fed to the second user, it can be used to subtract away the interference term of the first user.

Thus, the remainder consists purely of the second user information plus noise, and a decision

can then be made. Therefore, by making use of previous decisions all users can be decoded

without MAI. As each user is dependent of previous users’ decisions, these previous decisions

must be reliable in order to obtain an accurate overall result. Hence, a sorter is usually placed

before the matrix filter to sort the users in descending order of power, for the same reasons as

described in the successive IC section.

The DDFD performance may be desirable but there are certain drawbacks, such as performance

is good only under large imbalances of power, correct order is very crucial and the strongest user

does not benefit from the scheme at all. An attempt has been made to improve the DDFD and the

resultant detector is called improved DDFD or IDDFD [101]. This scheme gives performance

between the DDFD and the MLSE detector depending on the complexity. The idea of the

IDDFD is to perform a limited tree search [102] instead of making a hard decision at each

stage. If decision making is deferred until the final stage, then the optimum performance is

obtained. Instead of keeping all paths (MLSE) or 1 path (DDFD), a pre-assigned number of

them is retained. However, complexity increases by a factor equivalent to the number of paths

kept.
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[103] looks into two other shortcomings of the DDFD, firstly, computation of the Cholesky

decomposition and the inverse whitening filter is difficult and secondly, all parameters need to

be updated when new users enter the system or existing users leave the system or the users

are re-ordered, resulting in a complicated updating procedure. The suggested solution is to

combine the matched filter bank and the whitening filter into a whitening matched filter bank.

The new filter can be computed by applying a Gram-Schmidt orthogonalising procedure to the

spreading codes. Note that this new filter is not merely multiplying the whitening filter with

the matched filter bank. Each active user uses the same set of parameters regardless of the

incoming and outgoing users.

3.4.3 Discussions

The DD, MMSE, MSD and IC are compared in [104]. All of them give significant performance

improvement over the conventional detector and even close to the optimum detector under

certain operating environment. Generally, all non-linear detectors require knowledge of the

received power. MSDs have the highest complexity because they require several stages of

decisions. Though the successive interference canceller is the simplest (less hardware), it is

likely to introduce intolerable delay since this detector generates the precorrelated waveform

which means that correlation for each user can only be done after the previous users have been

decoded. This also results in a large memory requirement to store all the chip values. Although

the DFD can correlate the received signal with all the users spreading codes first to produce

the post-correlation vector, it requires more computation since it is necessary to regenerate a

different MAI term for each of the other users.

So far most work on sub-optimum MUDs usually starts from the linear detectors and then try

to improve performance by introducing non-linearity into the receivers in the form of feedback.

For example, the IC, MSD, DFD all requires a linear front-end such as DD, MMSE or simply

the matched filter bank. However, introducing non-linearity also increases complexity signific-

antly. The approach taken in the thesis is to look at the problem from another perspective. The

aim is to begin with the optimum detector and try to simplify the complexity while retaining the

superior performance. There has not been much research in this area as the optimum detector

with an exponential complexity in the number of users has always been regarded as useless and

impracticable [105]. However, in system with small number of users, the optimum receiver is

ideal. One of the IMT2000 standards, which is a hybrid combination of the CDMA and TDMA
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system, the spreading gain of the codes is only 16 and the average number of operating users is

only 8. The optimum receiver may actually be feasible with some simplifications.

3.5 Iterative multiuser receivers

Most of the initial work on MUDs focused on uncoded CDMA systems while more recent work

addresses FEC coded DS-CDMA systems.

The optimal multiuser sequence estimator for an asynchronous convolutionally coded DS-

CDMA system [106] performs multiuser detection and the convolutional decoding jointly, res-

ulting in a prohibitive computational complexity,O��K�, that is exponential in the product of

the number of users and the constraint length of the convolutional code. In [107], a suboptimal

scheme that performs symbol detection and decoding separately is proposed, along with a num-

ber of receiver structures that are based on the partitioned method. By implementing MLSE to

signal detection and decoding separately, which results in a serial concatenation of the sequence

based MLSE (discussed in Section 3.3.1) and the VA decoding of the convolutional code, the

complexity becomesO��K��, exponential in the sum of the number of users and the con-

straint length. Consequently, the complexity of this partitioned scheme can be further reduced

if other sub-optimal MUDs are used for the signal detection portion.

Figure 3.3 shows the partitioned multiuser receiver which consists of a MUD first stage and a

bank of single-user decoders second stage. The class of partitioned multiuser receivers is further

divided into those which use a hard-decision MUD to supply hard-decisions to the Viterbi

decoders and those which use a soft-decision MUD to supply soft-decisions to the decoders.

The outputs of hard-decision MUD are�bk�f � f�����g �k � �� � � � � K which are then

passed to the hard-decision Viterbi decoder. For the soft-decision unconstrained MUD, the

detector simply passes the outputs to the decoders without going through any decision-making

device such as a signum function. Constrained MUD, on the other hand, output hard decisions

and certain techniques have to be employed to supply soft decisions. One example of such

techniques is used in the optimum iterative multiuser receiver, to be discussed in Section 3.5.1.

Recently, the powerful iterative technique of Turbo codes has been applied to the multiuser

detection of a FEC coded CDMA system [29, 30, 108, 109]. This scheme is similar to the

partitioned scheme whereby the MUD and the channel decoders are separated, and different

in that the MUD and single-user decoders iterate between one another, each producing soft
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Figure 3.3: The partitioned multiuser receiver

outputs. The main difference between these works is in the multiuser detection portion since

its complexity is the dominant factor in the overall complexity. [29] uses the M-algorithm to

find a subset of the possible symbol vectors. The same algorithm is also used in [30], but a

pre-whitening filter is added. This technique is similar to the IDDFD [101] which has a de-

correlating or whitening filter before the tree search. However, [30] implements the whitening

filter with the Gram-Schmidt orthogonal filter which is suggested in [103] (See Section 3.4.2.3

for a brief discussion on the IDDFD and the Gram-Schmidt orthogonal filter). The work in

[109] is somewhat different as the soft outputs of the single-user decoders are used to modify

the received signal by removing the estimated MAI. After a MMSE filtering, it is assumed

that all MAI is removed and the channel becomes purely Gaussian. The extrinsic information

needed by the single-user decoders can then be calculated.

3.5.1 Optimum iterative multiuser receiver

The optimum iterative multiuser receiver is shown in Figure 3.4. It comprises a CDMA Bayesian

detector (also known as the SSB MAP detector described in 3.3.2) and single-user maximum

a posteriori (MAP) decoders. The discrete time polynomialYf �z is the received chip sig-

nal at thef -th code symbol interval,bk�f is thef -th code symbol of thek-th user. Due to

the fact that only the single-user FEC decoders are used for the decoding instead of joint de-

coding, the Bayesian detector needs to generate single-user information. This single-user in-

formation,p�Yf�zjbk�f, can be viewed as the extrinsic information which is the knowledge

about the symbol based on the structure of the multiuser signal. The single-user information,

Pr�bk�f jYJ
� �z, provided by the single-user decoder is the extrinsic information about the

symbol based on the constraint of the FEC. The basic idea of the iterative scheme is to produce

soft information both across the users and across the convolutional code trellis in a frame by

using a soft-output multiuser detector and soft-input soft-output (SISO) single-user decoders re-
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spectively. The soft information across the two separate dimensions improves with diminishing

returns at every iteration.
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Figure 3.4: The iterative multiuser receiver

Consider the same channel coding as in Section 2.6.3, where
 n-symbol codeword including

the� � � trailing zeros are transmitted. Hence, there areJ � n
 code symbols.

3.5.1.1 Bayesian detector

Based on the Bayes theorem, the observation probability density at thef -th symbol interval

conditioned on the hypothesis thatbk�f � b is

p�Yf �zjbk�f � b �
X
Bb
k

p�Yf�zjbf
KY
i��
�i��k�

Pr�bi�f�

�k � �� � � � � K� f � �� � � � � J (3.27)

whereBb
k is defined as a set that consists of all the symbol vectors,bf , with bk�f � b [29].

This is the extrinsic information or the extra knowledge based on the structure of the spreading

sequences. Thea priori information,Pr�bi�f, on the other hand, is derived from the trellis of
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the convolutional codes which will be discussed in Section 3.5.1.2.

Note that if the symbols are equally likely, then the single-user Bayesian decision rule,

�bk�f � sgn�Pr�bk�f � ��jYf �z� Pr�bk�f � ��jYf�z

� sgn

�
B�X
B��
k

p�Yf�zjbf�
X
B��
k

p�Yf �zjbf

�
CA �

�k � �� � � � � K� f � �� � � � � J (3.28)

is in fact the SSB MAP constrained MUD discussed in Section 3.3.2 as shown by equa-

tion (3.16). If hard-decisions are made based on the initial (first iteration) output of the Bayesian

detector, the result would be the same as the optimum single-user detector for an uncoded sys-

tem. This is because the initial values of thea priori probabilities,Pr�b i�f, are 0.5 for all users’

symbols. The subsequent values of thea priori probabilities are determined by the single-user

FEC decoders.

The conditional probability in the summation of equation (3.27) is the likelihood of the received

sequence,Yf �z, based on the hypothesis thatbf is transmitted. As the hypothesis is on the

entiref -th symbol vector instead of justbk�f , it can be viewed as the joint likelihood at instant

f and can be computed as

p�Yf�zjbf �
�

��N�G��
exp

�
�
PG��

i�� �yi�f � xi�f�bf 
�

N�

�
�

�f � �� � � � � J (3.29)

whereyi�f is the coefficient ofz�i in Yf �z andxi�f�bf is the i-th noiseless received chip

signal due to the transmission ofbf . Note that this joint likelihood is considered in the op-

timum MLSE [53]. The numerator in the exponential term is the Euclidean distance. Since

����N�G�� in equation (3.29) is common to allbf , it can be ignored.

However, the computational complexity of the optimum Bayesian detector is even higher than

the optimum MLSE which is of the order of�K . The additional computations stem from the

summation of�K�� terms in equation (3.27) which has to be carried out twice for the 2 possible

symbols ofbk�f and then repeated for the otherK � � users. Thus, even though the partitioned

detector/decoder reduces complexity substantially, the complexity in the multiuser detector is

still the bottleneck.
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3.5.1.2 Single-user MAP decoder

The single-user MAP decoders operate identically to the method proposed in [49] for second

stage decoders in a serial Turbo decoder. This method is equivalent to the BCJR algorithm

discussed in Section 2.6.3 that generates thea posteriori probabilities of the states and state

transitions at each time interval for a finite-state machine based on noisy observation.

As each user has exactly the same MAP decoder, the following discussion is based solely

on thek-th user. The input of thek-th single-user decoder is a sequence of thek-th single-

user likelihoods,p�Yf�zjbk�f � b �b � ������ f � �� � � � � J, in a frame. The output

of the decoder is a sequence ofa posteriori probabilities,Pr�bk�f jYJ
� �z, whereYf

f ��z �

�Yf ��z� � � � � Yf�z�
T represents a vector form of the received sequence from timef� to timef

in a frame. Thea posteriori probability is conditioned on the hypothesis of the joint received

signal and not just the received signal of the individual user since we are unable to distinctly

separate them.

The single-user decoder calculates thea posterioriprobabilitiesusing the algorithm proposed in

[2]. This soft-output algorithm has been used in the iterative decoding of Turbo codes [42] and

has been discussed in detail in Section 2.6.3. The various terms in this section are analogous

to those defined in Section 2.6.3, the superscriptk has been added to limit the discussion to

thek-th user. Define thek-th user’s joint probability at timet from stateS k
t�� � m� to state

Skt � m as

	kt �m
�� m � p�Skt�� � m��Skt � m�YJ

� �z

� �h�
k
t �

k
t���m

��kt �m
�� m�kt �m�

�t � �� � � � � 
 � k � �� � � � � K (3.30)

where�h�
k
t is a constant. The forward state probability and reverse state probability can

be computed as shown in equations (2.21) and (2.23) respectively, with the same boundary

conditions. The forward state probability is

�kt �m � Pr�Skt � mjYtn
� �z

� �h�
k
t

M��X
m���

�kt���m
��kt �m

�� m� �t � �� � � � � 
 � k � �� � � � � K(3.31)
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where�h�
k
t is such that

M��X
m��

�kt �m � �� �t � �� � � � � 
 � k � �� � � � � K (3.32)

The reverse state probability is

�kt �m � Pr�Skt � mjYJ
tn���z

� �h�
k
t

M��X
m���

�kt���m
��kt���m�m

��

�t � �� � � � � 
 � �� k � �� � � � � K (3.33)

where�h�
k
t is such that

M��X
m��

�kt �m � �� �t � �� � � � � 
 � �� k � �� � � � � K (3.34)

The boundary conditions are�k��� � �, �k��m � � for m �� �, �k� �� � � and�k� �m � �

for m �� �.

For a valid transition from statem� to statem, the transition probability is given as

�kt �m
�� m �

�

�

tnY
f��t���n��

p�Yf �zjbk�f � b�

�t � �� � � � � 
 � k � �� � � � � K (3.35)

where�bk��t���n��� � � � � bk�tn� is the BPSK-modulated codeword associated with the transition

from statem� to statem. The a priori information,p�Yf �zjbk�f � b, needed in equa-

tion (3.35), is the single-user likelihood information determined by the Bayesian detector.

Let W b
t�f�k be the set of transitions,Sk

t�� � m� 
 Skt � m, such thatbk�f � b where the

value off lies between�t� �n� � andtn. Then the joint probability of the state transition is

computed as

p�bk�f � b�YJ
� �z �

X
W b

t�f�k

	kt �m
�� m�

�t � �� � � � � 
 � k � �� � � � � K� f � �� � � � � J (3.36)
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Thea posteriori probabilities are therefore

Pr�bk�f � bjYJ
� �z �

p�bk�f � b�YJ
� �z

p�bk�f � ���YJ
� �z � p�bk�f � ���YJ

� �z
�

�k � �� � � � � K� f � �� � � � � J (3.37)

Note that the scaling factor,�h�
k
t , in equation (3.30) does not have to be computed since it is

cancelled away in the ratio of equation (3.37).

By making the following assignment,

Pr�bk�f � b � Pr�bk�f � bjYJ
� �z� �k � �� � � � � K� f � �� � � � � J (3.38)

the a posteriori probabilities generated by theK single-user decoders can be used as thea

priori information in the Bayesian detector. This is valid since the correlation between the

spreading codes and the convolutional codes is small [29].

To decode the signal after the appropriate number of iterations, letV d
t�k be the set of states,Skt ,

such thatdk�t � d � f�� �g, then the decision rule is thus given as

X
V �
t�k

�kt �m�kt �m

dk�t���

�

dk�t���

X
V �
t�k

�kt �m�kt �m� �t � �� � � � � F � k � �� � � � � K (3.39)

since

�kt �m�kt �m � hkt Pr�S
k
t � mjYJ

� �z� �t � �� � � � � F � k � �� � � � � K(3.40)

wherehkt is a constant that will be cancelled away in equation (3.39).
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3.6 Summary

In this chapter, the MAI caused by the conventional method of signal detection in DS-CDMA

communications systems has been investigated. MAI is dependent on two factors, namely the

CCLs and the “near-far” effect. Multiuser detection seems to be the most promising candidate

to resolve the MAI since it improves capacity and relaxes power control. The various existing

multiuser detectors are introduced, starting with the optimum MUDs based on sequence de-

tection (MLSE) and single-symbol detection (RBF). Sub-optimum MUDs are also discussed

which include linear detector (DD and MMSE) and non-linear detectors (IC, MSD and DFD).

Optimum MUD is too complex to be implemented, hence sub-optimum MUDs are sought.

Most non-linear detectors introduce non-linearity into linear MUDs, and improves perform-

ance from the simple linear structure. The work here takes a different approach, that is to start

from the optimum MUD with superior performance and then reduce the complexity. A recently

developed class of multiuser receivers for FEC coded DS-CDMA systems known as iterative

multiuser receivers has also been discussed. This class of receivers exploits the powerful iter-

ative techniques used in Turbo codes to iterate soft information between signal detection and

channel decoders.
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Chapter 4
Chip-based MLSE detector

Verdu’s MLSE MUD has very good performance but at the expense of high computational

complexity. This detector searches through all the possible input symbol sequences and selects

the one closest to the received sequence based on the Euclidean distance. It can be implemented

using a matched filter bank front-end and based on the sufficient statistics of these matched

filters’ output, a maximum likelihood ratio comparison is then carried out at the symbol level.

The initial idea of the detector in this chapter is to operate the MLSE at the chip-level instead

of the symbol-level. This negates the need for a matched filter front-end, consequently, de-

spreading, symbol-detection and multipath-combination are performed jointly. Immediately,

the absolute linear distance instead of the Euclidean distance can be considered. As squaring is

not needed, no multiplication is involved at run-time. It is important to note that the focus of

the work here is only on the downlink.

The first section of this chapter formulates the chip-based MLSE (CBMLSE) detector such

that the VA can be applied. The trellis for the AWGN channel and the multipath channel

will be constructed in Sections 4.2 and 4.3 respectively. The application of the VA to the

CBMLSE is also shown in the latter section. Section 4.4 considers the absolute linear distance

instead of the Euclidean (squared) distance. The absolute value can be obtained simply by

dropping the signed bit in the DSP, no multiplication is involved during run-time. Section 4.5

considers another simplification, that is to use the Hamming distance. The complexity of the

linear distance detector is then compared with the MLSE in the next section. The number of

addition and multiplicationoperations needed both at run-time and pre-computation are given in

detail for both the AWGN channel and the multipath channel in Section 4.6.1 and Section 4.6.2

respectively. Finally, in Section 4.7, simulation results under AWGN and multipath channels

are presented in Section 4.7.1 and Section 4.7.2 respectively. The truncation length of the VA

is also investigated and presented in Section 4.7.3.
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4.1 Chip-based MLSE

The MLSE can also be implemented at chip-level, that is without first matched filtering the

signal with the spreading codes of the users. This detector will be referred to as the chip-

based MLSE (CBMLSE) while the symbol-based MLSE is still referred to as MLSE. Instead

of implementing equation (3.9), equation (3.8) can be used. A point to note here is that this

implementation yields the same result as that implemented at symbol-level since no assumption

or approximation is made, though it has to run at a higher speed because processing is carried

out at the chip level. At each chip, the squared of the differences between the received chip

value and all the possible noiseless chip values are computed. Each of these values will be

referred to as the Euclidean distance metric. Note that by implementing the receiver at the

chip level, the matched filter bank is no longer required, despreading and detection is processed

jointly.

Although the noiseless chip values,xi, can be calculated using equation (2.8), it not only has

to be based on the entire transmitted symbol sequence but is also exponential in the message

length. A discrete-time system can be found such that it can be solved efficiently by the forward

dynamic programming algorithm (the Viterbi algorithm). Starting from equation (2.8),

X�z �
F��X
f��

�
G�L��X
i��

rTi z
�i

�
Pbfz

�Gf

�
F��X
f��

�
G��X
i��

rTi z
�i �

G�L��X
i�G

rTi z
�i

�
Pbfz

�Gf

�
F��X
f��

�
G��X
i��

rTi z
�i �

L��X
j��

rTG�jz
�G�j

�
�Pbfz�Gf

�
FX
f��

�
G��X
i��

rTi z
�iPbf �

L��X
j��

rTG�jz
�jPbf��

�
� z�Gf

�
FX
f��

z�Gf
G��X
i��

xi�bf���bfz
�i� (4.1)

whereri � �r��i� � � � � rK�i�
T �i � �� � � � � G � L � �, andrk�i is the coefficient ofz�i in

Rk�z �k � �� � � � � K. The fact thatbf � � for f � �� and f � F has been util-

ised in the above equation. The inner summation consists of all the noiseless chip values,

xi�bf���bf �i � �� � � � � G� �, in thef -th message symbol interval. Thei-th chip value of
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xi�� is independent of the previous symbols ifi  L � �. Only the firstL � � chips are in-

terfered with by the previous symbols. Equation (4.1) shows that the noiseless chip values can

be calculated just based on the current symbols and (if necessary) the previous symbols. These

chip values also repeat every symbol interval, so they can be calculated easily regardless of the

message length. Decoding can also begin immediately once the signal is received and does not

have to wait until transmission ends. Hence, the Viterbi algorithm can be readily applied to

calculate the Euclidean distance.

4.2 AWGN state-transition trellis

For the synchronous AWGN channel, each symbol interval is independent of the other symbol

intervals without intersymbol interference. This can be seen clearly from equation (4.1) where

the summation term that is dependent on the previous symbol vector equates to zero sinceL � �

here. The noiseless chip values becomexi�bf � rTi Pbf andri � �ci��� � � � � ci�K�
T �i �

�� � � � � G� � (see equations (2.2) and (2.10)). Hence, a decision can be made once the com-

plete sequence in a symbol duration is received. In a symbol interval, there are�K possible

transmitted symbol vectors. The corresponding�K possible metrics can be easily calculated at

each chip, provided the spreading codes and received power are known. The decoding proced-

ure is best illustrated with the state-transition trellis diagram in Figure 4.1, assuming a 2-user

system. Each state, (bf�j � i), is defined by a possible symbol vector,bf�j �j � �� � � � � �K and

the chip position,i �i � �� � � � � G� �. The initial state is set to be an arbitrary state, (00,-1),

since it does not have any effect on the remaining states. In the diagram, each transition path

is labelled with the value ofxi�bf�j, which is independent of the previous symbols. In this

case, there is only one possible transition path from one state to the next, since the transmitted

symbols remain unchanged in a symbol duration. Hence, state (bf�j � i) can only transit to state

(bf�j � i � �). The sum of all the metrics in each path (metric sum) determines the best path

(path with the smallest metric sum) which corresponds to the best symbol vector. The trellis

diagram here is very simple and is not even necessary for decoding, but it gives an insight into

decoding at chip level and is especially for the Viterbi algorithm, which is not necessary in an

AWGN channel but essential in a multipath channel.
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Figure 4.1: State-transition trellis for AWGN channel

4.3 Multipath state-transition trellis

If the channel exhibits multipath properties, then the structure of the trellis is not so straight-

forward, it has to be expanded between symbols whenever multipath effect arises, and then

collapsed when the interference from the previous symbols dies away. For illustration, consider

the same system above but now with a multipath of lengthL � 
. The state-transition trellis is

given in Figure 4.2 which shows the transition between 2 adjacent symbol-intervals, the�f��-

th andf -th symbol-intervals. The trellis is expanded when transiting from the last chip of the

�f � �-th interval to the first chip of thef -th interval. The state of the expanded trellis, which

has to take the previous symbol vector into consideration as well as the current symbol vector,

is described as (bf���j �bf�p� i), wherebf���j �j � �� � � � � �K andbf�p �p � �� � � � � �K are

possible symbol vectors in the�f � �-th andf -th intervals respectively. Each state in the

�f � �-th interval is expanded into�K states, resulting in a total of
K states and transition

paths each. Each transition path is labelled with the value ofx i�bf���j�bf�p. For the second

chip, it is still affected by the previous symbols, so only horizontal transition paths are possible.

This ensures that at each state, there is only 1 incoming transition path and thus preventing any

decision making. Even though the third chip is still interfered by the previous symbols, the

trellis can be collapsed since the next chip is independent of the previous symbols and so some

form of decision can be made here. There are still
K transition paths, only that�K of them

converge into a state. At each terminating state of this transition path, a decision can be made to

select the survival path at this stage, which is the one with the smallest metric sum. Therefore,

there will be a total of�K survival paths. The fourth chip (i � L� �) is only dependent on the

current symbols, hence only�K noiseless received chip values or transition paths are possible.

The states, (bf�j � i), and transition paths,xi�bf�j, in the collapsed trellis, do not involve the
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previous symbol vector.
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Figure 4.2: State-transition trellis for multipath channel

Assuming that the fading channel parameters are known, the noiseless received chip value

associated with each transition path can be computed using equation (4.1). These values,

xi�� �i � �� � � � � G � �, repeat after each symbol interval, hence the trellis of 1 symbol

duration is sufficient to compute the metric values for the entire transmission. The metric asso-

ciated with a transition path from a state will be added to the metric sums of all incoming paths

into that state. If any other path to each state replaces the survival path in any overall path, then

the path metric would be larger. This is the basis of the Viterbi algorithm. Once the survival

paths have been selected, then they can be traced back. If all the survival paths originate from a

particular state, then the symbol vector associated with this state is the decoded symbol vector.

4.4 Linear distance metrics

The CBMLSE detector yields the optimum performance for the sequence-based detection,

however the cost of such good performance is the multiplication (squaring) that has to be per-

formed at each chip. Multiplications are very computational intensive for a DSP. If the ab-

solute value is taken instead of the Euclidean distance, then no multiplication is needed at all.

However, this also means an inevitable trade-off in performance. The work here investigates
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whether the trade-off in complexity and performance is appropriate for practical implement-

ation. Mathematically, instead of making decisions using equation (3.8), the decision rule is

now

�B�z � arg min
b�z��f�����gFK

kY �z�X�zk

� arg min
b�z��f�����gFK

G�F����L��X
i��

jyi � xij� (4.2)

Hence, each linear distance metric value,jyi � xij, is simply taking the absolute value of the

difference between the received value and one of the possible noiseless received values at each

chip. The absolute value can be taken simply by discarding the sign bit. This detector will be

referred to as the linear metric CBMLSE (LMCBMLSE).

4.5 Hamming distance

Another simplification is to considered the Hamming distance. Hard decision is made at each

chip level, i.e., the received chip signal is passed through a theshold device such that the output

conforms to only 1 out of all the possible chip values. For equal power case, each chip can only

take certain discrete values, for example if there are 3 users, then the possible chip values are

only f������ �� �g, assuming unit power. This feature is exploited further in Chapter 5. The

Hamming distance between two adjacent values is 1, the next nearest 2, and so on. For example,

the Hamming distance between -1 and 3 is taken to be 2. At the end of the symbol duration, the

sums of the Hamming distances between the selected sequence and all the possible transmitted

sequences are compared. The symbol vector associated with the sequence with the smallest sum

of the Hamming distances is the decoded symbol vector. If two or more transmitted sequences

result in the same overall Hamming distance sum, then the linear distance or Euclidean distance

method is resorted to. In fact, for practical implementation, the received signal is quantised and

the true real value is not passed to the detector. The Hamming distance method is in fact the

worst case of quantisation for the LMCBMLSE. Different degrees of quantisation would lie

between the Hamming distance graph and the LMCBMLSE.
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4.6 Complexity analysis

The complexity of the LMCBMLSE MUD is now compared with the MLSE under the AWGN

and multipath downlink conditions where all the users have equal power. The complexity ana-

lysis is divided into run-time and pre-calculation.

4.6.1 AWGN channel

The complexity comparison for the AWGN case is summarised in Table 4.1. The LMCBMLSE

does not involve any multiplicationoperation during run-time as the values ofx i �i � �� � � � � G�
� are pre-calculated, only�K addition operations corresponding to the�K possible states

are carried out at each chip. In one symbol interval, total number of arithmetic operations

is ��G� ��K additions for the�K metric sums.

The complexity of the MLSE at run-time is to be determined next. From equation (3.15), the

third term equates to zero for AWGN channel (hR�z �RT �zz�Gi � �) and only the first term

needs to be computed at run-time since it involves the observation, the second term can be pre-

computed. Assume that the matched filter bank does not require any multiplication since the

matched filters only involve +1 and -1, and multiplication with -1 can be carried out by a simple

inversion. However,G� � additions are required for each matched filter and the matched filter

bank,hY �z �RT �zz�Gf i, requires a total ofK�G� � additions. For maximum likelihood

ratio comparisons, equation (3.15) is considered. Since�hY �z � RT �zz�Gf iP is common

to all the possible states, onlyKG additions are required for this partial term if normalised

power is considered. Note that an addition has been used to compute the scaling by a factor

of 2. Hence, a total of�K � ��K � KG additions are needed for the calculation of all the

�K possible values of�hY �z �RT �zz�Gf iPbf . During run-time, the computation of the�K

possible metrics,�f�bf, needsK��K � G additions. The extra�K additions are required

for the summation of the first and second terms in equation (3.15). The dominant complexity

factors in the MLSE and the LMCBMLSE are respectivelyK�K and�G�K. AsG is usually

greater thanK, the number of additions in the chip-based scheme is expected to be higher.

For pre-calculation, the LMCBMLSE needsK � � additions per chip per state using equa-

tion (4.1) and taking note that the second term is zero sinceL � �. The value ofrTi P is the

same for all states, hence giving a total ofG�K�K � � additions for all the�K possible states

in every symbol interval.
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Multiplications Additions
Run-time

LMCBMLSE
Each transition,jyi � xi�bf �j 0 1

Total for all possible states 0 ��G� ���K

MLSE
hY �z� �R

T �z�z�Gf i for all users � K�G� ��
�hY �z� �R

T �z�z�Gf iPbf
for all states � KG� �K � ���K

�f �bf � for all states � K��K � G�
Pre-calculation
LMCBMLSE

r
T
i Pbf for all chips and states � �K � ���KG

MLSE
b
T
fPhR�z� �R

T �z�iPbf � �G� ��K�K � ����
for all states ��K�K� � ��

Table 4.1: Complexity comparison between the LMCBMLSE and the MLSE in a AWGN chan-
nel

From equation (3.15), the MLSE requires to pre-computebTfPhR�z �RT �ziPbf . The last

term in equation (3.15) does not have to be computed for the AWGN channel. Assuming no

multiplication for the calculation of the correlation matrix,hR�z � RT �zi, and whenever

multiplying with +1 and -1,�G � �K�K � ��� additions are needed for the calculation

of PhR�z � RT �ziP, which remains unchanged for all the states. Note that the correlation

matrix is symmetrical, so onlyK�K � ��� out of theK� elements need to be computed

since the rest are repeated. The total number of arithmetic operations for the MLSE is thus

�K�K� � � � �G� �K�K � ��� additions. Clearly, the pre-calculation of the MLSE is of

the same order as the LMCBMLSE.

4.6.2 Multipath channel

In this section, the complexities of these 2 detectors under multipath conditions are compared

and Table 4.2 gives a summary of the complexity comparison in the multipath scenario. For

the MLSE, the front-end is the RAKE receiver withL fingers if the number of multipaths isL.

Hence, the RAKE receiver for each user requiresL multiplicationsandGL�� additions where

they includeL multiplications andL� � additions for maximum ratio combining. From equa-

tion (3.15), the second and third terms can be pre-computed jointly to yield the
K possibilities.

The total number of arithmetic operations for the�K possible first terms isKL multiplications

andKGL � �K�K � � additions. Hence, the overall complexity in computing the symbol
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metric given by equation (3.15) isKL multiplications andKGL� �K�K� �� 
K additions

where the additional
K additions are due to the summation of the first term to the
K possible

sums of the second and third terms.

For the LMCBMLSE, the calculation of the linear distance metrics once again does not require

any multiplication. The number of additions needed for all the metrics calculation in the ex-

panded and the rest of the trellis are�L��
K and�G�L���K respectively. Hence, for the

metric sums in a symbol interval, total number of additions is��L� �
K��G�L���K��.

Number of multiplications in the MLSE is now dependent not only on the number of users but

also the number of multipaths. On the other hand, the LMCBMLSE still does not require any

multiplication at all. Although both detectors have the same order of complexity (O�
K) in

terms of additions, the LMCBMLSE needs more additions due to the scaling factor��L � �

in the dominant term.

Multiplications Additions
Run-time

LMCBMLSE
Each transition,jyi � xi�bf���bf�j 0 1

Total for all possible states � ��L� ���K

��G� L� ���K��

MLSE
hY �z� �R

T �z�z�Gf i for all users KL K�GL� ��
�hY �z� �R

T �z�z�Gf iPbf
for all states KL KGL� �K � ���K

�f �bf���bf � for all states KL KGL � �K � ���K � �K

Pre-calculation
LMCBMLSE

r
T
i Pbf for all chips and states � �K � ���KG

r
T
G�jPbf for all chips and states � �K � ���K�L� ��

Total for all states � �K � ���K�G� L � ��
��K�L� ��

MLSE
b
T
fPhR�z� �R

T �z�iPbf �G� L� ��K�K � ���� �G� L � ��K�K � ����

for all states ��K�K� � ��
�bTf��PhR�z� �R

T �z�z�GiPbf �L � ��K� �K�K � ��K
for all states ��L � ��K� � �K�K � ��

Total for all states �G� L� ��K�K � ���� �G� L � ��K�K � ����
��L � ��K� ��K��K � ���K � ��

��L � ��K� � �KK

Table 4.2: Complexity comparison between the LMCBMLSE and the MLSE in a multipath
channel
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Next, the complexity of the pre-computation is compared. Equation (3.15) is again used for the

MLSE. The matrix,PhR�z �RT �ziP, just have to be computed once. Similarly,�PhR�z �

RT �zz�GiP in the last term needs to be computed only once. Hence, the complexity of the

common matrices in the second and third terms are respectively�G � L � �K�K � ���

multiplications and�G � L � �K�K � ��� additions, and�L � �K � multiplications and

�L��K��K� additions. In matrixhR�z�RT �zz�Gi, allK� elements need to be computed

as they are not repeated. Total complexity of the second term is thus�G� L� �K�K � ���

multiplications and�G�L��K�K������K�K��� additions for the�K possible states.

The last term is harder to compute as it involves 2 symbol-intervals, resulting in
K possible

states. Making use of the fact that each of the�K possible�bTf��PhR�z �RT �zz�GiP can

be reused by all the�K possiblebf , the last term requires�L � �K� multiplications and

�L � �K� � �KK�K � � � 
K�K � � additions. Therefore, the total pre-computation

is �G � L � �K�K � ��� � �L � �K� multiplications and�G � L � �K�K � ��� �

�L � �K� � �K��K� � K � � � 
KK additions where extra
K additions are needed for

the summation of the second and third terms to yield the
K possible joint terms for run-time

computation.

For the LMCBMLSE, equation (4.1) is used to determine the pre-calculation complexity. Now

the second term has to be considered asL  � and it needs�L� ��K�K � � additions every

symbol. The complexity of the first term is the same as that computed in the AWGN channel

scenario. Thus, overall pre-computation is�G�L���K�K���
K�L�� additions every

symbol interval.

In the multipath case, the number of multiplications in the MLSE is an order higher than the

LMCBMLSE. Although both detectors have the same order of complexity, (O�
K), in terms

of additions, the MLSE still has a marginally higher complexity due to the fact thatK � is

usually greater thanL� �.

To illustrate the complexity gain, two examples are considered. Both with 3 paths (L � �).

One has 8 users (K � �) and a processing gain ofG � ��, the other example has 4 users and

G � �. The complexity is tabulated in Table 4.3.
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AWGN Multiplications Additions Multiplications Additions
Run-time K � �� G � �� K � �� G � �� K � 
� G � � K � 
� G � �

LMCBMLSE 0 7936 0 240
MLSE 0 2176 0 96

Pre-calculation K � �� G � �� K � �� G � �� K � 
� G � � K � 
� G � �

LMCBMLSE 0 28672 0 384
MLSE 0 16668 0 310

Multipath Multiplications Additions Multiplications Additions
Run-time K � �� G � �� K � �� G � �� K � 
� G � � K � 
� G � �

LMCBMLSE 0 269312 0 1216
MLSE 24 67712 12 400

Pre-calculation K � �� G � �� K � �� G � �� K � 
� G � � K � 
� G � �

LMCBMLSE 0 163328 0 992
MLSE 776 555492 132 1578

Table 4.3: Complexity comparison between the LMCBMLSE and the MLSE for AWGN channel
and multipath (L � �) channel

4.7 Simulation results

In order to find the performance of the LMCBMLSE, Monte-Carlo simulations [110] have been

used to obtain the bit error rate (BER).

4.7.1 AWGN channel

Initially, only the synchronous case in AWGN channel has been considered. The simulation has

been carried out for a system with equal-power users and random spreading codes of length,

G � �. Figure 4.3 shows the BER averaged over all users in the system plotted against the

number of active users forEb�N� � � dB. The simulation has been carried out for 1 million

trials to ensure reliable data for low BER. The spreading codes of the users are chosen from

a preselected set of random codes and remain the same thoughout the simulations. The BER

depends largely on the cross-correlation levels of the codes and it is these high cross-correlation

values of the code of the sixth user that cause the jump in BER. Other MUDs such as the con-

ventional matched filter detector (CMFD), the MMSE, and both the CBMLSE and the MLSE,

have also been simulated so as to compare the performance. The MLSE simulated makes use of

equation (3.9) which performs likelihood comparisons only on the output of the matched filter

bank. The graph labelled CBMLSE uses equation (3.8) which computes the Euclidean distance

between the received and transmitted sequences. This detector can use exactly the same de-
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coding algorithm as suggested in the LMCBMLSE except that instead of taking the absolute

value, the squared value is computed. Theoretically, this detector and the MLSE give the same

result. This is verified as observed from the plot. The purpose of this comparison is to ensure

that the simulation for the proposed algorithm has been carried out correctly. The conventional

detector performs poorly especially when the number of users (MAI) increases. The MMSE

detector shows substantial improvement in performance over the conventional matched filter

detector but still far from optimum. The LMCBMLSE only degrades slightly from optimum

and is even indistinguishable from the MLSE and CBMLSE for large MAI. This is probably

because the Gaussian noise becomes insignificant as compared to the large MAI. The metrics

that do not correspond to the actual transmitted symbols are very large as compared to the near

zero values of the metrics that are associated with the actual transmitted symbols. Since these

metrics are already very large, squaring them does not improve performance significantly. The

Hamming distance estimation with linear and Euclidean distances options have also been sim-

ulated and plotted. The graphs follow the trend of the LMCBMLSE and CBMLSE. At low

MAI, the graphs are indistinguishable because Hamming distance estimation is sufficient and

resorting to linear or Euclidean distance is unnecessary.
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Figure 4.3: BER against number of active users for Eb�N� � � dB using random codes of
processing gain G � � in AWGN channel
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4.7.2 Multipath channel

A stationary multipath channel with channel impulse response,

H�z � ���
��� �����
z�� � ���
��z��� (4.3)

is considered next. As would be the case in a downlink, all signals are assumed to pass through

the same channel. Walsh codes are used in the simulations, and to ensure the codes selected are

unbiased, the codes selected for the active users are randomised. The simulations with 100000

trials have been repeated 200 times, and each time, a new set of codes has been randomly

selected for the users. Walsh codes are orthogonal codes that are ideal for a perfect channel, but

degrade in a multipath channel. The simulation results have been plotted in Figure 4.4 where

the performance of the CMFD (or RAKE), LMCBMLSE and CBMLSE are shown for the

AWGN and multipath channels. As expected the Walsh codes have every good performance

in the AWGN channel since there is no MAI. As the users do not interfere with each other,

performance is constant even as the number of users increases. Whereas in a multipath channel,

the performance degrades significantly. Using likelihood-based detectors, the performance can

be maintained at a relatively constant level as MAI increases.

The same multipath channel is used in the next simulation. Both the LMCBMLSE and CBMLSE

detectors have been simulated for random codes and Walsh codes, both of lengthG � � and

Eb�N� � � dB. Results are shown in Figure 4.5. The simulation has been carried out under the

same conditions. This is observed in the simulation plot. Even though the two types of codes

are of the same processing gain, the random codes show much better performance especially at

low MAI. The RAKE receiver has also been simulated for the two kinds of codes and the BER

results are also plotted in Figure 4.5. It is observed that here the Walsh codes perform slightly

better when the number of active users is more than 3. This verifies that Walsh codes are better

for the RAKE receiver at large MAI [7]. Under no MAI condition (K � �), the RAKE receiver

performs close to the LMCBMLSE and the MLSE, but degrades rapidly when MAI increases,

regardless of the codes used.

The graph of the BER againstEb�N� for the same multipath channel has also been plotted as

shown in Figure 4.6. A 4-user system using spreading code of processing gain 8 is considered

here. The performances of the LMCBMLSE and CBMLSE are much better than the RAKE

receiver. The random codes again perform better than the Walsh codes except for the RAKE
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Figure 4.4: BER against number of active users forEb�N� � � dB using Walsh codes of length
8
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Figure 4.5: BER against number of active users for Eb�N� � � dB using spreading codes of
processing gain G � � in multipath channel
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receiver. For a BER of 0.025, it is found that the LMCBMLSE requires aEb�N� of just about

0.5 dB more to attain the same performance as the MLSE for both the codes. Note that this

performance is unachievable by the RAKE receiver.
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CBMLSE (Random codes)
LMCBMLSE (Walsh codes)
CBMLSE (Walsh codes)
RAKE (Random codes)
RAKE (Walsh codes)

b 0

Figure 4.6: BER againstEb�N� for 4 users using codes of processing gainG � � in multipath
channel

4.7.3 Truncation length of the VA

The length of the survival paths in the VA considered so far is unlimited. If the survival paths are

long, then a large amount of storage is needed and the delay may be intolerable. For practical

implementation, the length is preset to a sufficiently small finite value, which means that if

the survival path lengths are equal to this preset value, the symbol vector corresponding to the

best survival path is selected. Simulations have again been used to determine the performance

when the path length varies from 1 symbol to 5 symbols. A path length of 1 symbol means that

decision for thef -th symbol interval is made immediately at the next interval (f ��). Since the

transitions are all horizontal after the trellis converges in the�f��-th interval, there is no point

delaying decision-making until the end of the interval. A decision made immediately once the

trellis converges (in this example whereL � �, it is the second chip as shown in Figure 4.2)

would give the same result. Generally, a delay ofj symbols implies making a decision at chip

i � L�� of the�f� j-th symbol-interval. Figure 4.7 shows the BER as the path length varies
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for a 4-user system. It is found that for a delay of just 2 symbols, the performance is already

very close to that of the unlimited path length for both the LMCBMLSE and the CBMLSE. The

same trend is observed in both codes although the Walsh codes with the same processing gain

perform much worse. The maximum survival path lengths under unlimited delay condition

are also indicated in parenthesis in the figure and they are very much larger than the fixed

delay. Hence, the well-known advantage that little degradation of performance occurs when the

Viterbi algorithm uses a sufficient fixed finite decision delay in real-time implementation has

been verified. The RAKE receiver has also been simulated for the two kinds of codes in the

multipath channel as shown in the plot. Notice the wide gap between the RAKE performance

and the LMCBMLSE.
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CBMLSE using Random codes with limited delays
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LMCBMLSE using Walsh codes with unlimited delays (max 11 symbols)
CBMLSE using Walsh codes with unlimited delays (max 12 symbols)
CMFD using Walsh codes
CMFD using Random codes
LMCBMLSE using Walsh codes with limited delays
CBMLSE using Walsh codes with limited delays

Figure 4.7: BER against number of delays for Eb�N� � � dB and 4 users using codes of
processing gain G � � in stationary multipath channels
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4.8 Summary

A MUD for the downlink of the DS-CDMA communications systems has been suggested. This

detector operates at chip-level and uses the Euclidean distance, linear distance and Hamming

distance for its decision rule. This chapter shows that the MLSE detector can be implemented

at both the symbol and chip level. Simulation results of the LMCBMLSE have been compared

with the CBMLSE, while the complexity comparison has been carried out on the MLSE since

it has a simpler implementation. It has been found that the LMCBMLSE does not require

any multiplication operation at run-time for the AWGN channel as well as the multipath chan-

nel, while multiplications are needed by the MLSE for the multipath channel. Although the

number of addition operations is still exponential in the number of active users, the number of

multiplications has been reduced. However, the implementation is still impractical due to the

exponential complexity. It has been observed in the simulation results that the LMCBMLSE

degrades only slightly from the MLSE, under the AWGN channel and multipath channels scen-

arios. The favourable truncation length of the VA has also been verified by simulations, which

shows that for just a delay of 2 symbol-intervals, the performance has already approached that

of the unconstrained VA.
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Chapter 5
Folded state-transition trellis detector

It is found that the numbers of states of the MLSE and CBMLSE still increase exponentially

with the number of active users. Even if linear distance is used, the complexity is still imprac-

tical for implementation. In this chapter, a new low-complexity scheme [111, 112] is suggested

that also operates at chip level but uses a folded state-transition trellis instead of the original

complete trellis shown in Sections 4.2 and 4.3. This new scheme exploits the feature of power-

equality in the downlink to reduce the number of states involved. This detector will be referred

to as the folded trellis detector (FTD). The various symbol-combinations in the MLSE are taken

to be the different states in the decoding trellis. The folded trellis exploits the assumption of

equal power for all the users (P � Pk �k � �� � � � � K) to reduce the number of states involved.

Due to the fact that the combined chip values of the spreading codes can only take discrete val-

ues, the number of states can be reduced by using these discrete values as the states in a folded

state-transition trellis diagram and operating the VA at the chip level.

Section 5.1 introduces the FTD using single-chip state transition trellis in an AWGN environ-

ment and then extends it to the multi-chip trellis in Section 5.2. After which, the trellis for the

multipath scenario is constructed in Section 5.3. The next section gives a detailed analysis of

the complexity of the FTD in comparison to the MLSE detector. Simulation results for AWGN

and multipath channels are presented in Section 5.5. Finally, in Section 5.6 some conclusions

are drawn.

5.1 AWGN folded state-transition trellis

The transmitted signal in equation (2.6) can be rewritten as

V �z �
p
P

F��X
f��

z�Gf
G��X
i��

vi�bfz
�i� (5.1)
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where

vi�bf  �
KX
k��

ci�kbk�f �i � �� � � � � G� � (5.2)

takes discrete values from�K toK in steps of� sinceci�k andbk�f only take the two possible

values, -1 or +1. Total number of discrete values isK � �. Let vi�d �d � �� � � � � K be all

theK � � possible values ofvi�bf and if all these values are used as the states in the trellis,

the trellis is folded up. The folded trellis is generated based on the transmitted signal given

by equation (5.2) and not the noiseless received signals even though they are scaled version of

each other in an AWGN channel.

For the AWGN channel and considering only one symbol interval, the noiseless received signal

in equation (2.10) becomes

X�z �
p
P

G��X
i��

vi�bz
�i� (5.3)

whereb is the transmitted symbol vector in the symbol interval of interest. To illustrate the

folding of the trellis, consider a 2-user case with spreading codesf-1,-1,1,-1,-1,-1,1g andf-
1,1,1,-1,-1,1,1g. Hence the resulting complete AWGN trellis is shown in Figure 5.1. Using the

K � � � � discrete values of -2, 0 and 2 as the states in the transition trellis diagram, the trellis

can be folded up as shown in Figure 5.2.

From equation (5.3), the transition value pertaining to the transition path entering statev i�d

is xi�b �
p
Pvi�d � xi�vi�d sincevi�d andb are related. As more than 1 value ofb can

result in the samevi�d, more than 1 symbol combination can be associated with each state. The

symbol combinations associated with each state are given in the transition paths of Figure 5.2.

For example, node (0,2) in Figure 5.2 corresponds to nodes (01,2) and (10,2) in Figure 5.1,

hence the associated symbol combinations are 01 and 10. The number of states is reduced from

�K (exponential) toK � � (linear). Hence, the number of transition paths is reduced from

Nc � �K toNf 	 min��K � �K � ��. The number of transition paths is obviously limited by

�K (complete trellis case), and under the worst scenario, there might beK � � transition paths

emerging from each of theK � � states, resulting in a total of�K � �� transitions. However,

in most cases, paths coincide and the actual number of transition paths is usually less than the

upper bound, for example there are only 3 transition paths from chip 2 to chip 3 in Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2: Single-chip folded state-transition trellis

Despite the reduction in the number of states, a one-to-one correspondence still exists between

the two trellis and no information is lost as all the possible chip sequences can still be traced

out. The Euclidean metric pertaining to each transition path in the trellis can be calculated

in the same way as in the complete trellis case. Although one-to-one mapping between the

combinations of transmitted bits and combinations of transmitted chips exists along the trellis,

it is lost when the Viterbi algorithm is applied. The reason is that there are not enough paths

between stages to represent all possible combinations of the transmitted bits. As a result of the

crossings in the folded trellis, a decision is made based on the metric sums, whenever two or

more transition paths converge at a state (the VA). The path associated with the smallest metric

sum is selected and the other paths discarded. The metric values pertaining to the paths emer-

ging from this node add on to this selected metric sum. At the end of the symbol interval, the

survival path which corresponds to the smallest metric sum can be traced out. For example, if

the survival path isf(0,-1),(-2,0),(0,1),(-2,2),(2,3),(2,4),(0,5),(2,6)g, then the symbol combina-

tions associated with the survival path and the respective states are given in Table 5.1. As each

state is associated with 1 or more symbol combinations, the total number of occurrences of each

symbol combination is determined for the entire survival path. The symbol combination with
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the highest frequency of occurrences at the end of the interval is selected to be the decoded

symbols. In the example, symbol combination 00 occurs 5 times while symbol combination

11 has 4 occurrences. Hence, 00 is the decoded symbol combination. If 2 or more symbol

combinations have the same highest frequency of occurrences, then the complete trellis search

is performed on this subset.

state (-2,0) (0,1) (-2,2) (2,3) (2,4) (0,5) (2,6)
symbol combination 11 00,11 00 00 00 00,11 11

Table 5.1: Symbol combinations associated with the states of the survival path

The folded trellis is sub-optimum because a decision has to be made whenever two or more

paths converge towards a state (the VA) within the folded trellis. For example, at node (0,1) in

Figure 5.2, the metric sums corresponding to pathf(0,-1),(-2,0),(0,1)g and pathf(0,-1),(2,0),

(0,1)g are compared, and the path with the smaller metric sum is selected while the other path

is discarded. Pathf(0,-1),(-2,0),(0,1)g is selected in the survival path shown in Table 5.1. A

wrong decision at this point due to large noise power causes the wrong transition path to be

selected and thus the correct symbol-combination associated with the correct transition path is

lost at this stage. It is obvious that no such decision has to be made for the complete trellis case

and thus optimum performance is obtained. A wrong decision at a node does not necessary

imply the wrong symbol-combination is decoded eventually. Consider the survival path given

in Table 5.1, the actual transmitted symbol combination is 00, hence a wrong decision has been

made at node (0,1) since the survival path contains node (-2,0) instead of (2,0). However, the

right decision is still made eventually.

5.2 Multi-chip folded state-transition trellis

Multiple chips can be grouped together and taken as the states too. Consider the same 2-user

example, Figure 5.3 illustrates how this can be achieved. The states used are all the possible

combinations ofnc of theK � � discrete valuesvi�d �d � �� � � � � K if there arenc chips per

state. Using multiple chips per state reduces the number of discarded paths and hence improves

the performance since information is lost whenever a decision is made. Obviously, if all the

chips are grouped together as one state, then the performance would approach that of the MLSE

since there would be no decision-making until the end of the symbol-interval. Therefore, by

varying the number of chips used per state, the performance lies between that of the MLSE and
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the single-chip folded trellis.
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Figure 5.3: Folded state-transition trellis for AWGN channel with 2 chips per state

Let Vn�s �s � �� � � � � �K � �nc � � be thes-th state of groupn. For the firstg � �G�nc�

groups wherebxc denotes the largest integer not greater thanx, each state in these groups hasnc

chips, i.e.,Vn�s � fvncn�d� � � � � v�n���nc���dg �n � �� � � � � g� �. The last group (n � g) uses

the remaining chips, i.e.Vg�s � fvgnc�d� � � � � vG���dg and has�K � �G�gnc different states.

Except for the transition paths in the last stage, all other transition paths in the previous stages

of the trellis comprisenc noiseless received chip values,xi�vi�d� � � � � xi�nc���vi�nc���d �i �

ncn�n � �� � � � � g��. The transitionvalues in the last stage arexgnc�vgnc�d� � � � � xG���vG���d.

The Euclidean metric for each transition path is calculated as

M�n� Vn�s �

�
�
Pnc�n�����

j�ncn
�yj � xj�vj�d� n � �� � � � � g� �PG��

j�ncn
�yj � xj�vj�d� n � g

� (5.4)

The number of transition paths per symbol interval is reduced while the number of states is

increased. The number of transition paths isNf 	 min��K � �K � ��nc and the number

of states is�K � �nc . The performance/complexity tradeoff of the multi-chip folded trellis
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scheme can easily be adjusted by varying the number of chips per state.

5.3 Multipath folded state-transition trellis

The folded trellis is also applicable to the multipath environment. From equations (2.5) and

(5.1), the noiseless received signal,X�z � H�zV �z, is given as

X�z �
p
P

L��X
l��

hlz
�l

F��X
f��

z�Gf
G��X
i��

vi�bfz
�i

�
p
P

F��X
f��

z�Gf
L��X
l��

G���lX
i�l

hlvi�l�bfz
�i

�
p
P

FX
f��

z�Gf
G��X
i��

L��X
l��

hlvrem�i�l�G�G��bf�b�i�l��Gcz
�i

�
FX
f��

z�Gf
G��X
i��

xi�vrem�i�L���G�G��d� � � � � vrem�i�G�G��dz
�i� (5.5)

where rem�x� y is the remainder ofx divided byy. Again, the assumption thatbf � � for

f � �� andf � F has been made. Equation (5.5) and equation (4.1) are similar except that

one expressesxi�� in terms of the transmitted discrete chip values while the other expresses it

in terms of the symbol combinations.

Due to the multipath effect, each received chip signal is affected byL consecutive chips if there

areL paths as shown in equation (5.5). Hence, the number of states in the trellis is affected

by the number of paths in the channel. For example, ifL � �, then the number of chips used

must be greater than 1. This is because each noiseless received chip signal is dependent on 3

chips but each transition path only involves 2 successive chips if there is only 1 chip per state.

Hence, the number of chips per state must be greater or equal toL � �. L chips per state

has been chosen in all examples so as not to increase complexity too much. The number of

paths is about 5 in a 1 Mchips/s IS-95 downlink environment with a delay spread of	�s, so the

complexity is maintained at a reasonable level in practise.

Considering the same example, Figure 5.4 shows the folded state-transition trellis in a multipath

case, assuming that the received signal comes from 2 different paths, i.e.L � �. In general,

theG chips are first divided intog � bG�Lc groups withL non-repeating chips each. Let

Vn�s �n � �� � � � � G� �g� ��L� �� �� s � �� � � � � �K��L� � be thes-th state of group
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n. The states in groupn �n � �� � � � � g � � are henceVn�s � �vnL�d� � � � � v�n���L���d. The

remaining chips are grouped such that each time there is only 1 new chip, the otherL� � chips

come from the previous stage, i.e., the states in groupn �n � g� � � � � G��g���L����are

Vn�s � �vrem��g����L����n�G��d� � � � � vrem�g�L����n�G��d. The trellis extends to the next symbol

interval and the groups repeat. The noise-free received chip signals or transition values in

equation (5.5),xi�vrem�i�L���G�G��d � � � � � vrem�i�G�G��d � xi�Vn�s� Vn���s �i � �� � � � � G �
�, are related to the discrete transmitted chip values, and in turn dependent on the states where

each transition path originates and/or terminates. Note that if all the related chip values can be

found in one state, i.e.,Vn�s � �vrem�i�L���G�G��d� � � � � vrem�i�G�G��d, then the transition value

is only dependent on one state,xi�Vn�s. For the transition paths between the firstg groups,

there areL noise-free received chip signals associated with each path. TheseL associated

transition values for each transition path emerging from stateVn�s �n � �� � � � � g � � are

xi�Vn�s� Vn���s� � � � � xi�L���Vn�s� Vn���swherei � �n��L��. As for the transition paths

between the remaining groups, only one noise-free received chip signal is associated with each

path. Hence, for transition paths emerging from stateVn�s �n � g��� � � � � G��g���L���
�, the noise-free received chip value for each path isxi�Vn�swherei � rem�g�L���n�G.

The Euclidean metric for each transition path is calculated as

Mm�n� Vn�s� Vn���s ����
���

�yj � xj�Vn�s� �n � g � �� � � � � G� �g � ��L� �� ��

j � rem�g�L� � � n�G�P�n���L��
j��n���L���yj � xj�Vn�s� Vn���s� �n � �� � � � � g � �

(5.6)

Again, each state is associated with 1 or more symbol combinations. The occurrences of the

symbol combinations determine the final decision on the decoded symbol vector as shown in

the decoding procedure (Section 5.1). The repetition of the chips during the multipath effected

transition stages repeats the occurrences of the symbol combinations, and since the metric sums

of the paths are more reliable at the end of the interval due to the accumulation of the metrics,

decisions made here should be more reliable than those made early in the symbol interval and

thus put more weight on the correct symbol-combination, in a sense biasing the occurrences of

the symbol-combinations. The right decisions for the lastL � � chips of the current interval

imply the right decisions for the firstL � � chips in the next interval. Another reason for

repeating the chips is to reduce the complexity which is discussed in Section 5.4.
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x 6(V 3,s) x 0(V 4,s) x 1(V 0,s) , x 2(V 0,s,V 1,s) x 3(V 1,s) , x 4(V 1,s,V 2,s) x 5(V 2,s)

Figure 5.4: Folded state-transition trellis for multipath channel with 2 chips per state

As illustrated, the folded trellis for the multipath channel is still based on the transmitted dis-

crete chip values. Another important point to note here is that the trellis remains exactly the

same even if the coefficients of the multipath channel vary. The multipath effect only changes

the transition values and not the number of states or transition paths. The transmitted signals

are scaled version of the chip values in the state and remain the same regardless of the channel.

Each transition path in the trellis represents one and only one transmitted sequence ofL chips,

even though it may arise from more than one symbol-combination. For example, the transition

path from���� � in group 3 to����� in group 4 corresponds to a transmitted sequence with

the fifth and sixth chip values equal to��pP and 0 respectively. This gives rise to one and

only one noiseless received chip signal regardless of the coefficients of the multipath channel.

This noiseless multipath-corrupted received chip value formulated by equation (5.5),x��V
�s,

is the transition value pertaining to this transition path.
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5.4 Complexity analysis

5.4.1 AWGN channel

In this section, the complexity of the FTD and the MLSE are compared. The number of floating-

point operations (FLOP) required per information symbol transmitted is determined.

First, consider the complexity of the FTD. As the nature of the transitions in the folded trellis

depends on the spreading codes of the users, the exact structure of the folded trellis differs with

different code sets. However, the computational complexity can still be determined without

the knowledge of the actual transitions in each stage. For each transition path, the Euclidean

metric,�yi �
p
Pvi�d

� �i � �� � � � � G� �, is dependent onvi�d which is the value of the state

where the path terminates. Hence, it is clear that this metric is the same regardless of the state

where the transition path emerges. Therefore, all transitions entering a particular state have

the same Euclidean metric and recomputation is unnecessary. In other words, only one metric

computation is required for each state.

For every metric, the square of the difference between the observation and the hypothesis is

calculated. Hence, the complexity of the metric sums calculation is��G� ��K � �. Com-

paring theK � � metric sums at the end of the trellis and selecting the smallest sum requires

K FLOP. Tracing back the survival paths and selecting the most frequently occurring symbol-

combinations only requires fixed-point operations. Hence, complexity of the FTD is of the

order ofK.

Now, consider the complexity of the MLSE. The total run-time complexity isK��K � G

FLOP, which includes theK matched filters’K�G� � FLOP as shown in Section 4.6.1. The

remaining operations are the calculation of the metric sums.

The complexity is summarised in Table 5.2. It is observed that the dominating factors in the

FTD and the MLSE are�GK andK�K respectively. Hence, there is significant reduction in

complexity.

5.4.2 Multipath channel

In Figure 4.2, the number of states increases by a factor of�K at the junction of 2 symbol

intervals, while in Figure 5.4, the number of states does not increase, even though the number
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Complexity (FLOP per symbol)
FTD

metric sum computations ��G� ��K � �
metric sum selection K

MLSE K��K �G

Table 5.2: Complexity comparison between the FTD and the MLSE detector in a AWGN chan-
nel

of transition paths increases. Hence, in a multipath situation, the number of states per chip is


K (exponential inK) and�K ��L for the complete trellis and the folded trellis respectively.

The complexity of the complete trellis chip-based MLSE is hence
K as a metric has to be

calculated for each transition path out of each state. Similarly, the complexity of the symbol-

based MLSE is also
K as shown in equation (3.15) where the transition metric is dependent

on the
K possible symbol combinations of the previous and current symbol intervals.

As the structure of the folded trellis depends on the nature of the spreading codes, the exact

complexity varies with the code set. However, the lower and upper complexity bounds can be

determined. The complexity depends on the number of metric computations. Since each trans-

ition path corresponds to a metric, the computational complexity is equivalent to the number

of transition paths if the metrics in these paths are different. However, there are many trans-

ition paths with the same metric and recomputation is unnecessary. Consider the first multipath

transition stage (from group 3 to group 4 in Figure 5.4 or from groupG � g�L � � � � to

groupG� g�L� � in general). TheK �� transition values pertaining to theK �� transition

paths emerging out of each state are the same since each transition value,x��V
�s, is only af-

fected byL � � chips, namely chip 5 and chip 6 (state value in group 3), which are the same

for all these transition paths. Hence, the resulting Euclidean metrics of these transition paths,

�y��x��V
�s�, are also the same. The computational complexity for this particular stage thus

ranges fromK�� tomin��K� �K��L. The lower complexity bound ofK�� occurs if there

are onlyK � � active states (states from which transition paths enter and exit) in group 3. This

is possible if the last 2 chip values of the 2 spreading codes are for examplef-1,-1g andf1,1g.
This gives rise to onlyK � � � � possible states, (-2,-2), (0,0) and (2,2). However, in other

situations, the number of active states can be as high as�K (which is the case shown in Figure

5.4) or�K � �L (which occurs if�K  �K � �L and paths originate from all the�K � �L

possible states) which gives rise to the complexity of�K or �K � �L respectively. Thus, the

number of states (�K � �L) serves as a constraint on the complexity whenK becomes large.
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Similarly, for transition paths in the next stage (between groups 4 and 0 in Figure 5.4 or all the

transition stages from groupG� g�L� � to group� in general), only the metric computation

for one transition path emerging from each active state has to be performed, the remaining paths

out of the same state have the same metric. The computational complexity of this stage ranges

from �K � �� to min�
K � �K � �L. The lower bound corresponds to the case when there

are �K � �� active states in group 4 due to�K � �� transition paths in the previous stage

terminating in different states of group 4 assuming that each of theK � � (minimum) active

states in group 3 hasK � � transition paths. For this stage, the transition values,x ��V��s, are

affected by one chip in the previous interval (chip 6) and one chip in the current interval (chip 0),

hence there is a maximum of
K possible transition paths since there are
K possible symbol-

combinations, as shown in Figure 4.2. However, most of the symbol-combinations have similar

chip 6 and chip 0 values, resulting in a reduction in the number of transition paths and also all

paths with similar transition values emerge from the same state. As only one metric needs to

be calculated for all transition paths out of each state, the upper complexity bound is thus the

number of available states which is again�K ��L. Hence, if
K  �K��L, the complexity

is constrained by the number of states. For example in Figure 5.4, complexity is�K ��L � �

since
K  �, this is a reduction in complexity compared with the optimum MLSE (
K). For

a value ofK � � andL � �, the optimum MLSE is about 12 times more complex than the

upper complexity bound of the folded trellis. For larger values ofK, the complexity reduction

is even greater. The second term of the upper complexity bound,min�
K � �K � �L, can be

viewed as the factor that limits the complexity to a feasible level.

The remaining stages in the trellis are not affected by the symbols in the adjacent interval. As

discussed earlier the minimum possible number of active states isK � �, thus the minimum

number of transition paths possible is alsoK � � with the assumption of one path per state.

In this portion of the trellis, the chip values are not repeated in the adjacent stage and the

transition values are not only dependent on the state values in the group where the transition

paths originate but also on the state values in the group where the paths terminate. Hence,

even if the transition paths emerge from the same state, they give different metrics and so the

computational complexity is equivalent to the number of transition paths. As the chip values

are not repeated in the adjacent stage, there is no limitation to the transition paths here (Note

that due to the fact that there is only 1 new chip value per state in groups 3, 4 and 0, each

state can only transit to a maximum ofK � � other states in the next group). Hence, each

state can transit to a maximum of�K � �L states, resulting in a total of�K � ��L possible
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transition paths. However, the number of possible transition paths cannot be greater than the

number of possible symbol-combinations which is only�K since it is independent of symbols

in the adjacent interval. Thus the upper complexity bound here ismin��K � �K � ��L. In

Figure 5.4, the number of users is onlyK � �, therefore the maximum number of transition

paths is 4 as shown in the figure. Note that the chip values for groups 2 and 3 of Figure 5.4 have

been repeated, as in the first portion of the trellis, the upper complexity bound here becomes

min��K � �K��L which has reduced by a factor of�K��L from the former case. However,

the repetition is not carried out for all the chips because the bottleneck of the complexity lies in

the first portion of the trellis, since it can be as high as
K if it is not suppressed by the folded

trellis. WhenK � �� andL � �, complexity of the multipath layers is�K��L which is then

less than�K , hence in this situation it is a good idea to use repeated chip values throughout

which is analogous to a folded trellis with a single chip per state.

Therefore, the dominating computational complexity lies in the expanded portion of the trel-

lis, the lower and upper complexity bounds of the folded trellis for the multipath channel are

thus �K � �� andmin�
K� �K � �L respectively. The complexity comparison between

the FTD and the optimum MLSE detector is plotted in Figure 5.5. The figure shows that this

scheme is best for a system with a small number of multipath components and a large number

of users since its complexity grows exponentially with the number of multipath components

and not with the number of users under these conditions. The complexity of the folded trellis is

never greater than that of the original complete trellis MLSE according to the upper complex-

ity bound. Furthermore, in most cases complexity is near the lower bound. For example, the

complexity is usually�K � �� � � (lower complexity bound) or�� � min�
�� �
 for K � �

andL � � as observed in the folded trellis of the same example as shown in Figure 5.6 except

that nowL � �. Table 5.3 gives some codes withG � � that resulted in these two complexity

values.

If L � 	 andK � �, �K � �L � 
K , thus upper complexity bound is�K � �L � 	��
�,

transition paths emerging from all the possible states are expected if the actual complexity is

equal to the maximum complexity. By randomly generating a set of spreading codes, it has

been found that the folded trellis actually has a complexity of only 1424.

The folded trellis concept is not limited to the BPSK case. It can be easily adapted for M-

ary PAM and M-ary PSK systems. For the M-ary PAM, where there areM possible symbol

levels, the number of possible transmitted signals is�M � �K � � whereK is the number of
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Figure 5.5: Complexity comparison between the folded trellis detector and the optimum MLSE
detector

Complexity in multipath effected section Spreading codes
(metric value calculations/chip)

9 f-1 1 -1 -1 1 1 1g & f1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1g
f1 1 1 1 -1 -1 1g & f-1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1g
f-1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 1g & f-1 1 -1 1 1 1 1g
f1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1g & f1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 1g

12 f1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1g & f-1 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1g
f1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1g & f-1 -1 1 1 1 -1 -1g
f-1 1 1 1 1 1 1g & f-1 -1 -1 1 1 1 1g

f-1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 -1g & f-1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 1g

Table 5.3: Table of actual folded trellis complexity for some pairs of spreading codes with
G � �, K � � and L � �
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Figure 5.6: Folded state-transition trellis for multipath channel with 3 chips per state
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users. This implies that there are�M � �K � � possible states (1 chip per state). Hence the

complexity is��M � �K � �L. There is no doubt an increase in complexity, but the penalty

is definitely not as large as the MLSE which would have a complexity ofM �K .

For the M-ary PSK case, the number of states also increases. Consider the QPSK case, where

the 4 possible symbols aref(1,1),(-1,1),(-1,-1),(1,-1)g. This can be viewed as BPSK in two

dimensions. The trellis is the same as in the BPSK case, except that now we have 2 similar but

independent trellis (if both dimensions use the same codes), one in the real dimension and the

other in the imaginary dimension for the AWGN channel. As for the multipath channel, the

structures of the trellis are the same if the numbers of multipath components are the same in

both dimensions. Only the transition values are different if the multipath coefficients are differ-

ent for the 2 dimensions. For higher order M-ary PSK, the symbol values in both dimensions

can take more values but the folded trellis is still applicable. For instance, consider 8-PSK as

an example, here the possible symbols aref��� �, ���p�, ���
p
�, ��� �, ����p�� ��

p
�,

���� �, ����p�����p�, �����, ���p�����p�g. The 2 dimensions can still be con-

sidered with 13 states each. Hence, the complexity of each dimension becomes��L, which is

again more favourable than the MLSE which has a complexity of	�K each dimension.

5.5 Simulation results

Monte-Carlo simulations have been used to obtain the bit error rate (BER).

5.5.1 AWGN channel

The FTD has been simulated for a system with equal-power users using random spreading

codes with processing gain,G � �. The FTD using the linear distance metric instead of

the Euclidean distance metric is also simulated and is referred to as the linear metric FTD

(LMFTD). Figure 5.7 shows the average BER forEb�N� � � dB. Other receivers such as the

CMFD, MMSE, LMCBMLSE, CBMLSE and MLSE, have also been simulated. The folded-

trellis scheme (for both LMFTD and FTD) performs better than the MMSE. The LMFTD only

degrades slightly from the FTD and is even indistinguishable from the MLSE for large MAI.

Notice that for the single-user case, the FTD has the same performance as the MLSE because

the 2 possible paths never crossed. Note that not only is each state in the trellis associated only

with the symbol combinations, each transition path is also associated with the symbol combin-
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ations. For example, from Figure 5.2, state (0,6) is associated with symbol combinations,f01,

10g, while transition path from state (-2,5) to state (0,6) is associated with symbol combination

f10g. The graphs labelled with “transition” in the plot of Figure 5.7 are the BERs if the occur-

rences of the symbol combinations associated with the transition paths of the survival path are

considered instead. It is found that considering symbol combinations associated with the states

performs better than considering the symbol combinations associated with the transition paths.

Also plotted in Figure 5.7 are the graphs labelled “correlations”. These correspond to detect-

ors that perform the Viterbi algorithm to the folded trellis based on the linear distance metric

and the Euclidean distance metric, and then pass the sequence of discrete chip values from the

survival path through the respective matched filter of each user. In other words, it is similar to

the CMFD except that the received signal is first processed by the folded trellis. As observed

from the plot, the performance is better than the CMFD for small number of users. However,

as the number of users increases, the performance becomes close to that of the CMFD. The

reason is that at low MAI, the noise dominates and by applying the folded trellis, the noise

is ‘eliminated’ since the resulting sequence takes only the discrete chip values. With the low

MAI and the dominating noise removed, the matched filter improves performance. However,

at high MAI, where MAI dominates, the performance cannot improve without considering the

likelihood information which is to consider the likelihood of each symbol combination in terms

of frequency of occurrence.

If G is now increased to 16 andEb�N� reduced to 7 dB, the resulting performances of the FTD

using different number of chips per state are plotted in Figure 5.8. The performance of the

single-chip FTD is worse than the MMSE. This is becauseG has increased by more than twice

its original value, and this has greatly benefited the MMSE detector. On the other hand, the FTD

suffers because a hard decision is made whenever 2 or more paths converge at a state regardless

of the length of the trellis which is directly proportional to the processing gain. If a wrong

decision is made in the early stages of the trellis, the detrimental effect will propagate down

the trellis. A wrong decision is made when the noise value in a chip is so large that it causes

the noisy received signal vector to fall in the decision region of an incorrect noiseless received

vector. Thus a wrong decision is mainly due to the noise and not the MAI. The erroneous effect

is most detrimental for small number of users because the small MAI (greatly reduced due to

the highG) is very beneficial to both the conventional receiver and the MMSE but not the FTD.

However, for large MAI, the latter degrades less.
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Figure 5.7: BER against number of active users for Eb�N� � � dB and G � � in AWGN
channel

It is also observed that the performance improves by increasing the number of chips per state.

If the number of chips is 4, the FTD has outperformed the MMSE. If 8 chips per state are

considered then it has reached the performance of the MLSE. The high BER in the simulation

results is due to the randomness of the spreading codes, lowEb�N� of the signals and that no

channel coding has been used.

Next, the performance of the receiver using linear and Euclidean metrics is investigated. Fig-

ure 5.9 compares the performance of the linear and Euclidean metrics. It is found that as MAI

increases, the degradation due to the linear metrics minimises. This is probably because the

errors due to MAI are much more significant than that caused by the approximation.
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Figure 5.8: BER against number of active users for Eb�N� � � dB and G � �� using multi-
chip folded trellis in AWGN channel
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Figure 5.9: Comparison between linear and Euclidean metrics forEb�N� � � dB andG � ��
in AWGN channel
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5.5.2 Multipath channel

The FTD has been simulated for multipath channels with equal-power users using random

spreading codes. First, a system with a processing gain ofG � ��, Eb�N� of 7 dB and a

channel impulse response of

H�z � ����� � ��
��z��� �����z�� � ��
��z�
 � �����z�� (5.7)

is considered. The simulation has been repeated using 200 frames with a frame size of 100000

symbols and each frame uses a different set of random codes. Figure 5.10 shows the simulation

results. Other MUDs such as the RAKE receiver and the MMSE have also been simulated.

The FTD usesL � 	 chips per state. Note that the MMSE detector in the multipath case has

a filter length equal toG� L � � in order to capture all the signal energy that originated from

the desired data symbol. The CBMLSE for the multipath case has also been plotted. The FTD

performs very close to the CBMLSE. Note that for the single-user case, the FTD has the same

performance as the MLSE because the two possible paths never crossed. Note that the FTD

and the CBMLSE simulations have been carried out for a Viterbi truncation length of 2 symbol

intervals in order to keep the length of the trellis at a feasible value.

A multipath environment with impulse response given in equation (4.3) has been simulated.

This system uses a lower processing gain ofG � �. The simulation has been repeated using

5000 frames with a frame size of 100 symbols. Similar trends as those observed in Figure 5.10

are found in Figure 5.11.

Next, a non-symmetric multipath environment with impulse response (L � �)

H�z � ������ ��	�	z�� � �����z�� (5.8)

is considered. Similar simulation conditions as those in Figure 5.11 have been used. This

system uses a higher signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) ofEb�N� � � dB. The simulation results are

plotted in Figure 5.12.

The figure shows that by increasing the SNR, the performance of the FTD is even closer to

the MLSE detector. This is because the errors in the folded trellis are mainly due to noise and

not due to MAI. The folding up of the original complete trellis does not remove any transition

path from the trellis but merely combines paths that have similar transition values or noise-
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Figure 5.10: BER against number of active users for Eb�N� � � dB and G � �� in multipath
channel

less received values (even in multipath scenario) which happen frequently due to equal-power

transmission. The folded trellis also reduces the number of states and results in convergence

and divergence of transition paths. Due to the fact that no transition paths have been removed

from the original trellis, all the possible hypothesis in each layer (or chip) are tested by the

calculation of the square-law metrics, and errors are hence mainly due to noise.
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Figure 5.11: BER against number of active users for Eb�N� � � dB and G � � in multipath
channel

5.6 Summary

The FTD folds up the original trellis and uses all the possible transmitted discrete chip values

as the states instead of all the possible symbol combinations. The number of states is reduced

from �K toK � � for the AWGN channel and from
K to �K � �L for the multipath channel.

Consequently reducing the computational complexity fromO��K to O�K for the AWGN

channel and from
K to at mostmin�
K � �K � �L for the multipath channel. The receiver

can also use the linear metrics for its decision rule instead of the Euclidean metrics without

significant degradation in the performance, but with significant reduction in complexity.

The folded trellis has been illustrated for both the AWGN channel and the multipath scenario.

Simulation results of the FTD have been compared with the MLSE. It has been observed in

the simulations that the FTD does not gain very much from the processing gain due to the hard

decision makings along the trellis. Fortunately, by using more chips per state, performance can

be improved and eventually approaches that of the MLSE. It is also found that the performance

of the FTD is close to the MLSE especially for large SNR, since the FTD is mainly limited by
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Figure 5.12: BER against number of active users for Eb�N� � � dB and G � � in multipath
channel

noise and not MAI.
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Chapter 6
Sub-optimum MLSE with folded trellis

preselection

The maximum likelihood sequence estimator (MLSE) (discussed in Section 3.3.1) which finds

the optimum data sequence that results in minimum joint probability, has exponential com-

plexity growth in the number of users. All the possible symbol combinations are taken to be

the different states in the decoding trellis of the MLSE. The folded trellis detector (FTD) that

exploits the feature of power-equality in the downlink to reduce the number of states involved

has been discussed in Chapter 5. There is of course a tradeoff between the performance and the

complexity. The complexity of the FTD depends on the number of chips used per state. A small

number of chips per state is favourable due to its low complexity but at the expense of perform-

ance. In this chapter, a better utilisation of the resources is suggested, since similar performance

to the multi-chip FTD can be achieved with lower complexity. The basic idea here is to use the

original folded trellis which has one chip per state to select those symbol combinations that are

more likely to be transmitted, after which the MLSE criteria is performed on this much smaller

subset of symbol combinations [113, 114]. If the transmitted symbol combination is always

among those selected symbol combinations, the performance would be that of the MLSE. As

the folded trellis has discarded most of the unlikely symbol combinations, the MLSE is only

applied to a few symbol combinations, thereby limiting the complexity to a reasonable level.

The next section sets up the downlink AWGN channel model, and recaps the MLSE and the

FTD in Section 6.1.1 and Sections 6.1.2 respectively. Section 6.2 looks at the new detector

which comprises a FTD and a MLSE detector. The complexity of the new detector is compared

with the optimum MLSE in Section 6.3. Simulation results are presented in Section 6.4. Finally,

in Section 6.5 some conclusions are drawn.
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6.1 The MLSE and the FTD

In this chapter, the focus is only on AWGN channel. In the synchronous AWGN downlink

channel, each symbol interval is independent of the other symbol intervals without intersymbol

interference. Hence, simply considering a symbol interval is sufficient. The assumption of an

AWGN channel is for the ease of explanation and is not a limitation of the new detector as both

the CBMLSE and the FTD can be extended to the multipath case as shown in Section 4.3 and

Section 5.3 respectively.

From equation (2.10), the noiseless received signal in a symbol interval can be expressed as

X�z �
G��X
i��

xi�bz
�i� (6.1)

whereb � �b�� � � � � bK�
T is the input symbol vector in the interval of interest,bk � f�����g

is the input symbol of thek-th user,P represents the equal received power of the user, and

xi�b �
KX
k��

ci�k
p
Pbk (6.2)

is thei-th noiseless received chip signal in a symbol interval as a result of transmitting the data

vectorb. The received signal is againY �z � X�z �N�z.

6.1.1 The MLSE detector

The MLSE detector in the multipath environment has been developed in Section 3.3.1. Here the

equivalent MLSE for the AWGN channel is defined. Mathematically, the input symbol vector

for one interval is decoded as

�b � arg min
b�f�����gK

G��X
i��

�yi � xi�b�
� (6.3)

� arg max
b�f�����gK

�
�

KX
k��

p
Pkbk

G��X
i��

yici�k �
G��X
i��

x�i �b

�
� (6.4)

whereyi is the coefficient ofz�i in Y �z and
PG��

i�� yici�k is the output of thek-th user’s

matched filter [53]. Although it is independent of the message length, it still implies a brute-

force exhaustive search over the�K possible sequences.
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The CBMLSE for the AWGN channel is obtained if equation (6.3) is used while equation (6.4)

yields the MLSE that operates at the symbol level in the AWGN channel. As stated earlier, both

implementations have exactly the same performance theoretically, since no approximation has

been made.

6.1.2 The FTD

In this section, the folded trellis detector (FTD) which has been introduced in Chapter 5, will be

discussed briefly from another perspective. The folded trellis operates at the chip level using all

the possible unit-power transmitted chip values as the states in the state-transition trellis, instead

of using the symbol combinations. This reduces the number of states from�K (exponential) to

K � � (linear) and folds up the state-transition trellis, resulting in a reduction in complexity.

Let

vi�d �
KX
k��

ci�kbk � �d�K �d � �� � � � � K (6.5)

represents thed-th discrete value at thei-th chip andv � �v��d� � � � � vG���d�T be the vector that

represents a path in the folded state-transition trellis. Therefore,

xi�b �
p
Pvi�d� �i � �� � � � � G� � (6.6)

If V� is the set that consists of all the�K possible paths that correspond to the�K symbol

combinations, then the minimum metric sum is given as

MCBMLSE
min � min

v�V�

G��X
i��

h
yi �

p
Pvi�d

i�
� (6.7)

The metric sum measures the distance between the received signal vector,Y �z, and one of

the�K possible noise-free received signal vectors,X�z. The signal vector,X�z or v, closest

(minimum metric sum) to the observationY �z has the highest likelihood of being the trans-

mitted signal.

Up to this point, the folded trellis operates exactly as the CBMLSE. However, as a result of the

crossings in the folded trellis, there are more possible paths (not limited to�K), as observed in

Figure 5.2. For example, pathf-2,0,-2,2,2,0,2g is one of the possible paths that is not included
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in the setV�. LetV� be the set that consists of all the other paths, andV� V� �V� be the

joint set. IfV� is included into the metric sums calculation, then the minimum metric sum is

obtained as

MFTD
min � min

v�V

G��X
i��

h
yi �

p
Pvi�d

i�
� (6.8)

Direct implementation of equation (6.8) requires more computation. Fortunately, the Viterbi

algorithm [36] can be used to carry out equation (6.8). Consequently, this reduces complexity

fromO��K toO�K � � (to be discussed in Section 6.3).

After the VA is applied to the trellis, the survival path with the minimum metric sum is selec-

ted. Since setVis used instead of setV�, it is possible that the trellis ends up with a minimum

cost chip sequence which corresponds to none of the symbol combinations. For example, the

minimum cost chip sequence,f-2,0,-2,2,2,0,2g, in the earlier example does not correspond to

f2,0,-2,2,2,0,-2g, f0,2,0,0,0,2,0g, f0,-2,0,0,0,-2,0g or f-2,0,2,-2,-2,0,2g of symbol combina-

tions 00, 01, 10 or 11 respectively. However, the situation is resolved with a voting system

where the symbol combination that occurs most often in the minimum cost chip sequence (or

survival path) is selected as the decoded symbol combination. If 2 or more symbol combina-

tions have the same highest frequency of occurrence, then the complete trellis search (MLSE)

is performed on this subset.

Multiple chips can be grouped together and taken as the states as discussed in Section 5.2. By

varying the number of chips used per state, the performance lies between that of the MLSE and

the single-chip folded trellis. However, the increase in complexity fromK � � (single-chip)

to min��K� �K � �nc (multi-chip) is exponential innc wherenc is the number of chips per

state. The complexity approaches that of the complete trellis or the MLSE very rapidly.

6.2 The sub-optimum MLSE

In this section, the sub-optimum MLSE detector is introduced. It consists of a folded trellis first

stage which uses the reliability information inherent in the trellis, followed by the CBMLSE

with reduced number of symbol combinations. The idea here is to use the folded trellis to

preselect a number of symbol combinations that are more likely to be transmitted based on

the received signals. If the maximum likelihood rule is then applied to this reduced subset of
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symbol combinations, the complexity is greatly reduced.

Figure 6.1 shows the block diagram of the new receiver. The first stage consists of the FTD

and the second stage the CBMLSE. The preselectedns symbol combinations,�b�� � � � � �bns , are

passed to the CBMLSE which makes used of this information to decode the received signal.

Ch ip -based
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Figure 6.1: Block diagram of the sub-optimum MLSE detector

6.2.1 Reliability information

The probability density of the observationY �z under the hypothesis thatX l�z is the noise

free received signal is denoted aspl�Y �z. Assuming that each noise free received signal,

X l�z� l � �� � � � � �K , is independent and equally likely to be received, the likelihood function

is

pl�Y �z �
�

��N�G��
exp

�
�
PG��

i�� �yi � xli
�

N�

�
� �l � �� � � � � �K (6.9)

wherexli is the coefficient ofz�i in X l�z.

Let

Ml �
G��X
i��

�yi � xli
� �l � �� � � � � �K (6.10)

represents thel-th metric sum obtained at the end of the complete trellis. The probability of

making a right decision if the MLSE selectsX j�z is thus

Pj�c �
exp��Mj�N�P�K

l�� exp��Ml�N�
� �j � �� � � � � �K (6.11)
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whereMj is the smallest metric sum. Therefore, the probability of making a wrong choice if

the MLSE selectsXj�z is

Pj�e � �� Pj�c

� �� �

� �
P�K

l���l��j exp���l�j
� �j � �� � � � � �K (6.12)

where�l�j � �Ml�Mj �N� denotes the scaled difference between the metric sums. The prob-

ability Pj�e can be used as the reliability information for selectingX j�z. Sinceexp���l�j

decreases exponentially, the sum of the exponentials,
P�K

l���l��j exp���l�j, is dominated by

the smallest�l�j . Hence,
P�K

l���l��j exp���l�j � exp���j where�j is the smallest differ-

ence. The approximation,

Pj�e � �� �

� � exp���j
� �j � �� � � � � �K (6.13)

can be used simply as a factor to determine how reliable the selected metric sum is. If�j 
 �,

thenPj�e 
 ��	, since a small difference in the metric sums is more likely to cause an error

in the selection of the metric sum. On the other hand, if�j 
 �, thenPj�e 
 �, thus

minimising the errors in the selection of the metric sum. Interpreting it in the signal space, as

the other metric sums get further away from the minimum metric sum, the less likely it is that

the minimum metric sum is incorrect.

A sphere can be defined with radiusr and centre at the signal vector,V�, which gives the

minimum metric sum,Mj . The degree of reliability ofV� is dependent on the number of other

signal vectors that falls within this sphere. If there are no other vectors within this sphere,

thenV� is very reliable. On the other hand, if there are other vectors within this circle,V� is

unreliable. The parameterr is thus a threshold determining whether to consider other signal

vectors or not.

6.2.2 Folded trellis first stage

Instead of selecting the smallest metric sum at the end of the trellis and tracing back along

the trellis to obtain the minimum cost chip sequence, the new scheme selects thenm smallest

metric sums and then trace back from all the nodes associated with these metric sums. For

each trace-back, the frequencies of occurrences of the various symbol combinations are again
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determined. The frequencies of all these symbol combinations are then compared and ranked

in a decreasing order. The firstns unique symbol combinations are chosen and passed to the

next stage which is the CBMLSE.

The following describes the method of determiningnm. First preassign a value to the radius

r and the maximum number of metric sums to benM . LetNm be the number of metric sums

within the sphere of radiusr includingMj . The value ofnm is defined as

nm �

�
� Nm �� 	 Nm � nM 

nM �Nm � nM 
� (6.14)

If �l�j  r for all l �l � �� � � � � �K� l �� j andMj is smallest, then there are no other metric

sums within the sphere (Nm � �) andMj is reliable. IfNm � nM , thennm � Nm and all

the vectors within the sphere of radiusr are checked by the CBMLSE. However, ifNM  nM ,

thennm is restricted tonM and only thenM � � metric sums closest toMj , as well asMj ,

are investigated. By setting a small value forr, most of the other metric sums will be outside

the sphere, hence complexity is low but performance is not favourable since most metric sums

are not considered. On the other hand, by setting a large value forr, most metric sums fall

within the sphere. If trace-back performs on all of these, complexity would increase, hencenM

is used to limit the number of metric sums considered. However, settingnM to a small value

andr ��, does not always result in the best performance (shown in Section 6.4).

There areK � � metric sums,M�� � � � �MK , at the end of the trellis corresponding to the

K � � chip states. Without loss of generality, assume thatM� is the smallest metric sum and

the other metric sums are ranked in the order of increasing distance. Figure 6.2 shows the

vector representation of all the metric sums for an example withK � �. M�� � � � �M� are the

other metric sums within the sphere of radiusr centred atM�. Metric sums,M�� � � � �M,

fall outside the sphere. Hence,Nm � 	 and if nM � 
, thennm � nM � 
 and trace-

back is carried out along the trellis starting from the states associated withM�� � � � �Mnm��.

Assume that there areNi symbol combinations associated with the trace-back path of metric

sumMi �i � �� � � � � nm��. Out of theN��� � ��Nnm�� symbol combinations, thens unique

(note that some symbol combinations may be associated with more than one metric sum) and

most frequently occurring ones are selected and passed to the CBMLSE stage. The value of

ns affects the complexity of the second stage CBMLSE and must be kept small. However, it

should be greater than 1, otherwise the CBMLSE becomes redundant.
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Figure 6.2: A 3-dimensional signal vector space

6.2.3 CBMLSE second stage

In the original FTD introduced in Chapter 5, the MLSE criteria is used to make a decision only

when there are 2 or more symbol combinations with the same highest frequency of occurrence.

This idea is extended here to include thens most frequently occurring symbol combinations

from thenm smallest metric sums.

The inputsof the CBMLSE are the metrics,
�
yi �

p
Pvi�d

��
�i � �� � � � � G��� d� �� � � � � K,

and thens preselected symbol combinations from the previous stage. LetB be the set that con-

sists of thesens symbol combinations,�b�� � � � � �bns. Hence, the decoding rule becomes

�b � argmin
b�B

G��X
i��

�yi � xi�b�
� � (6.15)

instead of equation (6.3). The CBMLSE selects from among the much smaller set of symbol

combinations, the one with the smallest Euclidean distance. By limiting the values ofnm and

ns to reasonable values the complexity is maintained at a practical level.

Furthermore, it is recommended that the second stage is implemented with the CBMLSE in-

stead of the MLSE since all the metrics,�yi � xi�b�
� �i � �� � � � � G���b � B , have already

been computed in the previous stage.
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6.3 Complexity analysis

In this section, the complexities of the proposed sub-optimum detector and the optimum MLSE

detector are compared. The number of floating-point operations (FLOP) required per informa-

tion bit transmitted is determined.

First, the complexity of the sub-optimum scheme is investigated. As the nature of the transitions

in the folded trellis depends on the spreading codes of the users, the exact structure of the folded

trellis also differs from codes to codes. However, the computational complexity can still be

determined without the knowledge of the actual transitions in each stage. For each transition

path, the Euclidean metric,
�
yi �

p
Pvi�d

��
�i � �� � � � � G� �, is dependent onvi�d which is

the value of the state where the path terminates. Hence, it is clear that this metric is the same

regardless of the state where the transition path emerges. Therefore, all transitions entering

a particular state have the same Euclidean metric and recomputation is unnecessary. In other

words, only one metric computation is required for each state.

For every metric, the square of the difference between the observation and the hypothesis is

calculated. Hence, the complexity of the metric sums calculation is��G���K��. Compar-

ing theK � � metric sums at the end of the trellis and selecting thenm smallest sums requires

K � � � � � �K � nm � � � nm��K � nm � ��� FLOP. Tracing back the survival paths

and selecting thens most frequently occurring symbol combinations only requires fixed-point

operations.

The CBMLSE second stage only has to carry out the summation over theG chips for thens

symbol combinations, since all the metrics have already been computed in the previous stage.

This results in a complexity of�G � �ns FLOP. The selection of the minimum metric sum

out of thens metric sums requiresns � � FLOP. Thus, the second stage complexity is small

as compared with the first stage. Note that the optimum MLSE would require to sum up the

metrics that correspond to all the�K symbol combinations. Thus the reduction in complexity

due to the preselection of the small subset of symbol combinations is a factor of�K�ns.

Now, the complexity of the optimum MLSE is considered. The total run-time complexity is

K��K �G FLOP as shown in Section 4.6.1, which includes theK matched filters’K�G� �

FLOP. The remaining operations are the calculation of the metric sums. An additional�K � �

FLOP are needed for the selection of the minimum metric sum. This additional complexity has

not been stated in Section 4.6.1 because it is the same for both the MLSE and the LMCBMLSE,
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hence the comparison is not necessary. If the symbol-based MLSE is used as the second stage in

the proposed detector, then the additional complexity would be�K��ns�G�K�ns FLOP,

even without considering the additional pre-calculations needed. The CBMLSE second stage

does not require any precomputation while the MLSE needs�G��K�K�����ns�K
���

FLOP as deduced from Table 4.1 if it is used to implement the second stage.

The complexity is summarised in Table 6.1. Asnm andns are small, the dominating factors

in the sub-optimum detector and the MLSE are�GK andK�K respectively. Hence, there is a

significant reduction in complexity.

Complexity (FLOP per information bit)
Folded trellis first stage:

metric sums computations ��G� ��K � �
metric sums selection nm��K � nm � ���

CBMLSE second stage:
metric sums computations �G� �ns

metric sum selection ns � �

Optimum MLSE:
metric sums computations K��K �G

metric sum selection �K � �

Table 6.1: Complexity comparison between the sub-optimum MLSE detector and the MLSE
detector in a AWGN channel

6.4 Simulation results

Monte-Carlo simulations are again used to obtain the bit error rate (BER). The sub-optimum

scheme has been simulated for a system with equal-power users using random spreading codes

andEb�N� � � dB. These codes, which are randomly generated for every trial in the simula-

tion, are considered because they allow for interferer diversity. Figure 6.3 shows the average

BER against the number of active users forG � ��, r � � andnM � �. Graphs of the

sub-optimum MLSE are plotted forns � �� � � � � 
. Other MUDs such as the MMSE, the op-

timum MLSE, 1-chip FTD and 2-chip FTD have also been simulated. The sub-optimum MLSE

scheme performs better than the MMSE and very close to the optimum MLSE forns  �. As

ns increases from 1 to 3, the performance improves. Thereafter, no further improvement is ob-

served. Notice the great improvement over the 1-chip FTD (which is in fact the sub-optimum

MLSE with nM � � andns � �) and the 2-chip FTD, when the CBMLSE second stage is
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added. Whenns � �, the undesirable performance shows that the most frequently occurring

state is not necessarily the correct one, especially when metric sums, other than the smallest one

are considered. Asr is set to infinity, even highly unreliable metric sums are considered. This

can be resolved by considering the reliability of the metric sums (shown in the last simulation

results in this section). Furthermore, by selecting just 1 symbol combination, the second stage

CBMLSE becomes redundant. It is simply the original FTD taking into consideration other

unreliable metric sums. Therefore, the conclusion is that increasingnM without increasingns

has an adverse effect on the performance andns should be kept close tonM .
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B
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FTD (1 chip per state)
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Sub−optimum MLSE (ns=1)
Sub−optimum MLSE (ns=2)
Sub−optimum MLSE (ns=3)
Sub−optimum MLSE (ns=4)
MMSE
Optimum MLSE

Figure 6.3: BER against number of active users for Eb�N� � � dB, G � ��, r � � and
nM � �

The conditions used in Figure 6.4 are the same as in Figure 6.3 except that herens is fixed at

2 andnM varies from 1 to 4. It is observed that the performance improves asnM is increased

up to 3. FornM � 
, there is no significant improvement. WhennM � �, performance is

already better than the 2-chip FTD which has a higher complexity ofmin��K � �K � ��. For

this scenario, settingnM � � andns � � is the optimal trade-off with respect to performance

and complexity. Even for 8 users, when there are 256 symbol combinations, the sub-optimum

MLSE only has to consider 2 symbol combinations to give near optimum performance.
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Figure 6.4: BER against number of active users for Eb�N� � � dB, G � ��, r � � and
ns � �

In Figure 6.5, the effect of “overloading” the system is investigated. Here the processing gain,

G, is set to be 7 and the number of users is increased up to 10 which is greater thanG. From

the figure, it is clear that with justnM � � andns � �, the performance of the sub-optimum

MLSE has already reached that of the MLSE even under excessive loading. For a BER of

0.05, the proposed detector can have 2.5 users more than the MMSE and 6 users more than the

CMFD. Using the complexity table, it is found that for 10 users, the complexity of the MLSE

is 45 times greater than the sub-optimum MLSE. The graph fornM � � andns � �, which

is equivalent to the original FTD without the CBMLSE second stage, is also plotted. Here the

great performance gain over the MMSE is observed especially for high loading, without even

exploiting the CBMLSE second stage.

In Figure 6.6, the effect of varyingr is investigated. The conditions are the same as in the

simulation results shown in Figure 6.3. The difference is that here the BER againstr is plotted

for a 2-user system usingns � � andns � �. It is observed that forns � �, asr increases,

the BER decreases initially. However, on increasingr further performance degrades rapidly.

This explains the unsatisfactory performance of the sub-optimum MLSE ifns � � andK � �
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Figure 6.5: BER against the number of active users for Eb�N� � � dB, G � � and r ��

as seen in Figure 6.3. Forns � �, performance gradually improves asr increases. Note that

if ns � �, the second stage is unnecessary, but simulation results show that ifnm  � and

ns � �, performance can be worse than the original FTD. It has been observed that forns � �,

the best performance is obtained only for a particular value of the radius,r. As this value is

difficult to derive theoretically due to the high non-linearity of the detector, it is recommended

thatns � � is avoided. As long asns �� �, nm �� �, andns is kept closed tonm, r does not

have to be considered, or simply sets to infinity.

6.5 Summary

In this chapter, a MUD for the equal-power downlink of the DS-CDMA systems is investigated.

This detector consists of two stages, namely the FTD stage and the CBMLSE stage. The MLSE

and the FTD have been revisited. The FTD has been explained from another perspective, that

is to consider the criteria for selecting the minimum metric sum. The main idea of the new

detector is to use the folded trellis to preselect a subset of the symbol combinations and then

apply the CBMLSE to this much smaller subset. Instead of considering the minimum metric
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sum only, a preassigned number of the smallest metric sums are considered, and a preassigned

number of the most frequently occurring symbol combinations are selected instead of only the

most frequently occurring one. Out of the set of preselected symbol combinations, the one with

the minimum cost is selected based on the MLSE criteria.

Basically the preassigned number of metric sums,nm, and preassigned number of symbol

combinations,ns, have to be kept small. The thresholdr does not have to be considered if

ns  �, nm  � andns is kept near tonm. It has been shown that by using the folded

trellis as a pre-selection stage for the MLSE, the performance of the new sub-optimum MUD

can be near that of the optimum MLSE. The complexity of the MLSE is greatly reduced from

O��K toO�K due to the small subset of symbol combinations selected by the folded trellis.

In short, the low complexity of the folded trellis and the high performance of the MLSE have

been exploited, resulting in a better trade-off between complexity and performance. This new

detector performs much better than the multi-chip folded trellis detector.
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Chapter 7
Iterative folded trellis multiuser

receiver

In this chapter, the powerful iterative algorithm used in Turbo codes is employed in the folded

trellis multiuser detector to yield a sub-optimum iterative multiuser receiver for the downlink

of a forward error correction (FEC) coded direct-sequence code-division multiple access (DS-

CDMA) system [115]. The receiver iterates between the 2 coding dimensions, namely the

spreading codes and the FEC codes. The optimum iterative multiuser receiver uses the op-

timum decentralised single-user detector to generate the single-user extrinsic information for

the single-user decoders. This chapter suggests a sub-optimum detector using a folded trellis

preselection stage for the multiuser signal detection, in order to reduce the dominating complex-

ity of the optimum decentralised detector. The work in this chapter is similar to that of [29, 30],

except that instead of the M-algorithm, the folded-trellis sub-optimum MLSE [111, 113] is em-

ployed.

The next section describes the FEC coded DS-CDMA downlink system model. Section 7.2

looks at the sub-optimum iterative multiuser receiver which is a partitioned receiver that iter-

ates between multiuser signal detection and channel decoding using a sub-optimum Bayesian

detector (Section 7.2.1) and single-user MAP decoders (Section 7.2.2) respectively. The sub-

optimum scheme is suggested to reduce the high computational complexity of the signal de-

tection portion. The complexity of the proposed sub-optimum structure with respect to the

optimum architecture is analysed in Section 7.3. Simulation results are presented in Section

7.4. Finally, in Section 7.5 some conclusions are drawn.

7.1 System model

This section discusses the model of the downlink of a discrete-time FEC coded DS-CDMA

system. The system model used is shown in Figure 2.4, except that only the AWGN channel is

considered in this chapter for simplicity.
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The binary information data,dk�t �k � �� � � � � K� t � �� � � � � 
, are convolutionally en-

coded with constraint length� and code rateR. Without loss of generality, it is assumed that

R � ��n, for every input data bit, each encoder producesn symbols. The
 data bits include

��� trailing zeros, thus the actual number of transmitted data bits is
����. The code-bits are

BPSK modulated, yielding data symbolsbk�f � f�����g �k � �� � � � � K� f � �� � � � � J,

whereJ � n
 is the number of code symbols in one frame.

Although the channel is AWGN, the entire transmission sequence has to be considered instead

of just one symbol interval. This is because the soft information obtained from the entire

encoded signal is used in the iteration process. Hence, the symbol intervals are distinguished by

adding the subscriptf to represent thef -th symbol interval. From equation (6.1), the noiseless

received signal can be expressed as

Xf �z �
KX
k��

Sk�z
p
Pbk�f �

G��X
i��

xi�f�bf z
�i� �f � �� � � � � J (7.1)

wherebf � �b��f � � � � � bK�f �T is thef -th input symbol vector, andxi�bf is thei-th noiseless

received chip signal in thef -th symbol interval as a result of transmitting the symbol vectorb f .

Equal-power condition (Pk � P�k � �� � � � � K) has been assumed. The received signal, is

nowYf �z � Xf�z�Nf �z whereNf�z is the AWGN sequence with mean 0 and two-sided

power spectral density equals toN���.

7.2 The iterative multiuser receiver

The optimum iterative multiuser receiver, shown in Figure 3.4 has been discussed in Sec-

tion 3.5.1. It comprises a CDMA Bayesian detector and single-user maximum-a posteriori

(MAP) decoders. In this chapter, a sub-optimum Bayesian detector is suggested to reduce the

prohibitive computational complexity. Figure 7.1 shows the block diagram of the sub-optimum

iterative multiuser receiver where the sub-optimality is due to the sub-optimum Bayesian de-

tector. As shown in the diagram, the sub-optimum Bayesian detector consists of a folded trellis

sub-optimum MLSE followed by a single-user likelihood calculation. The channel decoding

portion of the receiver remains the same since the dominating complexity lies in the signal

detection portion.
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Figure 7.1: An iterative multiuser receiver using the folded trellis sub-optimum MLSE for sig-
nal detection

7.2.1 Sub-optimum Bayesian detector

To reduce complexity, the sub-optimum MLSE suggested in Chapter 6 is used to find a subset

of the�K possible joint likelihoods. The sub-optimum MLSE uses the chip-based folded trellis

preselection first stage to choosenm of theK � � metric sums, and then out of the associated

symbol vectors,bf , thens  �K ones that are more likely to be transmitted are selected. This

piece of information is passed to the CBMLSE second stage which computes the Euclidean

distances of thesens preselected symbol vectors. The only difference between the folded trellis

sub-optimum MLSE used here and that suggested in Chapter 6 is that the minimum Euclidean

distance selection is not carried out here, all thens Euclidean distances in each symbol interval,

M�Yf �z� �bf �
G��X
i��

�yi�f � xi�f ��bf
�� �f � �� � � � � J (7.2)

are passed to the single-user likelihood calculation stage. Utilising these calculated Euclidean

distances, the joint likelihoodsof these symbol vectors are then determined using equation (3.29).

The numerator in the exponential term, is the Euclidean distance or metric sum determined by

the second stage of the sub-optimum MLSE. DefineU
b
k as the set that consists of all the pre-
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selected symbol vectors,�bf , in this subset that hasbk�f � b. Hence, using equation (3.27), the

single-user likelihood is approximated as

p�Yf �zjbk�f � b �
X
U
b
k

exp

�
�M�Yf �z� �bf

N�

�
KY
i��
�i��k�

P �bi�f�

�k � �� � � � � K� f � �� � � � � J (7.3)

This approximation is accurate if the actual transmitted symbol vector falls within this subset

since it has the highest likelihood value ifN���
 �. The folded trellis has high probability of

selecting the actual transmitted symbol vectors and other symbol vectors with high likelihood

values. Moreover, the likelihood function is exponential, thus the less likely symbol vectors

have very low likelihood values and can be ignored. This method is similar to that proposed in

[29] but the latter uses the M-algorithm to find the subset.

7.2.2 Single-user MAP decoder

In Section 3.5.1.2, thea posteriori probabilities have been derived in equation (3.37). However,

the information,p�Yf�zjbk�f � b, is included inPr�bk�f � bjYJ
� �z and thus it does not

constitute new information. In order to obtain the extra information of the symbol,bk�f , gleaned

from the prior information about the other symbols based on the structure of the spreading codes

and independent of the symbol in question, this prior information of the symbol in question has

to be removed. Hence, from equation (3.36) and following the similar method to [109], the

extrinsic information obtained across the convolutional code for symbolbk�f becomes

pext�bk�f � b�YJ
� �z �

P
W b
t�f�k

	kt �m
�� m

p�Yf �zjbk�f � b
�

�t � �� � � � � 
 � k � �� � � � � K� f � �� � � � � J (7.4)

The extrinsica posteriori probabilities are therefore

Prext�bk�f � bjYJ
� �z �

pext�bk�f � b�YJ
� �z

pext�bk�f � ���YJ
� �z � pext�bk�f � ���YJ

� �z
�

�k � �� � � � � K� f � �� � � � � J (7.5)
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By making the following assignment,

Pr�bk�f � b � Prext�bk�f � bjYJ
� �z� �k � �� � � � � K� f � �� � � � � J (7.6)

the a posteriori probabilities generated by theK single-user decoders can be used as thea

priori information in the sub-optimum Bayesian detector, specifically equation (7.3).

7.3 Complexity analysis

Since single-user decoders are used, the complexity of the decoder isO���which is low as� is

usually small. The optimum Bayesian detector has a complexity ofO��Kwhich dominates for

a system with a large number of users. Hence, the optimum MLSE in the optimum Bayesian

detector is substituted with the sub-optimum MLSE. The complexity reduction of the folded

trellis sub-optimum MLSE has been discussed in Section 6.3. The complexity of the folded

trellis, which hasK � � states, is in the order ofK � � since the transition paths converging

into the same state have the same transition metric and recomputation is unnecessary. The

complexity of the Euclidean distance (M�Yf �z� �bf) computation depends on the number of

possible symbol vectors selected (ns), and is hence of the orderns. The computation of the

joint likelihoods by the sub-optimum MLSE does not have to be repeated every iteration. For

every iteration, equation (7.3) is recomputed, only thea priori information,Pr�bi�f, changes,

the exponential joint likelihoods, remain the same throughout. The computational complexity

is thusO�ns per iteration. By keepingns to a small value such asK � �, the complexity is

kept low, in the order ofK � �.

7.4 Simulation results

Monte-Carlo simulations have been used to obtain the bit error rate (BER). A system with

equal-power users using random spreading codes of processing gain,G � �, is considered.

Random codes are used in a synchronous environment because the results can be generalised

to a asynchronous system and/or a system with multipath effect using orthogonal codes. The

same convolution codes with rate,R � ���, constraint length,� � �, and generators (7,5)

in octal notation, are employed for all users. The size of each frame is 128 data information

bits, giving
 � ���. A total of 10,000 frames are transmitted. TheJ � ��� sets of encoded
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symbols of theK users in each frame are transmitted with different sets of randomly generated

spreading codes.

In [29], as well as in Section 3.5.1.2, the single-user decoders do not extract the extrinsic in-

formation. Equation (3.37) is simply taken to be the extrinsic information. In [109], as well

as in Section 7.2.2, equation (7.5) is used instead, to obtained the extrinsic information. By

simulation, it is observed that if extrinsic information is used, the performance is better. The

results in terms of BER for 3 iterations are plotted in Figure 7.2. In the first iteration, the re-

ceivers show the same performance since the extrinsic information only affects the subsequent

iterations. The simulation results verify that the use of extrinsic information improves perform-

ance. Note the huge improvement in performance at the second iteration for both cases. As

the soft outputs become more and more correlated after every iteration, the improvement drops

rapidly. Further iterations show similar trend. The FEC coded single-user bound has been in-

cluded to show how close to single-user performance the iterative multiuser detector/decoder

can achieve.
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Figure 7.2: BER against Eb�N� for a system with K � 	 users using the optimum Bayesian
iterative multiuser detector

Figure 7.3 shows the average BER againstEb�N� for 5 users in the same system. Graphs of
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the folded trellis sub-optimum iterative receiver are plotted up to 3 iterations. Further iterations

do not produce significant improvement in performance. The simulation has been carried out

for nm � �, andns � � or ns � �	. Extrinsic information is considered. From the figure, it

is found that if the number of symbol vectors considered is increased from 6 to 15, perform-

ance does not improve significantly. Comparing with the performance of the optimum iterative

receiver shown in Figure 7.2, it is observed that considering 6 out of the�� symbol vectors is

sufficient to produce near-optimum performance.
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Figure 7.3: BER against Eb�N� for a system with K � 	 users using the sub-optimum
Bayesian multiuser detector (nm � �)

Figure 7.4 shows the average BER againstEb�N� for 8 users in the same system. Hence, the

system is highly loaded (K�G  �). Graphs of the folded trellis sub-optimum partitioned

detector/decoder and the optimum partitioned detector/decoder are both plotted up to 3 iter-

ations. Further iterations do not produce significant improvement in performance. Extrinsic

information is again considered for both receivers since it gives better performance. The folded

trellis selects thenm � � smallest metric sums and out of the associated symbol vectors, the

ns � K�� � �most frequently occurring ones are chosen. From the figure, it is observed that

for each iteration, the performance of the optimum and sub-optimum detectors are very close
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to each other, except at higherEb�N� where the higher power signals bring the performance

of the optimum receiver even closer to the single-user bound. This shows that the reduction

in complexity does not have an adverse effect on the approximation made in equation (7.3).

Complexity has been reduced fromO��� to O��. Comparing the graphs in Figure 7.2 and

Figure 7.4, it is observed that increasing the number of users push the performance curves away

from the single-user bound as expected. However, the degradation is not large despite the high

loading.
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Figure 7.4: BER against Eb�N� for K � � users, sub-optimum receiver uses nm � � metric
sums with ns � � symbol vectors

Simulation results of the BER against the number of active users are plotted in Figure 7.5. The

Eb�N� is now fixed at 4 dB while the number of users increases from 4 to 8. For the sub-

optimum iterative receiver, the value ofnm is fixed at 3, while the value ofns which is set to

be equal toK � �, depends on the number of users,K. It is observed from the graphs that as

MAI increases, the improvement due to the iterations widen. IfK � 
, the third iteration does

not improve performance further. Despite the increase in MAI, the degradation is small after 3

iterations, even for the sub-optimum iterative receiver.
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7.5 Summary

In this chapter, an iterative multiuser receiver based on the iterative algorithm of Turbo codes is

proposed. This receiver performs signal detection and decoding separately, but iterates between

the two using soft-inputs and soft-outputs. The folded trellis sub-optimum MLSE is suggested

to replace the optimum MLSE in the signal detection portion. It is shown that the performance

is still close to the optimum receiver despite the large reduction in complexity fromO��K to

O�K � �. It has also been shown that if the extrinsic information extracted by the decoders is

used in the detector, performance improves.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions

This concluding chapter first gives a brief summary of the thesis. The following section outlines

the contributions to knowledge arising from the work carried out in this thesis. Finally, possible

future developments of the work are discussed in Section 8.3.

8.1 Summary

Chapter 1 gives a general overview of cellular communications, which includes the concept

of cells in wireless communications, its importance and the need to go wireless. The various

multiple access techniques used by the subscribers to access the network, such as FDMA,

TDMA and CDMA, are discussed. The shortcomings of each technique are stated and the

motivation for the work carried out in this thesis is addressed. The organisation of the thesis is

also outlined.

Chapter 2 goes into the detailed discussion of direct-sequence (DS) CDMA communications

systems which use code sequences directly for spreading. The principles of spread spectrum

which is the fundamental to CDMA technologies are also covered. Next the models of the

coded and uncoded communications systems are presented on which all discussions in the sub-

sequent chapters are based. The code sequences or spreading sequences used in DS-CDMA

systems are discussed with emphasis on orthogonal codes and random codes. Random codes

are important because of their diverse implications to other more realistic systems. The con-

ventional receiver using matched filters is discussed next, and the MAI arising from treating the

interference from the other users as noise is shown. Finally, the FEC coding in the communic-

ations systems is presented. Convolutional coding is discussed as it is a popular FEC code in

communications systems. Two decoding methods for convolutionally encoded signals, namely

Viterbi algorithm and BCJR algorithm, are illustrated. The Turbo code, which is a concatena-

tion of convolutional codes, is introduced briefly along with the BCJR decoder or MAP channel

decoder needed for decoding.
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Instead of using the conventional receiver, multiuser receivers can be used which improve

the performance significantly. Hence, established multiuser receivers form the main topic of

Chapter 3. Firstly, the cause of MAI and the various methods of mitigating this interference

are discussed. Multiuser detection is introduced as a potential scheme of reducing MAI. The

optimum MUDs for the uncoded systems, specifically the sequence-based and single-symbol

based optimum MUDs, are formulated. It is verified by theoretical analysis that the MLSE

detector, which is the optimum sequence-based MUD, can be implemented with the VA in a

synchronous multipath environment, such that it becomes independent of the sequence length.

However, the optimum MUD still has a prohibitive computational complexity (exponential in

the number of users) that makes implementation difficult. Hence, sub-optimum MUDs, using

linear or non-linear detection techniques are attractive. Various sub-optimum MUDs, such as

DD, MMSE, IC, MSD and DFD, are reviewed and compared. The optimum multiuser receiver

for the coded systems is far too complex and is not discussed further in the thesis, however the

optimum iterative partitioned multiuser receiver is covered. The powerful iterative algorithm of

Turbo codes has been employed in this multiuser detection/decoding, yielding a new class of

receiver known as iterative multiuser receiver. The optimum iterative receiver iterates between

the Bayesian detector and the single-user BCJR decoders.

Chapter 4 introduces the chip-based multiuser detectors by proving that the MLSE detector can

also be operated at the chip level without any degradation in performance. Both implementa-

tions, that is at symbol level and at chip level, are explained in detail. It has been found that the

CBMLSE has a higher complexity due to the multiplications needed at each chip. Other simpli-

fications to the CBMLSE including using linear distance metrics and Hamming distances have

also been investigated. The complexities of the MLSE and the LMCBMLSE are compared in

the AWGN and multipath scenarios. It is found that complexities are still exponential in the

number of users. Simulation results also show that a truncation length of 2 symbol intervals in

the VA is sufficient for most multipath cases.

Based on the complete state-transition trellis of the CBMLSE, a folded state-transition trellis

is proposed in Chapter 5. The original trellis is folded up using the discrete transmitted chip

values as the states instead of the various possible symbol combinations. By doing so, the

number of states involved is reduced. Each state can consist of 1 chip, or multiple chips can

be combined into a state. When all the chips in a symbol interval are combined in a state, it

becomes the MLSE. The structure of the folded trellis is also extended to the multipath channel.
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The complexity of this scheme is then analysed in detail and complexity is found to be in the

order ofK andmin�
K � �K��L for the AWGN and multipath channels respectively. Finally,

the simulation results are presented which show that performance is still near-optimum despite

the great reduction in complexity.

In Chapter 6, the folded state-transition trellis is combined with the CBMLSE to yield a sub-

optimum MLSE with folded trellis preselection. In this case, the single-chip folded trellis is

used to preselect a subset of the possible symbol combinations that are likely to be transmitted

based on the metric sums computed by the FTD first stage. The CBMLSE then calculates the

joint likelihoods of the components in this subset. Since the subset is much smaller than the

complete set, the complexity is very much reduced. This is analysed in detail. Furthermore, as

the folded trellis has a high probability of selecting the actual transmitted symbol vector among

symbol combinations in the subset, the performance is still favourable which is verified with

simulation results. Performance is better than the single-chip FTD due to the CBMLSE second

stage, however additional complexity due to the addition of the second stage is not large because

the metrics needed have already been computed by the FTD. Comparing with the multi-chip

FTD, this sub-optimum folded trellis MLSE is more attractive in terms of complexity.

Chapter 7 looks at the iterative multiuser receiver which iterates between the 2 coding dimen-

sions, namely the spreading codes and the FEC codes. The system model for the coded DS-

CDMA communications systems is first briefly reviewed, then the iterative multiuser receiver

is discussed. The soft-in soft-out signal detection stage and the soft-in soft-out decoding stage

are first described separately, and then the iteration process between the two stages is described.

The optimum iterative multiuser receiver uses the optimum decentralised single-user Bayesian

detector to generate the single-user extrinsic information for the single-user decoders. This

chapter suggests modifying the sub-optimum detector in the previous chapter such that it can

be utilised in the multiuser signal detection to yield a sub-optimum Bayesian detector, in order

to reduce the dominating complexity of the optimum decentralised detector. Simulation results

show that performance is very close to optimum and performance improves with diminishing

returns at every iteration. The effect of the single-user decoders’ extrinsic information on the

signal detection stage is also investigated and found that extrinsic information improves per-

formance. Complexity is favourable because of the low complexity of the sub-optimum folded

trellis MLSE.
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8.2 Contributions

So far most work on sub-optimum MUD usually starts from the linear detectors and then tries

to improve performance by introducing non-linearity into the receivers in the form of feedback,

regeneration and cancellation. For example, the IC, MSD and DFD all require a linear front-

end such as DD, MMSE or simply the matched filter bank. However, introducing non-linearity

also increases complexity significantly while the performance is restricted by the linear portion

of the detector. The approach taken here is to look at the problem from another perspective.

Beginning from the optimum detector, the aim here is to simplify the complexity while retain-

ing the superior performance. There has not been much research in this area as the optimum

detector with an exponential complexity in the number of users has always been regarded as

useless and impracticable [105]. However, the optimum receiver may actually be feasible with

some simplifications such as the FTD suggested in this work.

There has been no literature on optimum synchronous multiuser detector in multipath downlink

channel. There are however articles addressing optimum MUD in asynchronous multipath [61]

and single-path [59] fading, both of which are for the uplink environment. Hence, the work

here provides a lower bound for all MUDs in the same area.

The first stage of the MUD is usually a matched filter bank used for despreading the spread re-

ceived signal such that the remaining section of the receiver operates at symbol level. However,

this is not a must, decoding can actually begins without despreading first. For example, the

MMSE performs despreading and multiuser processing jointly with a linear FIR filter operat-

ing at chip level, and [116, 117] suggest using Kalman filter to estimate delays and amplitudes

together with decoding. This implies that the MUD can also operate at chip level. The chip-

based MLSE is first introduced in this thesis. Chip-by-chip maximum likelihood multiuser

processing has never been investigated at the point of writing and opens up a new area of re-

search. It allows the VA to operate at the chip level instead of the symbol level. By doing so,

the matched filter bank is no longer needed.

Furthermore, no work has been done so far to check the truncation delay needed for the VA if

employed in the multiuser DS-CDMA environments. This negligence is probably due to the

fact that the optimum detector has often been viewed as useless. Although the implementation

of the CBMLSE detector here is different from the MLSE detector, they are theoretically the

same, hence the result can be generalised to that of the MLSE.
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The novel technique of folding up the original state-transition trellis provides a mean of redu-

cing the prohibitive complexity of the MLSE such that it is more suitable for practical imple-

mentation. It has been shown that the FTD has performance close to the MLSE. The FTD is

not limited to the AWGN channel and can be extended to the multipath channel. The FTD can

also be used as a preselection that determines the symbol vectors that are likely to be transmit-

ted with high accuracy as shown in the sub-optimum folded trellis MLSE. Similarly, it is also

used for the same purpose in the iterative folded trellis multiuser receiver to approximate the

Bayesian detector.

It has been shown that using the extrinsic information in the optimum iterative multiuser re-

ceiver improves the performance. The extrinsic information is explicitly determined at the

output of the single-user decoder by removing thea priori information of the symbol in ques-

tion.

8.3 Future work

There are still many open issue regarding the work in this thesis. Many different areas of

research can be extended from the proposed FTD scheme. A few possible issues to be addressed

are discussed here.

In this thesis, only the stationary multipath channel has been considered for simplicity. It would

be interesting to test the various receivers in a multipath fading channel such as the COST 207

channel model [118]. The performance degradation due to channel estimation is also worth

investigating.

Currently, the work is only done for coherent detection method where the phase of the received

signal is assumed known. A non-coherent detection method can also be implemented by con-

sidering the complex tap-weights instead of taking the magnitudes for the multipath channel.

Consequently, this suggests QPSK modulation which is the modulation technique used in cd-

maone and in IMT-2000. Here, the real and imaginary portions are processed separately and

then combined together. BPSK modulation has been used throughout the thesis for simplicity,

considering other modulation techniques is another option to look into.

Another interesting area where this work can be extended to is to investigate the idea of pre-

selection. In the sub-optimum MLSE, the FTD is used as a pre-selection stage to determine the
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symbol vectors that are more likely to be transmitted and then the final decision is based on the

optimum MLSE. The basic idea is to use a detector with low complexity for pre-selection and

to use a detector with good performance for the final decision. This idea can be exploited with

other combinations of detectors.

In the sub-optimum folded trellis MLSE, the preassigned values of the number of selected

metric sums,nm, and the number of selected symbol combinations,ns, have not been chosen

according to any fixed theoretical criteria. Hence, the optimal values ofnm andns have not

been used. If a theoretical rule can be obtained to determine the optimal values, then the

performance would be even better.

Another option is to apply soft-decision outputs with reliability information at the chip-level

such that some forms of soft information are passed between each chip, instead of passing just

the metric sums to the next chip [119–121]. The additional information indicates whether the

decided chips are reliable and can be used to weight the path metrics in the VA.

Turbo coding has been applied to CDMA MUD in [122], it may replace the convolutional

codes used in the iterative multiuser receiver. It is worthwhile investigating the performance

improvement of the iterative scheme if iteration is carried out between SISO MUD detectors

and Turbo codes instead.

Interleaving has been used in Turbo codes to reduce the correlations between the two codes.

Although the spreading codes and convolutional codes used in the iterative multiuser receiver

have small correlation values, the addition of interleaver between the two dimensions would

probably improve performance further. On the other hand, it may be interesting to investigate

the effect of using different convolutional codes for different users such that there would be less

correlation between the users.

IMT-2000 supports multirate, that is the users can transmit at different data rates, thus the

spreading codes of the users have different processing gains. There is no expected problem of

extending the FTD to this system. Spreading codes with shorter code length simply have to be

repeated to fill up a time slot, and the trellis of FTD would still span 1 time slot.
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Appendix A
Application of the Viterbi Algorithm to

signal detection

Communications through band-limited channels cause intersymbol interference (ISI) due to

imperfect channels. The effects of one transmitted pulse are not allowed to die away completely

before the transmission of the next in pulse-modulation systems give rise to ISI. This problem is

especially prominent in high-rate digital transmission. The MLSE detector implemented with

the Viterbi algorithm (VA) is the optimum demodulator and detector for digital transmission

through a non-ideal band-limited channel with AWGN.

The optimum demodulator can be realised as a whitening matched filter, followed by a sampler

operating at the symbol rate and a subsequent processing algorithm implemented with the VA.

The samples at the output of the matched filter provide a set of sufficient statistic for the estim-

ation of the input sequence. It is shown in [26, 39, 57, 58] that the use of a whitening matched

filter develops an equivalent discrete-time model for the continuous-time system. The interest

here is the application of the VA to the equalisation and detection problem.

The equivalent discrete-time ISI channel can be modelled as a discrete-time transversal filter

and a white Gaussian noise sequence,ni, with zero mean and varianceN���. Letfg�� � � � � gLg
be theL� � tap coefficients of the filter, and letvi andyi be the transmitted sequence and the

received sequence at the input and output of the channel respectively, wherei is the time index.

Thus, the relationship between these terms is

yi �
LX
j��

gjvi�j � ni� (A.1)

Assume that the information symbols are binary, the channel can be described by a trellis with

�L states. The VA can then be applied to the trellis to find the most likely path through the

trellis. Letai be thei-th bit of the unmodulated information sequence. For BPSK modulation,
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the relationship betweenai andvi is

vi �
p
Es��ai � �� (A.2)

whereEs is the energy of the symbol. The state at timei is made up ofL most recent in-

put bits,�ai�L� ai�L��� � � � � ai��, whereai � � for i � �. Hence, the number of bits per

state and the number of states in the trellis are directly dependent on the length of the ISI

channel. The metrics used in this trellis are akin to the metrics used in the decoding of convo-

lutional codes described in section 2.6.2. Upon reception ofyi, the transition metric from state

�ai�L� ai�L��� � � � � ai�� to state�ai�L��� ai�L��� � � � � ai is calculated as

MT �ai�L� ai�L��� � � � � ai �

�
�yi � LX

j��

gjvi�j

�
A
�

� (A.3)

Note that there are�L�� possible transition metrics at each stage, corresponding to the�L��

possible sequences�ai�L� ai�L��� � � � � ai. The path metric of state�ai�L��� ai�L��� � � � � ai

is expressed as

MP �ai�L��� ai�L��� � � � � ai

� min
ai�L�A

	
MP �ai�L� ai�L��� � � � � ai�� �MT �ai�L� ai�L��� � � � � ai



� (A.4)

whereA is the set containing all the possible values ofa i�L and in this case the size of the set

is only two. Hence, the�L�� transition metrics are subdivided into�L groups, with each group

containing 2 transition metrics that terminate in the same state�ai�L��� ai�L��� � � � � ai and

differ only in the bitai�L. The 2 transition metrics in each group are then summed with their

respective path metric of the previous stage, and out of the 2 resulting sums, the one with the

smaller value is selected as the new path metric for this group (see equation A.4).

Once the path metric has been determined, the value ofai�L in setA, sayamin
i�L, that gives

rise to the minimum metric is also noted. The transition that corresponds toamin
i�L is then

appended to the survivor path of state�amin
i�L � ai�L��� � � � � ai�� to form the survivor path of

�ai�L��� ai�L��� � � � � ai. The initial path metrics,MP �a�L� a�L��� � � � � a��, are all set to

zero. Therefore, by recursively calculating the path metrics and forming the survivor path until

the end of the trellis, the global survivor path can be traced out just as it is done in the decoding

of convolutional codes. The delay in detecting each bit is variable, so in practice the variable
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delay is avoided by truncating the surviving sequences. The length of the truncated surviving

sequence is usually fixed at a value greater than	L to prevent a degradation in performance.

The following illustrates with a simplified example. Consider a BPSK modulated band-limited

system transmitting 4 symbols. The ISI channel can be modelled with an equivalent discrete-

time transversal filter with three taps. Hence, the trellis has�L � 
 states as shown in Fig-

ure A.1. The value in each transition represents one of the two possible values ofa i at time

i. After a
 is transmitted, when transmission has ended, there is still residue of the previous

symbols due to ISI effect in the channel. Hence, the trellis extends until the residual effect of

the last bit is over.
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Figure A.1: Viterbi trellis for the signal detection of a BPSK modulated band-limited system
with a ISI discrete-time channel model of 3 taps
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Abstract

The maximum-likelihood sequence estimation (MLSE) multiuser detector has very
good performance but at the expense of high computational complexity. This detector
searches through all the possible input bit sequences and selects the one closest to the
received sequence based on the Euclidean distance. It can be implemented using a
matched filter bank front-end and based on the sufficient statistics of these matched
filters’ output, a maximum likelihood ratio comparison is then carried out at the bit
level.

The idea of the proposed detector is to operate the MLSE at the chip-level instead
of the bit-level. This negates the need for a matched filter front-end, consequently, de-
spreading, symbol-decoding and channel-equalisation are performed jointly. Imme-
diately, it allows us to consider the absolute linear distance instead of the Euclidean
(squared) distance. As squaring is not needed, no multiplication is involved at run-
time. For the downlink, the number of multiplications needed to be performed by the
bit-based MLSE is exponential in the number of users.

In a multipath channel, where the bits from different intervals are dependent on
each other, the Viterbi algorithm can be applied at chip-level, to determined the lin-
ear distance. The state-transition trellis formed in this case has a number of expan-
sions and mergings in each bit interval, and repeats every bit interval. The transitions
between chips do not cross each other when there is no multipath effect from adjacent
bits and no decision is made. The trellis expands when multipath effect arises and
collapses when the effect is gone. At the state where transitions merge, a decision can
be made. The symbols are decoded when all survival paths originate from a state.
An advantage of operating at chip level is that decisions can be made once the trellis
collapses and do not have to be delayed until the end of the bit interval to produce the
same result.

The proposed detector was simulated in a downlink environment with a Gaussian
channel, and both stationary and time-varying (COST 207) multipath fading channels.
Other detectors simulated include the conventional detector, the RAKE receiver and
the minimum mean squared error detector. Generally, the proposed scheme performs
better than all except the MLSE. It was found that the performance for random codes
and Walsh codes is close to the MLSE detector when the survival path lengths are un-
limited. For practice considerations, a fixed delay needs to be employed instead. It
was observed from simulation results that for a delay of just 2 bit-interval, the per-
formance is already indistinguishable from that of the unlimited delay case.
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1 Introduction

In a direct-sequence code-division multiple-access (DS-CDMA) system, users are distin-
guished by using spreading codes. For the downlink, the base station transmits syn-
chronously to all the mobile users. In an ideal scenario, each mobile receives the joint
signal that is passed through an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel. With
orthogonal codes, each individual user’s component in the joint signal is independent of
the other users, and does not interfere with one another. However, in a practical scenario,
there is multipath fading effect in the channel, resulting in intersymbol interference. This
destroys any orthogonality of the spreading codes and causes multiple access interfer-
ence (MAI) from the other users. To overcome the MAI, multiuser detectors (MUDs) have
been suggested where the users are decoded jointly for their mutual benefits. The MAI
is not an inherent problem of DS-CDMA, but of the conventional detector — single-user
matched filter or the RAKE receiver, which decodes and equalises the users independ-
ently, treating the MAI as Gaussian noise [1].

The maximum likelihood sequence estimator (MLSE) [2] gives near-optimum per-
formance when the transmitted bit sequences of the users are equiprobable and inde-
pendent. Note that the optimum detector has to be based on the maximum-a-posteriori
(MAP) or Bayesian techniques such as the radial basis function (RBF) detector [3]. The
RBF finds the optimum data bit for each individual user while the MLSE finds the op-
timum data bit vector that results in minimum joint probability. However, this optimum
data bit vector does not give the optimum performance for each individual user only
the best performance on average. Fortunately, the difference in performance is not too
significant. Due to the high complexity of the RBF, we concentrate mainly on the MLSE.
This detector searches through all the possible input bit sequences and selects the one
that minimises the squared Euclidean distance between the observation and the bit se-
quences. For the ideal channel, where the bit intervals do not interfere with each other,
the one-shot approach is sufficient to produce the optimum performance. Under these
conditions, it can be implemented using a matched filter bank front-end and based on the
sufficient statistics of these matched filters’ output, a maximum likelihood ratio compar-
ison is then carried out at the bit-level. However, in a realistic environment, symbols are
interfered with by symbols in adjacent intervals, and these symbols are in turn interfered
by other symbols. Hence, additional information about the received signal in the bit
interval in question can be obtained by considering other bit intervals as well, and the
optimum approach is thus to consider the entire observation interval. The one-shot ap-
proach can be implemented by a conventional matched filter bank front-end followed by
a maximum likelihood decision algorithm [4]. It can be shown that the MLSE detector for
a multipath channel is to use a RAKE receiver front-end followed by a forward dynamic
programming decision algorithm (the Viterbi algorithm [5]). Although the complexity is
no longer dependent on the transmission length due to the Viterbi algorithm, it is still
exponential in the number of users.

In this paper, we investigate the MLSE that is implemented at the chip level instead of
the bit-level. A chip-based MUD negates the need for a matched filter front-end and de-
coding begins even before despreading is completed. We can immediately simplify this
detector by considering the absolute linear distance instead of the Euclidean (squared)
distance. The absolute value can be obtained simply by dropping the signed bit in the
DSP, no multiplication is involved during run-time. The absolute values of the differ-
ences between the received value and all the possible noiseless received values are taken
at each chip. In a multipath channel, where the bits from different intervals are depend-
ent on each other, the Viterbi algorithm can be applied at the chip-level to determine the
linear distance. Consequently, despreading, channel-equalisation and symbol-decoding
are performed jointly using a state-transition trellis.

Section 2 of this paper describes the multipath fading channel model of the downlink
of a DS-CDMA. This is followed by a discussion of the bit-based and chip-based MLSE
where it is shown that the output of the RAKE receiver provides a sufficient statistics for
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the bit-based MLSE in a multipath environment. The application of the Viterbi algorithm
to the chip-based MLSE is also shown in this section. Section 4 introduces the proposed
detector in an AWGN environment and then extends it to the multipath fading scenario.
State-transition trellis diagrams are used to explain the decoding procedure at the chip-
level. The complexity of the proposed detector is then compared with the bit-based MLSE
in the following section. The number of addition and multiplication operations needed
both at run-time and pre-computation are given in detail for both the AWGN channel and
the multipath channel. Finally, in Section 6, simulation results under AWGN, stationary
multipath and time-varying multipath channels are presented. The convergence rate of
the Viterbi algorithm is also investigated.

2 The DS-CDMA Downlink Channel Model

The equivalent discrete-time mathematical model for the downlink of a DS-CDMA sys-
tem will be discussed in this section. A synchronous multipath channel with K users
sharing the same bandwidth is shown in Figure 1. Each user in the system has a pre-
assigned spreading waveform,

sk�t� �
G��X

i��

ci�kp�t� iTc�� �k � �� � � � �K� (1)

where G is the processing gain of the spreading waveform, ci�k � f�����g is the i-
th chip value of the k-th user, Tc is the chip duration and p�t� is the rectangular chip
waveform which is zero outside ��� Tc�. Each waveform, sk�t�, is thus restricted to a
symbol duration, T � GTc, i.e., zero outside ��� T �. The spreading waveform can also be
expressed as a z-transform spreading code sequence of length G,

Sk�z� �
G��X

i��

ci�kz
�i� �k � �� � � � �K� (2)
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Figure 1: Synchronous multipath system model

Consider a BPSK modulated system that uses only short spreading codes (one bit
duration is covered by exactly one period of the codes). The input bit sequences for dif-
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ferent users are identically independently distributed (i.i.d) and equiprobable. Consider
a multipath fading channel withL paths and a delay spread greater than one chip period.
From the perspective of each individual mobile, signals from all the users pass through
the same channel in the downlink. The z-transform of the normalised channel impulse
response can be written as

H�z� �
L��X

l��

hlz
�l� (3)

where hl is the path coefficient of the l-th path.
Assume that each user transmits M bits with constant power. The noiseless received

signal of the entire data transmission, can be expressed as

X�z� � H�z�
M��X

m��

z�Gm
KX

k��

Sk�z�
p
Pkbk�m�

�
KX

k��

Rk�z�
p
PkBk�z�

� R
T �z�PB�z�� (4)

where:

Bk�z� �
M��X

m��

bk�m�z�Gm �k � �� � � � �K� (5)

represents the entire transmission of the input bits for the k-th user, with bk�m� � f�����g
representing the m-th input bit symbol,

Rk�z� � H�z�Sk�z� �k � �� � � � �K�, which is a sequence of length G � L � �,
denotes the convolution of the channel response and the k-th user spreading sequence,

Pk �k � �� � � � �K� is the received power of the k-th user,
R�z� � �R��z�� � � � � RK�z��T is the overall channel response due to spreading

and multipath effect,
P � diagfpP�� � � � �

p
PKg is theK�K diagonal matrix representing the channel

attenuations of the users,
B�z� � �B��z�� � � � � BK�z��T is the entire input bit sequence vector.

The z-transform of the received signal, y�t�, is thus Y �z� � X�z� � N �z�, where N �z� is
the z-transform of the AWGN signal, n�t�, which has zero mean and two-sided power
spectral density equal to No��. Two assumptions were made here: the receiver knows
exactly the received power of the users and the channel attenuation is generalised to be
real for analysing coherent methods.

3 The Bit-based and Chip-based MLSE Detectors

The MLSE detector is optimum in the sense that it finds the input bit sequence which
maximises the conditional probability, or likelihood of the observation sequence. This
implies performing a search over all the possible transmitted sequences by comparing
the likelihood ratios. It can be shown that this is equivalent to comparing the Euc-
lidean distances between the received sequence and all the possible noiseless received
sequences when the transmitted bit of the users are equiprobable and independent [4].
The sequence, X�z�, that is closest to the observation in terms of the Euclidean distance
(minimum Euclidean distance) is then selected as the decoded sequence. Mathematically,
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it is

�B�z� � arg min
B�z��f�����gMK

G�M����L��X

i��

�y�i� � x�i��� (6)

� arg max
B�z��f�����gMK

G�M����L��X

i��

�
�y�i�x�i� � x��i�

�
� (7)

where x�i� and y�i� are the coefficients of z�i in X�z� and Y �z� respectively. The term,
y��i�, is common to all B�z�, so it can be dropped. However, this implies an exhaust-
ive search over the �MK possible sequences. Fortunately, �B�z� has the right structure to
employ the Viterbi algorithm that results in a significantly better complexity. Implement-
ing the MLSE using Viterbi algorithm in the asynchronous uplink, for both the AWGN
channel and the multipath channel, have been shown in [2] and [6] respectively. For
the AWGN channel, the front-end is the matched filter bank, and the back-end is the
Viterbi algorithm that performs the likelihood ratios comparison. The entire outputs of
the matched filter provides the sufficient statistics to perform Viterbi algorithm at the
bit-level. As for the multipath uplink, the front-end is replaced by the RAKE receiver
which despreads the signal as well as equalises the channel. In the downlink, where the
system is synchronous, Viterbi algorithm can also be employed when there is multipath
in the channel. Appendix A shows how the bit-based MLSE can be implemented with
a RAKE receiver front-end without any degradation in performance. It should be em-
phasised here that the output of the RAKE receiver here should not be viewed as a set of
pre-processed signals but a set sufficient statistics.

The MLSE can also be implemented at chip-level, that is without first matched filter-
ing the signal with the spreading codes of the users. Instead of implementing eqn (7),
eqn (6) can be used. At each chip, the squared of the differences between the received
chip value and all the possible noiseless chip values are computed. We will call each
of these values the Euclidean distance metric. Although the noiseless chip values, x�i�,
can be calculated using eqn (4), it not only has to be based on the entire transmitted
bit sequences but is also exponential in the message length. We proceed to show that a
discrete-time system can be found such that it can be solved efficiently by the forward
dynamic programming algorithm (the Viterbi algorithm). Starting from eqn (4),

X�z� �
M��X
m��

�
G�L��X
i��

r
T �i�z�i

�
Pb�m�z�Gm

�
M��X
m��

�
G��X
i��

r
T �i�z�i �

G�L��X
i�G

r
T �i�z�i

�
Pb�m�z�Gm

�
M��X
m��

�
G��X
i��

r
T �i�z�i �

L��X
j��

r
T �G� j�z�G�j

�
�Pb�m�z�Gm

�
MX
m��

�
G��X
i��

r
T �i�z�iPb�m� �

L��X
j��

r
T �G� j�z�jPb�m � 	�

�
� z�Gm

�
MX
m��

z�Gm
G��X
i��

xi�b�m� 	��b�m��z�i� (8)

where r�i� � �r��i�� � � � � rK�i��T �i � 
� � � � � G� L � ��, and rk�i� is the coefficient of z�i

in Rk�z� �k � 	� � � � �K�. We have also made use of the fact that b�m� � � for m � �	
and m � M . The inner summation consists of all the noiseless chip values, xi�b�m �

	��b�m�� �i � 
� � � � � G � 	�, in the m-th message bit interval. The i-th chip value of
xi��� is independent of the previous bits if i � L � �. Only the first L � � chips are
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interfered with by the previous bits. Eqn (8) shows that the noiseless chip values can
be calculated just based on the current bits and (if necessary) the previous bits. These
chip values also repeat every bit interval, so they can be calculated easily regardless of
the message length. Decoding can also begin immediately once the signal is received
and does not have to wait until transmission ends. Hence, the Viterbi algorithm can be
readily applied to calculate the Euclidean distance metrics at each chip. A point to note
here is that this implementation yields the same result as that implemented at bit-level
since we are not making any assumptions or approximations. However, the chip-based
MLSE has a higher complexity due to the multiplication at the each chip.

4 The Chip-based detector using Linear Distance Metrics

The chip-based MLSE detector yields the optimum performance, however the cost of
such good performance is the multiplication (squaring) that has to be performed at each
chip. Multiplications are very computational intensive for a DSP. If the absolute value is
taken instead of the squared distance, then no multiplication is needed at all. However,
this also means an inevitable trade-off in the performance of course. Our work here is
to investigate whether the trade-off in complexity and performance is appropriate for
practical implementation. Mathematically, the decision rule is now

�B�z� � arg min
B�z��f�����gMK

G�M����L��X

i��

jyi � xij� (9)

Hence, each linear distance metric value, jyi � xij, is simply taking the absolute value of
the difference between the received value and one of the possible noiseless received val-
ues at each chip. The absolute value can be taken simply by discarding the sign bit. Note
that by implementing the receiver at the chip level, the matched filter bank is no long
required, despreading, symbol-decoding as well as channel-equalisation are processed
jointly.

For the synchronous AWGN channel, each bit interval is independent of the other bit
intervals without intersymbol interference. This can be seen clearly from eqn (8) where
the summation term that is dependent on the previous bit vector equates to zero since
L � � here. Hence, a decision can be made once the complete sequence in a bit duration
is received. In a bit interval, there are �K possible transmitted bit vectors. The corres-
ponding �K possible metrics can be easily calculated at each chip, provided the spreading
codes, channel response and received power are known. The decoding procedure is best
illustrated with the state-transition trellis diagram in Figure 2, assuming a 2-user system.
Each state, (bj� i), is determined by a possible bit vector, bj �j � �� � � � � �K� and the chip
position, i �i � �� � � � � G� ��. The initial state is set to be an arbitrary state, (00,-1), since
it does not have any effect on the remaining states. In the diagram, each transition is
labelled with the value of xi�bj�, which is independent of the previous bits. In this case,
there is only one possible transition from one state to the next, since the transmitted bits
remain unchanged in a bit duration. Hence, state (bj� i) can only transit to state (bj� i��).
The sum of all the metrics in each path (metric sum) determines the best path (path with
the smallest metric sum) which corresponds to the best bit vector. The trellis diagram
here is very simple and is not even necessary for decoding, but it gives an insight into
decoding at chip level and is especially for the Viterbi algorithm, which is not necessary
in an AWGN channel but essential in a multipath channel.

If the channel exhibits multipath properties, then the trellis has to be extended to the
entire transmission. Now the trellis is not so straight forward, it has to be expanded
between bits whenever multipath effect arises, and then collapsed when the interference
from the previous bits dies away. For illustration, consider the same system above but
now with a multipath of length L � 	. The state-transition trellis is given in Figure 3
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Figure 2: State-transition trellis for AWGN channel

which shows the transition between 2 adjacent bit-intervals, the �m� ��-th and m-th bit-
intervals. The trellis is expanded when transiting from the last chip of the �m � ��-th
interval to the first chip of the m-th interval. The state of the expanded trellis is described
as (bj�m � ���bk�m�� i), which has to take the previous bit vector into consideration too.
Each state in the �m � ��-th interval is expanded into �K states, resulting in a total of �K

states and transitions each. For the second chip, it is still affected by the previous bits,
so only horizontal transitions are possible. This ensures that at each state, there is only
1 incoming transition and thus preventing any decision making. Even though the third
chip is still interfered by the previous bits, the trellis can be collapsed since the next chip
is independent of the previous bits and so some form of decision can be made here. There
are still �K transitions, only that �K of them converge into a state. At each terminating
state of this transition, a decision can be made to select the survival path, which is the
one with the smallest metric sum. Therefore, there will be a total of �K survival paths.
The fourth chip (i � L��) is only dependent on the current bits, hence only �K noiseless
received chip values or transitions are possible.
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Figure 3: State-transition trellis for multipath channel

The values, xi �i � �� � � � � G � ��, repeat after each bit interval (shown in eqn (8)),
hence the trellis of 1 bit duration is sufficient to compute the metric values for the entire
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transmission. The metric associated with a transition from a state will be added to the
metric sums of all incoming paths into that state. If any other path to each state replaces
the survival path in any overall path, then the path metric would be larger. This is the
basis of the Viterbi algorithm. Once the survival paths have been selected, then they can
be traced back. If all the survival paths originate from a particular state, then the bit
vector associated with this state is the decoded bit vector.

5 Complexity Analysis

The complexity of this proposed scheme is now compared with the bit-based MLSE un-
der the AWGN channel downlink condition where all the users have equal power and
L � �. The proposed scheme does not involve any multiplication operation during run-
time as the values of xi �i � �� � � � � G� �� are pre-calculated, only �K addition operations
corresponding to the �K possible states are carried out at each chip. In one bit interval,
total number of arithmetic operations is G�G � ���K additions for the �K metric sums.
The complexity of the bit-based MLSE at run-time is to be determined next. Assume
that the matched filter bank does not require any multiplication since the matched filters
only involve +1 and -1, and multiplication with -1 can be done by a simple inversion.
However, G� � additions are required for each matched filter. For maximum likelihood
ratio comparisons, we make use of eqn (17). Since �hY �z��RT �z�z�GmiP is common to
all the possible states, only K multiplications and K�G � �� � � additions are required
for this partial term. Hence, a total of K multiplications and �K � ���K �K�G � �� � �
additions for the calculation of all the �K possible values of �hY �z��RT �z�z�GmiPb�m�.
During run-time, the computation of the �K possible metrics, �m�b�m��, needs K mul-
tiplications and K��K � G� �� � � additions. Therefore, the proposed scheme does not
require any multiplications, while the bit-based MLSE is linear in the number of users.
However, for addition, the dominant factors in the bit-based MLSE and the chip-based
proposed detector are respectively K�K and G��K. As G is usually greater than K, the
number of additions in the proposed scheme is expected to be higher. It should be em-
phasised here that multiplication operation is the crucial factor in terms of complexity.
For any modulation scheme higher than the QPSK, the number of multiplications in the
bit-based MLSE would be exponential in the number of users while the proposed scheme
still remains at 0.

Multiplications Additions
Run-time

Chip-based proposed detector
Each transition, jyi � xi�b�m��j 0 1

Total for all possible states 0 G�G� ���K

Bit-based MLSE
hY �z��RT �z�z�Gmi for all users � K�G� ��
�hY �z��RT �z�z�GmiPb�m� K K�G� ��

for all states �� � �K � ���K

�m�b�m�� for all states K � �K��K � G� ��
Pre-calculation

Chip-based proposed detector
PG��

i��
r
T �i�Pb�m� for all states KG �K � ���KG
Bit-based MLSE

b
T �m�PhR�z��RT �z�iPb�m� K� � � �G� ��K�

for all states ��K�K� � ��

Table 1: Complexity comparison between the chip-based linear distance metric detector
and the bit-based MLSE detector in a AWGN channel.
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For pre-calculation, proposed scheme needs K multiplications (for equal power case,
P is just a scalar) and K � � additions per chip per state using eqn (8) and taking note
that the second term is zero. The value of rT �i�P (K multiplications) is the same for all
states, hence giving a total ofGK multiplications andG�K�K��� additions for all the �K

possible states in every bit. From eqn (17), the bit-based MLSE requires ��K� multiplica-
tions (assuming no multiplication for the calculation of correlation matrix and whenever
multiply with +1 and -1) andK��G��� additions for the calculation ofPhR�z��RT �z�iP,
which remains unchanged for all the states. The last term in eqn (17) is dropped due to
the AWGN channel. The total number of arithmetic operations for the bit-based MLSE
is thus � � K� multiplications and �K�K� � �� �K��G � �� additions. Clearly, the pre-
calculation of the MLSE is of the same order as the proposed scheme. Table 1 gives a
summary of the complexity comparison.

We proceed to compare the complexities of these 2 detectors under the multipath
conditions. For the MLSE, the front-end is the RAKE receiver withL fingers if the number
of multipath is L. Hence, the RAKE receiver for each user requires L multiplications and
GL � � additions. From eqn (17), only the first term has to be computed at run-time
since it involves the observation, the other two can be precomputed jointly to yield the
�K possibilities. The total number of arithmetic operations for the �K possible first term
is K�L � �� multiplications and K�GL � �� � �K�K � �� additions. Hence, the overall
complexity in computing the bit metric given by eqn (17) is K�L��� multiplications and
K�GL � �� � �K�K � �� � �K additions. For the proposed scheme, the calculation of
the linear distance metric once again does not require any multiplication. The number of
additions needed for all the metrics calculation in the expanded and the rest of the trellis
are �L����K and �G�L����K respectively. Hence, for the metric sums in a bit interval,
total number of additions is ��L � ���K � �G � L � ���K��. Number of multiplications
in the bit-based MLSE is now dependent not only on the number of users but also the
number of multipath. On the other hand, the proposed scheme still does not require any
multiplication at all. Although both detectors have the same order of complexity (O��K�)
in terms of additions, the proposed scheme needs more additions due to the scaling factor
�L in the dominant term.

Next, we compare the complexity of the pre-computation. Eqn (17) is again used for
the bit-based MLSE. The correlation matrix ofR�z� including the power,PhR�z��RT �z�iP,
just have to be computed once as it is common to all the states. Similarly, �PhR�z��RT �z�z�GiP
in the last term needs to be computed only once. Hence, the complexity of the common
matrices in the second and third terms are respectively �G � L � ��K� � � � K� mul-
tiplications and �G � L � ��K� additions, and �L � ��K� � � � K� multiplications and
�L � ��K� � � additions (using an addition to compute the scaling by a factor of 2 in the
last term). Total complexity of the second term is thus �G � L�K� � � multiplications
and �G � L � ��K� � �K�K� � �� additions for the �K possible states. The last term
is harder to compute as it involves 2 bit-interval, resulting in �K possible states. Mak-
ing use of the fact that each of the �K possible �bT �m � ��PhR�z��RT �z�z�GiP can be
reused by all the �K possible b�m�, the last term requires LK� � � multiplications and
�L���K���KK�K�����K�K����� additions. Therefore, the total precomputation is
�G��L�K��� multiplications and �G��L���K���K ��K��K�����K �� additions.
For the proposed scheme, we make use of eqn (8) to find the pre-calculation complexity.
Now the second term has to be considered as L � � and it needs �L � ��K multiplica-
tions and �L � ���K�K � �� additions every bit. The complexity of the first term is the
same as that computed in the AWGN channel scenario. Thus, overall precomputation is
�G� L � ��K multiplications and �G� L � ���K�K � �� � �K additions every bit inter-
val. In the multipath case, the number of multiplications in the MLSE is an order higher
than the proposed detector. Although both detector have the same order of complexity,
(O��K�), in terms of additions, the MLSE still has a marginally higher complexity due to
the additional K� term. Refer to Table 2 for a summary of the complexity comparison in
the multipath scenario.

To illustrate the complexity gain, we consider two examples. Both with 3 paths (L �
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Multiplications Additions
Run-time

Chip-based proposed detector
Each transition, jyi � xi�b�m� ���b�m��j 0 1

Total for all possible states 0 ��L� ���K

��G� L � ���K��

Bit-based MLSE
hY �z��RT �z�z�Gmi for all users KL K�GL � ��
�hY �z��RT �z�z�GmiPb�m� K�L � �� K�GL � ��

for all states �� � �K � ���K

�m�b�m � ���b�m�� K�L � �� � �K�GL � ��
for all states ��K � ���K � �K

Pre-calculation
Chip-based proposed detector
PG��

i�� r
T �i�Pb�m� for all states KG �K � ���KG

PL��

j�� r
T �G� j�Pb�m� for all states K�L � �� �K � ���K�L � ��

Total for all states K�G� L � �� �K � ���K�G� L � ��
��K

Bit-based MLSE
b
T �m�PhR�z��RT �z�iPb�m� �G� L�K� � � �G� L � ��K�

for all states ��K�K� � ��
�bT �m � ��PhR�z��RT �z�z�GiPb�m� LK� � � � � �L � ��K�

for all states ��K�K � ��K
��K�K � ��

Total for all states �G� �L�K� � � �G� �L� ��K�

��K��K � ���K � ��
��K � �

Table 2: Complexity comparison between the chip-based linear distance metric detector
and the bit-based MLSE detector in a multipath channel.

�). One has 8 users (K � 	) and a processing gain of G � �
, the other example has 4
users and G � 	. The complexity is tabulated in Table 3.

6 Simulation Results

In order to find the performance of the proposed scheme, Monte-Carlo simulations were
used to obtain the bit error rate (BER). Initially, only the synchronous case in AWGN
channel was considered. The proposed scheme was simulated for a system with equal-
power users and random spreading codes of length, G � �. Figure 4 shows the BER aver-
aged over all users in the system plotted against the number of active user for Eb�N� � �
dB. The simulation was carried out for 1 million trials to ensure reliable data for the low
BER. Other MUDs such as the conventional detector, the MMSE, and both the chip-
based and the bit-based MLSE, were also simulated so as to compare the performance.
The graphs labelled “Euclidean distance” and “MLSE” are the chip-based and bit-based
MLSE detectors respectively. Theoretically, this detector and the bit-based MLSE give
the same result. This is verified as observed from the plot. The purpose of this com-
parison is to ensure that the simulation for the proposed algorithm was simulated cor-
rectly. The conventional detector performs poorly especially when the number of users
(MAI) increases. The MMSE detector shows substantial improvement in performance
over the conventional detector but still far from optimum. The proposed scheme (“Lin-
ear distance”) only degrades slightly from optimum and is even indistinguishable from
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AWGN Multiplications Additions Multiplications Additions
Run-time K � �� G � �� K � �� G � �� K � �� G � � K � �� G � �
Proposed 0 61440 0 896

MLSE 8 2169 4 93
Pre-calculation K � �� G � �� K � �� G � �� K � �� G � � K � �� G � �

Proposed 128 28672 32 384
MLSE 65 17088 17 352

Multipath Multiplications Additions Multiplications Additions
Run-time K � �� G � �� K � �� G � �� K � �� G � � K � �� G � �
Proposed 0 269312 0 1216

MLSE 32 67705 16 397
Pre-calculation K � �� G � �� K � �� G � �� K � �� G � � K � �� G � �

Proposed 144 97792 40 736
MLSE 1410 97153 226 849

Table 3: Complexity comparison between the chip-based linear distance metric detector
and the bit-based MLSE detector for AWGN channel and multipath (L � �) channel.

the optimum for large MAI. This is probably because the Gaussian noise becomes insig-
nificant as compared to the large MAI. The metrics that do not correspond to the actual
transmitted bits are very large as compared to the near zero value of the matrices that
are associated with the actual transmitted bits. Since these metrics are already very large,
squaring them does not improve performance significantly.

A stationary multipath channel is considered next. The channel has impulse response

H�z� � 	����
� 	���	�z��� 	����
z��� (10)

which is the channel used in [3]. As would be the case in a downlink, all signals are
assumed to pass through the same channel. Both the “Linear” and “Euclidean” detectors
were simulated for random codes and Walsh codes, both of length G � � and Eb�N� � �
dB. Refer to Figure 5. Assume all users are of equal power again. To ensure that the
codes selected are unbiased, the codes selected for the active users are randomised. The
simulations with 100000 trials were repeated 200 times, and each time, a new set of codes
was randomly selected for the users. Walsh codes are orthogonal codes that are ideal
for a perfect channel, but degrade disastrously in an imperfect channel. This is observed
in the simulation plot. Even though the two types of codes are of the same processing
gain, the random codes show much better performance. The RAKE receiver was also
simulated for the two kinds of codes and the BER results are also plotted in Figure 5. It
is observed that here the Walsh codes perform slightly better when the number of active
users is more than 3. Under no MAI condition, the RAKE receiver performs close to the
proposed scheme and the optimum receiver, but degrades rapidly when MAI increases,
regardless of the codes used.

The graph of the BER against Eb�N� for the same multipath channel was also plot-
ted as shown in Figure 6. A 4-user system using spreading code of processing gain 8 is
considered here. The performance of the chip-based “Linear distance” and “Euclidean
distance” is much better than the RAKE receiver. The random codes once again perform
better than the Walsh codes except for the RAKE receiver. For a BER of -1.6, it is found
that the proposed scheme requires a Eb�N� of just about 0.5 dB more to attain the same
performance as the optimum case for both the codes. Note that this performance is un-
achievable by the RAKE receiver.

The length of the survival paths in the Viterbi algorithm considered so far is unlim-
ited. If the convergence is slow, then a large amount of storage is needed to store the
long survival paths and the delay may be intolerable. For practical implementation, the
length is preset to a sufficiently small finite value, which means that if the algorithm has
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Figure 4: BER against number of active users for Eb�N� � � dB in AWGN channel.
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Figure 6: BER againstEb�N� for 4 users using codes of processing gainG � � in multipath
channel.

not converged after this preset delay, the bit vector corresponding to the best survival
path is selected. Hence, the rate of convergence of the Viterbi algorithm in the proposed
scheme is a crucial factor. Simulations were again used to determine the performance
when the path length varies from 1 bit to 5 bits. A path length of 1 bit means that de-
cision for the m-th bit interval is made immediate at the next (m � �) interval. Since the
transitions are all horizontal after the trellis converges in the �m � ��-th interval, there
is no point delaying decision-making until the end of the interval. A decision made im-
mediately once the trellis converges (in this example where L � �, it is the second chip)
would give the same result. Generally, a delay of j bits implies making a decision at chip
i � L�� of the �m� j�-th bit-interval. Figure 7 shows the convergence rate of the Viterbi
algorithm for a 4-user system. It is found that convergence is very rapid and for a delay
of just 2 bits, the performance is already very close to that of the unlimited path length for
both the proposed “Linear distance” and the optimum “Euclidean distance” chip-based
detectors. The same trend is observed in both codes although the Walsh codes with the
same processing gain perform much worse. The maximum survival path lengths under
unlimited delay condition are also indicated in the figure and they are very much larger
than the fixed delay. Hence, the well-known advantage that little degradation of per-
formance occurs when the Viterbi algorithm uses a sufficient fixed finite decision delay
in real-time implementation has been verified. The RAKE receiver was also simulated
for the two kinds of codes in the multipath channel as shown in the plot. Notice the wide
gap between the RAKE performance and the proposed scheme.

A mobile communication channel is rarely stationary since the paths to the mobiles
vary rapidly especially when the mobiles are in motion. Hence, in order to model a real-
istic mobile communication channel, the COST 207 models, used for simulating GSM
systems, is employed to test the proposed scheme. The chip rate channel simulator used
for this model has been taken from [7]. The channel model used here is TU6. The fading
tap-weights were generated at a rate of 800Hz and a maximum Doppler frequency shift
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Figure 7: BER against number of delays for Eb�N� � � dB and 4 users using codes of
length 8 in stationary multipath channels.

of 30Hz. A chip rate of 1.2288 Mchips/sec was selected since it corresponds to that used
in the IS95 standard. Hence, the channel changes every 1536 chips and it is assumed here
that the receiver can track this variation accurately. These parameters are also used in [7].
Since the proposed scheme assumed coherent detection and real channel attenuation, the
magnitudes of the complex fading weights, which were generated by the simulator, were
used instead. Simulations on the non-stationary channel were carried out on both ran-
dom codes and Walsh codes forG � � andG � ��. The convergence rate of the Viterbi al-
gorithm also follows similar trend as in the stationary channel case. This plotted in Figure
8. It is also found that doubling the processing gain does not improve the Walsh codes’
performance significantly, while the random codes show great improvement. Moreover,
the maximum survival path lengths of the Walsh codes are much longer than that of
the random codes. Therefore, Walsh codes are not recommended for the downlink of a
DS-CDMA system.

7 Conclusions

In this paper, a MUD for the downlink of the DS-CDMA systems is proposed. This
detector operates at chip-level and uses the linear distance metrics for its decision rule
instead of the Euclidean distance metrics. The paper shows that the optimum MLSE
detector can be implemented at both the bit and chip level. Simulation results of the pro-
posed detector were compared with the chip-based MLSE, while the complexity compar-
ison was carried out on the bit-based MLSE since it has a simpler implementation. It was
found that the proposed detector does not require any multiplication operation at run-
time both for the AWGN channel as well as the multipath channel, while the bit-based
MLSE needs an exponentially increasing number of multiplications. The overall (includ-
ing precomputation) number of multiplication operations of the proposed detector is lin-
ear with the number of active users in the system. Although the number of addition
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Figure 8: BER against delays for Eb�N� � � dB and 4 users using the proposed chip-based
linear distance metric detector in COST 207 time-varying channels.

operations is still exponential in the number of active users, the implementation of the
detector is more realistic now, since multiplication being the critical factor in the DSP has
been greatly reduced. Furthermore, in the Universal Mobile Telecommunication System
(UMTS) Delta proposal where the average number of users in a time-frame is only 8 and
the processing gain of the codes is only 16, the practical implementation of the proposed
detector is even more encouraging. It has been observed in the simulation results that
the proposed scheme degrades only slightly from the optimum performance, under the
AWGN channel, stationary and time-varying multipath fading channels scenarios. The
favourable convergence rate of the Viterbi algorithm has also been verified by simula-
tions, which shows that for just a delay of 2 bit-intervals, the performance has already
converged to the unconstrained Viterbi algorithm.

A Implementing the bit-based MLSE with Viterbi Algorithm

The following proof shows the implementation of the MLSE using the Viterbi algorithm
in the downlink of a DS-CDMA system. Eqn (7) can be rewritten as

�B�z� � arg max
B�z��f�����gMK

��hY �z�� X�z�i � hX�z�� X�z�i� � (11)

where

hY �z�� X�z�i �
X

i

y�i�x�i�� (12)
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First, consider

hY �z�� X�z�i � hY �z��RT �z�PB�z�i

�
M��X

m��

hY �z��RT �z�Pb�m�z�Gmi

�
M��X

m��

hY �z��RT �z�z�GmiPb�m�� (13)

where b�m� � �b��m�� � � � � bK�m��T is them-th input bit vector and hY �z��RT �z�z�Gmi is
actually the output of the RAKE matched filter bank in the m-th message interval. Even
though each value of hY �z��RT �z�z�Gmi is not a sufficient statistics for the detection of
b�m�, the entire sequence of outputs of the RAKE receiver is a sufficient statistics for the
selection of the most likely sequence, B�z�.

Next, the second term is expanded as,

hX�z�� X�z�i � hBT �z�PR�z��RT �z�PB�z�i

�

�
M��X
j��

b
T �j�z�GjPR�z��

M��X
m��

R
T �z�Pb�m�z�Gm

�

�
M��X
m��

�
b
T �m�PhR�z��RT �z�iPb�m�

��bT �m � ��PhR�z��RT �z�z�GiPb�m�
�
� (14)

making use of the fact that b�m� � � for m � 	 and

hR�z�z�Gj �RT �z�z�Gmi �

�
hR�z��RT �z�i if j � m

	 if jj �mj � �
� (15)

The second condition is due to the fact that the all components of R�z� are of length
G�L� � � �G, or simply, the bits that are more than 1 bit interval away from each other
do not interfere with each other.

Hence, the decision rule can be expressed as a sum of metrics,


B�z� � arg max
B�z��f�����gMK

M��X
m��

�m�b�m � ���b�m��� (16)

with the transition metric given as

�m�b�m� ���b�m�� � �hY �z��RT �z�z�GmiPb�m�

�bT �m�PhR�z��RT �z�iPb�m�

��bT �m� ��PhR�z��RT �z�z�GiPb�m�� (17)

Each metric can be computed using the current RAKE receiver output, a subset of control
sequences, b�m�, and the set of transmitted sequences, b�m � ��. Therefore, this is a
discrete time deterministic control problem with additive cost and finite input and state
spaces, so the Viterbi algorithm can be readily applied.

If there is no multipath in the channel, then Rk�z� � Sk�z� ��k � �� � � � �K� and the
RAKE receiver reduces to the conventional matched filter bank. Since Sk�z� is of length
G, there is no interference from the other bit intervals. The last term in eqn (17) becomes
0 since hR�z��RT �z�z�Gi � 	. Hence, the transition metric, �m���, does not involve any
other bit-interval and a decision can be made for the bit interval in question based on
these metrics.
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Abstract � The maximum�likelihood sequence es�
timation �MLSE� multiuser detector has very good
performance but at the expense of the exponentially
increasing number of states� We propose a scheme
that exploits the feature of power�equality in the
downlink to reduce the number of states involved�
By using all the possible discrete chip values as the
states in the transition trellis diagram and operating
the Viterbi algorithm at the chip level� the number
of states is reduced from �K to K � 	 where K is
the number of users�

I� INTRODUCTION

In a direct�sequence code�division multiple�access
�DS�CDMA� system� users are distinguished by us�
ing spreading codes� However� the multipath fad�
ing e
ect in the channel causes intersymbol interfer�
ence� This destroys any orthogonality of the spread�
ing codes and causes multiple access interference
�MAI� from the other users� The MAI is not an
inherent problem of DS�CDMA� but of the conven�
tional single�user matched �lter receiver �	� To over�
come the MAI� multiuser detectors �MUDs� have
been suggested where the users are decoded jointly
for their mutual bene�ts�

The maximum likelihood sequence estimator
�MLSE� ��� which �nds the optimum data bit
vector that results in minimum joint probability�
is exponential in the number of users� The various
bit combinations in the MLSE are taken to be the
di
erent states in the decoding trellis� We proposed
a scheme that exploits the feature of power�equality
in the downlink to reduce the number of states
involved� Due to the fact that the combined chip
values of the spreading codes only take discrete

values� the number of states can be reduced by
using these discrete values as the states in the
transition trellis diagram and operating the Viterbi
algorithm �� at the chip level�

We have also investigated the possibility of using the
absolute linear distance metric instead of the Euc�
lidean distance metric� The former does not involve
any multiplication� while the latter performs squar�
ing for each metric calculation�

Section ii of this paper describes the DS�CDMA
channel model of the downlink� This is followed by a
discussion of the bit� and chip�based MLSE� Section
iv introduces the proposed detector in an AWGN
environment� State�transition trellis diagrams are
used to explain the decoding procedure at the chip�
level� The trellis can also operate with multi�chip
states in order to improve performance� Simulation
results are presented in Section v� Finally� in Section
vi some conclusions are drawn�

II� THE DS�CDMA DOWNLINK

CHANNEL MODEL

The equivalent discrete�time mathematical model
for the downlink of a DS�CDMA system will be dis�
cussed in this section� A bit� and chip�synchronous
AWGN channel withK users sharing the same band�
width is shown in Figure 	� Each user in the system
has a pre�assigned spreading waveform�

Sk�z� �
G��X

i��

ci�kz
�i� �k � 	� � � � �K� �	�

where G is the processing gain of the spreading wave�
form� ci�k � f�	��	g is the i�th chip value of the k�
th user� It is assumed that the samples are taken at
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chip rate� Consider a BPSK modulated system� The
input bit sequences for di�erent users are identically
independently distributed �i�i�d� and equiprobable�
From the perspective of each individual mobile� sig�
nals from all the users pass through the same channel
in the downlink�

Y(z)

N(z)

1̂b

.

.

.
.
.
.

S1(z)

b1

Receiver
S2(z)

b2

SK(z)

bK

2̂b

Kb̂

X(z)

Figure �� Synchronous AWGN system model

Assume that each user transmits with constant
power� In the synchronous AWGN downlink chan�
nel� each bit interval is independent of the other bit
intervals without intersymbol interference� Hence�
we can simply consider a bit interval� The noiseless
received signal in a bit interval� can be expressed as

X�z� 	
KX

k��

Sk�z�
p
Pkbk 	

G��X

i��

xi�b�z
�i� �
�

where b 	 �b�� � � � � bK�T is the input bit vector� bk 	
f����g and Pk represents the input bit symbol
and the received power of the k�th user respectively�
and xi�b� is the i�th noiseless received chip signal
in a bit interval as a result of transmitting the data
vector b�

The received signal� is Y �z� 	 X�z�  N �z�� where
N �z� is the AWGN signal� which has zero mean
and two�sided power spectral density equal to No�
�
Three assumptions are made here� the receiver
knows exactly the received power and the spread�
ing codes of the users� and the channel attenuation
is generalised to be real for analysing coherent meth�
ods�

III� THE BIT� AND CHIP�BASED

MLSE DETECTORS

The MLSE detector is optimum in the sense that
it �nds the input bit sequence which maximises the
conditional probability� or likelihood of the observa�
tion sequence� This implies comparing the Euclidean
distances between the received sequence� Y �z�� and

all the possible noiseless received sequences� X�z��
when the transmitted bits of the users are equiprob�
able and independent ���� Mathematically� the input
bit vector for one interval is decoded as

�b 	 arg min
b�f�����gK

G��X

i��

�yi � xi�b��
�

���

	 arg max
b�f�����gK

G��X

i��

�

yixi�b�� x�i �b�

�
����

where yi is the coe�cient of z�i in Y �z�� However�
this implies an exhaustive search over the 
K pos�
sible sequences� Implementing the MLSE using Vi�
terbi algorithm in the asynchronous uplink� for both
the AWGN channel and the multipath channel� has
been shown in �
� and ��� respectively� It can be
shown easily that the outputs of the conventional
matched �lters provide su�cient statistics to per�
form eqn ��� at the bit�level�

The MLSE can also be implemented at chip�level�
that is without �rst matched �ltering the signal with
the spreading codes of the users� Eqn ��� is used in�
stead� A point to note here is that this implement�
ation yields the same result as that implemented at
bit�level since we are not making any assumption
or approximation� However� the chip�based MLSE
has a higher complexity due to the multiplication at
each chip� At each chip� the square of the di�er�
ences between the received chip value and all the
possible noiseless chip values are computed� We
will call each of these values the Euclidean met�
ric� Note that a simple simpli�cation can be made
here by using the absolute distance instead� ie using
jyi� xi�b�j� Multiplications are very computational
intensive for a DSP� Since the absolute value can be
taken simply by discarding the sign bit� no multi�
plication is needed at all� However� this also means
an inevitable loss of performance which in practice
turns out to be small�

In a bit interval� there are 
K possible transmitted
bit vectors� The corresponding 
K possible metrics
can easily be calculated at each chip using eqn �
��
provided the spreading codes and received power are
known� The decoding procedure is best illustrated
with the state�transition trellis diagram in Figure

� assuming a 
�user system� Each state� �bj� i�� is
de�ned by a possible bit vector� bj �j 	 �� � � � � 
K�
and the chip position� i �i 	 �� � � � � G���� The initial
state is arbitrary� since it does not have any e�ect on
the remaining states� In the diagram� each transition
is labelled with the value of xi�bj�� As the transmit�
ted bits remain unchanged in a bit duration� state
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�bj� i� can only transit to state �bj� i� ��� The sum
of all the metrics in each path �metric sum� determ�
ines the best path �path with the smallest metric
sum� which corresponds to the best bit vector� The
trellis diagram here is not necessary for decoding�
but it gives an insight into decoding at chip level
and provides the basis for the folded trellis to be
discussed next�
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Figure �	 State�transition trellis for AWGN channel

IV� THE FOLDED STATE�

TRANSITION TRELLIS

In this section� we devise a scheme to fold up the
state�transition trellis shown in Figure �� Without
loss of generality� we assume equal power for all the
users �P 
 Pk �k 
 �� � � � �K��� The noiseless re�
ceived signal in eqn ��� becomes

X�z� 

p
P

G��X

i��

vi�b�z
�i ���

where vi�b� only takes discrete values from �K to
K in steps of � since ci�k and bk only take the two
possible values �� or �� for i 
 �� � � � � G � � and
k 
 �� � � � �K� Total number of discrete values is
hence K � �� Let U �d� �d 
 �� � � � �K� be the set
consisting of all the K � � possible values of vi�b��
If all these values� U �d�� are used as the states in the
trellis� the trellis is folded up� For example� consider
a ��user case with spreading codes f������������������g
and f����������������g� Hence the resulting complete
AWGN trellis is shown in Figure � Using the K �
� 
  discrete values of ��� � and � as the states
in the transition trellis diagram� the trellis can be
folded up as shown in Figure ��

From eqn ���� the transition value pertaining to the
transition path entering state U �d� is

p
PU �d� 


xi�b� 
 xi�U �d�� since U �d� and b are related�
As more than � value of b can result in the same
U �d�� more than � bit combination can be associ�
ated with each path� For example� the transition
from node ����� to node ���� in Figure � corres�
ponds to nodes ������ and ������ in Figure � hence

the associated bit combinations are �� and ��� The
number of states is reduced from �K �exponential�
to K � � �linear�� Hence� the number of transitions
as well as complexity is reduced from Nc 
 �K to
Nf � min��K � �K������ The number of transitions
is obviously limited by �K �complete trellis case��
and under the worst scenario� there might be K � �
transitions emerging from each of the K � � states�
resulting in a total of �K���� transitions� However�
in most cases� paths coincide and the actual number
of transitions is usually less than the upper bound�
for example there are only  transitions from chip �
to chip  in Figure ��
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Figure �	 Single�chip folded state�transition trellis

Despite the reduction in the number of states� a one�
to�one correspondence still exists between the two
trellis and no information is lost� The Euclidean
metric pertaining to each transition in the trellis can
be calculated in the same way as in the complete
trellis case� As a result of the crossings in the folded
trellis� a decision is made based on the metric sums�
whenever two or more transitions converge at a state
�Viterbi algorithm�� The path associated with the
smallest metric sum is selected and the other paths
discarded� The metric values pertaining to the paths
emerging from this node add on to this selected met�
ric sum� At the end of the bit interval� the survival
path which corresponds to the smallest metric sum
can be traced out� As each transition is associated
with � or more bit combinations� the total number
of occurrences of each bit combination is determined
for the entire survival path� Hence� as we proceed
along the trellis� we add metrics as well as the num�
ber of occurrences of the various bit combinations�
The bit combination with the highest frequency of
occurrence at the end of the interval is selected to be
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the decoded bits� If � or more bit combinations have
the same highest frequency of occurrence� then the
complete trellis search is performed on this subset�

Mutiple chips can be grouped together and taken as
the states too� Consequently� the number of trans�
itions per bit interval is reduced and the number
of states is increased� If nc is the number of chips
per state� the states used are all the possible com�
binations nc of the K � � discrete values U �d� �d 	

� � � � �K�� Let Unc�d� �d 	 
� � � � � �K � ��nc � ��
be the new set of states for the �rst g 	 �G�nc
groups where �x is the largest integer not greater
than x� Each state in these groups has nc chips� ie
group ng �ng 	 
� � � � � g��� uses chip �ngnc��� � � �chip
��ng���nc���� The last group �ng 	 g� uses the re�
maining chips� ie chip �gnc��� � � �chip �G��� and has
�K � ��G�gnc di�erent states� Except for the trans�
itions in the last stage� all other transitions in the
previous stages of the trellis comprise of nc noise�
less received chip values� xi���� � � � � xi�nc����� �i 	
ngnc�ng 	 
� � � � � g���� The transition values in the
last stage are xgnc���� � � � � xG������ The Euclidean
metric for each transition path is calculated as

M �ng� Unc�d�� 	�����
����

P�ng���nc��
j�ngnc

�yj � xj�Unc�d���
�

ng 	 
� � � � � g � �PG��
j�ngnc

�yj � xj�Unc �d���
�

ng 	 g

� ���

Using multiple chips per state reduces the number of
discarded paths and hence improves the performance
since information is lost whenever a decision is made�
Obviously� if all the chips are grouped together as
� state� then the performance would approach that
of the MLSE since there would be no decision�
making until the end of the bit�interval� The num�
ber of transitions is Nf � min��K � �K � ���nc��
The performance�complexity tradeo� of the pro�
posed scheme can easily be adjusted by varying the
number of chips per state�

V� SIMULATION RESULTS

Monte�Carlo simulations were used to obtain the bit
error rate �BER�� The proposed scheme was simu�
lated for a system with equal�power users using ran�
dom spreading codes with processing gain� G 	 ��
Figure � shows the average BER for Eb�N� 	 � dB�
Other receivers such as the conventional matched
�lter detector� the MMSE ��� and both the chip�
and the bit�based MLSE� were also simulated� The

plot veri�es that the chip� and bit�based MLSE de�
tectors give the same result� The proposed folded�
trellis scheme performs better than the MMSE for
both linear and Euclidean metrics� The linear met�
ric scheme only degrades slightly from the Euclidean
metric scheme and is even indistinguishable from the
optimum for large MAI� Notice that for the single�
user case� the proposed scheme has the same per�
formance as the MLSE because the � possible paths
never crossed�
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Figure �� BER against number of active users for
Eb�N� 	 � dB and G 	 �

If G is now increased to �� and Eb�N� reduced to
� dB� the resulting performances of the proposed
detector using di�erent number of chips per state
are plotted in Figure �� The performance of the
single�chip trellis is worse than the MMSE� This is
because G has increased by more than twice its ori�
ginal value� and this greatly bene�ted the MMSE
detector� On the other hand� the proposed scheme
su�ers because a hard decision is made whenever �
or more paths converge at a state regardless of the
length of the trellis which is directly proportional to
the processing gain� If a wrong decision is made in
the early stages of the trellis� the detrimental e�ect
will propagate down the trellis� A wrong decision
is made when the noise value in a chip is so large
that it causes the noisy received signal vector to fall
in the decision region of an incorrect noiseless re�
ceived vector� Thus a wrong decision is mainly due
to the noise and not the MAI� The erroneous e�ect is
most detrimental for small number of users because
the small MAI �greatly reduced due to the high G� is
very bene�cial to both the conventional receiver and
the MMSE but not the proposed scheme� However�

�
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for large MAI� the latter degrades less�
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Figure �� BER against number of active users for
Eb�N� � � dB and G � �� using multi�chip folded
trellis

It is also observed that the performance improves by
increasing the number of chips per state� If the num�
ber of chips is 	� the proposed scheme has outper�
formed the MMSE� If 
 chips per state is considered
then it has reached the performance of the MLSE�

Next� we investigate the performance of the receiver
using linear and Euclidean metrics� Figure � com�
pares the performance of the linear and Euclidean
metrics� It is found that as MAI increases� the de�
gradation due to the linear metrics minimises� This
is probably because the errors due to MAI are much
more signi�cant than that caused by the approxim�
ation�

VI� CONCLUSIONS

In this paper� a MUD for the downlink of the DS�
CDMA systems is proposed� It has been shown that
the MLSE can also operate at the chip level using a
trellis diagram� We propose to fold up the original
trellis and use all the possible transmitted discrete
chip values as the states instead of all the possible
bit combinations� The number of states is reduced
from �K to K  �� The receiver can also use the
linear metrics for its decision rule instead of the Eu�
clidean metrics without signi�cant degradation in
the performance� It has been observed in the sim�
ulations that the proposed detector does not gain
very much from the processing gain due to the hard
decision makings along the trellis� Fortunately� by
using more chips per state� performance can be im�
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Figure �� Comparison between linear and Euclidean
metrics for Eb�N� � � dB and G � ��

proved and eventually approaches that of the MLSE�

Future work to be carried out involves extending the
folded trellis to a multipath fading downlink channel
and to apply soft decision�makings used in Turbo
codes into this scheme�
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A SUB�OPTIMUM MLSE DETECTOR WITH A FOLDED STATE�TRANSITION

TRELLIS PRESELECTION STAGE

H K Sim and D G M Cruickshank

The University of Edinburgh� UK

Abstract � The maximum�likelihood sequence es�
timation �MLSE� multiuser detector has very good
performance but at the expense of the exponentially
increasing number of states with the number of users�
A scheme that folds up the original trellis to reduce
the number of states involved has been proposed in
��	� In this paper� the folded trellis detector is com�
bined with the MLSE� The main idea here is to use
the folded trellis which has a linear complexity to
preselect a subset of the bit�combinations and then
apply the MLSE to this much smaller set�

� INTRODUCTION

In a direct�sequence code�division multiple�access
�DS�CDMA� system� users are distinguished by us�
ing unique spreading codes� However� the multipath
fading e
ect in the channel causes intersymbol in�
terference� This destroys any orthogonality of the
spreading codes and causes multiple access interfer�
ence �MAI� from the other users� The MAI is not
an inherent problem of DS�CDMA� but of the con�
ventional single�user matched �lter receiver ��	� To
overcome the MAI� multiuser detectors �MUDs� have
been suggested where the users are decoded jointly
for their mutual bene�ts�

The maximum likelihood sequence estimator
�MLSE� �	� which �nds the optimum data bit
vector that results in minimum joint probability has
exponential complexity growth with the number of
users� The various bit�combinations in the MLSE
are taken to be the di
erent states in the decoding
trellis� A scheme that exploits the feature of power�
equality in the downlink to reduce the number of
states involved has been proposed in ��	� There is of
course a tradeo
 between the performance and the
complexity� The complexity of this scheme depends
on the number of chips used per state� Small
number of chips per state is favourable due to its
low complexity but at the expense of performance�
In this paper� we suggest a better utilisation of
the resources� since similar performance to MLSE
receiver can be achieved with a lower complexity�
The basic idea here is to use the original folded
trellis with � chip per state to preselect those bit�
combinations that are more likely to be transmitted�
after which the MLSE criteria is performed on this
much smaller subset of bit�combinations� If the

transmitted bit�combination is always among the
selected bit�combinations� the performance would be
that of the MLSE� All the metrics have already been
calculated by the folded trellis� the MLSE only has
to calculate the sum of the metrics� Furthermore� as
the folded trellis has discarded most of the unlikely
bit�combinations� the MLSE is only applied to a few
bit�combinations� thereby limiting the complexity
to a reasonable level�

The next section describes the downlink channel
model� Section  recaps the MLSE and the folded
trellis detector� The following section looks at the
new detector which comprises a folded trellis detector
and a MLSE detector� Simulation results are presen�
ted in Section �� Finally� in Section � some conclu�
sions are drawn�

� THE DS�CDMA DOWNLINK CHAN�

NEL MODEL

The equivalent discrete�time mathematicalmodel for
the downlink of a DS�CDMA system will be dis�
cussed in this section� We consider a bit� and chip�
synchronous AWGN channel with K users sharing
the same bandwidth� Each user in the system has a
pre�assigned spreading waveform�

Sk�z� �
G��X

i��

ci�kz
�i� �k � �� � � � �K� ���

where G is the processing gain of the spreading wave�
form� ci�k � f�����g is the i�th chip value of the k�
th user� It is assumed that the received samples are
taken at the chip rate� We consider a BPSK modu�
lated system� The input bit sequences for di
erent
users are identically independently distributed �i�i�d�
and equiprobable� From the perspective of each indi�
vidual mobile� signals from all the users pass through
the same channel in the downlink�

We assume that each user transmits with constant
power� In the synchronous AWGN downlink chan�
nel� each bit interval is independent of the other bit
intervals without intersymbol interference� Hence�
we can simply consider a bit interval� The noiseless
received signal in a bit interval can be expressed as

X�z� �
KX

k��

Sk�z�
p
Pkbk �

G��X

i��

xi�b�z
�i� ���
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and ��G����min��K � �K������ respectively� Com�
paring the K � � metric sums at the end of the
trellis and selecting the nm smallest sums requires
�K � ��	��K � nm � ��	 FLOP� Tracing back the
survival paths and selecting the ns most frequently
occurring bit�combinations only requires 
xed�point
operations�

The chip�based MLSE second stage has a relatively
low complexity of �G���ns FLOP� Note that the op�
timumchip�based MLSE requires to sum up the met�
rics that correspond to all the �K bit�combinations�
Thus the reduction here is by a factor of �K�ns and
that the second stage complexity is negligible as com�
pared with the 
rst stage�

Now� we consider the complexity of the optimum
bit�based MLSE using eqn ���� The total run�time
complexity is K��K � G� FLOP� which includes the
K matched 
lters K�G � �� FLOP� The remaining
operation is the calculation of the metric sums� If
the bit�based MLSE is used as the second stage in
the proposed detector� then its complexity would be
K�ns � G� as compared to �G � ��ns FLOP� even
without considering the additional pre�calculations
needed�

The complexity is summarised in Table �� As nm
and ns are small� we observed that the dominating
factors in the proposed detector and the bit�based
MLSE are min��K � �K � ���� and �K respectively�
Hence� there is signi
cant reduction in complexity�

Complexity �FLOP
per information bit�

Folded trellis �rst stage�
metric sums � ��G� ���K � ��

� ��G� ���min��K � �K � �����
metric sums selection K	��K � nm�	

MLSE second stage�
Chip
based MLSE �G� ��ns

Optimum MLSE�
Bit
based MLSE K��K � G�

Table � Complexity comparison between the pro�
posed sub�optimum MLSE and the bit�based op�
timum MLSE detector in a AWGN channel�

� SIMULATION RESULTS

Monte�Carlo simulations were used to obtain the bit
error rate �BER�� The proposed scheme was sim�
ulated for a system with equal�power users using
random spreading codes of Eb�N� � � dB� These
codes� which are randomly generated for every trial
in the simulation� are considered because they allow
for interferer diversity� Figure � shows the average
BER against the number of active users for nm � ��
Graphs of the sub�optimum MLSE are plotted for
ns � �� � � � � �� Other MUDs such as the MMSE ����
the optimum MLSE and the ��chip original folded

trellis detector were also simulated� The proposed
sub�optimum MLSE scheme performs better than
the MMSE and very close to the optimumMLSE for
ns � �� As ns increases from � to �� the performance
improves� Thereafter� no further improvement is ob�
served� Note the great improvement over the ��chip
original folded trellis �which is in fact the proposed
sub�optimumMLSE with nm � � and ns � ��� when
the MLSE second stage is added� When ns � ��
the undesirable performance shows that the most
frequently occurring state is not necessary the cor�
rect one� especially when metric sums� other than
the smallest one are considered� Furthermore� by se�
lecting just � bit�combination� we do not exploit the
advantage of the second stage MLSE� It is simply the
original folded trellis detector taking into consider�
ation other unreliable metric sums� Therefore� we
can conclude that increasing nm without increasing
ns has an adverse e�ect on the performance and ns
should be kept close to nm�
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Folded trellis alone (1chip per state)
Sub−optimum MLSE (1 state)
Sub−optimum MLSE (2 states)
Sub−optimum MLSE (3 states)
Sub−optimum MLSE (4 states)
MMSE
Optimum MLSE

Figure � BER against number of active users for
Eb�N� � � dB� G � �� and nm � ��

The conditions used in Figure � are the same as in
Figure � except that here ns is 
xed at � and nm var�
ies from � to �� It is observed that the performance
is improved as nm is increased up to �� For nm � ��
there is no signi
cant improvement� For this case�
setting nm � � and ns � � is the optimal trade�o�
with respect to performance and complexity� Even
for � users� when there are ��� bit�combinations�
the sub�optimum MLSE only has to consider � bit�
combinations to give near optimum performance�

In Figure �� we investigate the e�ect of overloading
the system� Here the processing gain� G� is set to be
� and the number of users is increased up to �� which
is greater than G� From the 
gure� it is clear that
with just nm � � and nS � �� the performance of the
proposed sub�optimum MLSE has already reached
that of the MLSE even under excessive loading� For
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where b � �b�� � � � � bK�T is the input bit vector� bk �
f�����g is the input bit symbol of the k�th user� Pk
represents the received power of the k�th user and
xi�b	 is the i�th noiseless received chip signal in a bit
interval as a result of transmitting the data vector b


The received signal� is Y �z	 � X�z	 � N �z	� where
N �z	 is the AWGN signal� which has zero mean and
two�sided power spectral density equal to No��
 We
have made the assumptions that the receiver knows
exactly the received power and the spreading codes of
the users� and the channel attenuation is generalised
to be real for analysing coherent methods


� THE MLSE AND THE FOLDED TREL�

LIS DETECTORS

The MLSE detector

The MLSE detector is optimum in the sense that
it �nds the input bit sequence which maximises the
conditional probability� or likelihood of the observa�
tion sequence
 Mathematically� the input bit vector
for one interval is decoded as

b � arg min
b�f�����gK

G��X

i��

�yi � xi�b	�
� ��	

� arg max
b�f�����gK

�
�

KX
k��

p
Pkbk

G��X
i��

yici�k

�
G��X
i��

x�i �b	

�
� ��	

where yi is the coe�cient of z�i in Y �z	 andPG��
i��

yici�k is the output of the k�th user�s matched
�lter ���
 However� this implies an exhaustive search
over the �K possible sequences


The MLSE operates at the chip level if eqn ��	 is used
and at the bit level if eqn ��	 is used instead
 We call
the respective detectors the chip�based MLSE and
the bit�based MLSE
 Both implementations yield ex�
actly the same performance thereotically


The folded trellis detector

The folded trellis detector operates at the chip level
using all the possible unit�power transmitted chip
values as the states in the state�transition trellis� in�
stead of using the bit�combinations
 This reduces
the number of states from �K �exponential	 to K��
�linear	 and folds up the state�transition trellis� res�
ulting in a reduction of complexity
 For example� a
��user case with spreading codes f������������������g
and f����������������g� results in a single�chip folded
trellis as shown in Figure � ���


Let

U �di	 � �d�K d � �� � � � �K ��	
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Figure �� Single�chip folded state�transition trellis

represent the K � � discrete values at the i�th chip
and U � �U �d�	� � � � � U �dG��	�

T be the vector that
represents a path in the trellis
 If U� is the set that
consists of all the �K possible paths that correspond
to the �K bit�combinations� then the minimummet�
ric sum is given as

Mmin � min
U�U�

G��X
i��

h
yi �

p
PU �di	

i�
� ��	

The metric sum measures the distance between the
received signal vector� Y �z	� and one of the �K pos�
sible noise free signal vectors� X�z	
 The signal vec�
tor X�z	 closest �minimummetric sum	 to the obser�
vation Y �z	 has the highest likelihood of being the
transmitted signal


Up to this point� the folded trellis operates exactly
as the MLSE except at the chip level
 However� as a
result of the crossings in the folded trellis� there are
more possible paths� not limited to �K � as observed
in Figure �
 Let U� be the set that consists of all the
other paths� and U� U��U� be the joint set
 If U�
is included into the metric sums calculation� then we
have

Mmin � min
U�U

G��X
i��

h
yi �

p
PUi

i�
� ��	

Initially� it seems that by doing this� the computation
increases
 Fortunately� the Viterbi algorithm ��� can
be used to carry out eqn ��	
 Consequently� limiting
the number of transitions at each chip to a maximum
of min��K � �K ��	�	 ���
 In the worst scenario� K �
� transitions converge at each of the K � � nodes

Thus� the number of transitions as well as complexity
is reduced fromNc � �K to Nf � min��K � �K��	�	


After the Viterbi algorithm is applied to the trellis�
the survival path with the minimum metric sum is
selected
 As each chip state is associated with � or
more bit�combinations� the total number of occur�
rences of each bit�combination is determined for the
entire path
 The bit�combination with the highest
frequency of occurrence at the end of the interval is
selected to be the decoded bits
 If � or more bit�
combinations have the same highest frequency of oc�
currence� then the complete trellis search �MLSE	 is
performed on this subset
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� THE SUB�OPTIMUM MLSE

In this section� the sub�optimum MLSE detector is
introduced� It consists of a folded trellis �rst stage�
followed by the MLSE with a reduced number of
states� The idea here is to use the reliability in�
formation inherent in the folded trellis to preselect
a number of bit�combinations that are more likely
to be transmitted� based on the received signals� If
the MLSE is then applied to this reduced subset� the
complexity is greatly reduced�

Figure � shows the block diagram of the new receiver�
The �rst stage consists of the folded trellis detector
and the second stage the chip�based MLSE detector�
The preselected ns bit combinations� �b�� � � � � �bns� are
passed to the MLSE which makes used of this inform�
ation to decode the received signal�

Chip-based
M L S E

.

.

.

1b̂

1
ˆ

−K
b

K
b̂

Folded-t re l l is
detector

)(tr

2
b̂

1
b̂

snb̂

. .
 .

metr ics

Figure �� Block diagram of the sub�optimum MLSE
detector

Folded trellis �rst stage

Instead of selecting the smallest metric sum at the
end of the trellis and tracing back along the trel�
lis� the new scheme selects the nm smallest metric
sums and then traces back from all the nodes as�
sociated with these metric sums� For each trace�
back� the frequencies of occurrences of the various
bit�combinations are again determined� The fre�
quencies of all these bit�combinations are then com�
pared and ranked in a decreasing order� The �rst ns
bit�combinations are chosen and passed to the next
stage� which is the MLSE� The values of nm and
ns are preassigned� If trace�back performs on all of
the K � 	 metric sums� complexity would increase�
hence nm is used to limit the number of metric sums
considered� The value of ns a
ects the complexity
of the second stage MLSE and must be kept small�
However� it should be greater than 	� otherwise the
MLSE becomes redundant�

There are K �	 metric sums�M�� � � � �MK��� at the
end of the trellis corresponding to the K � 	 chip
states� Without loss of generality� we assume that
M� is the smallest metric sum and the other metric
sums are ranked in the order of increasing distance�
We then trace back along the trellis starting from the
states associated with M�� � � � �Mnm � Assume that

there are Ni bit�combinations associated with the
trace�back path of metric sum Mi �i � 	� � � � � nm�
Out of the N� � � � ��Nnm sets of bit�combinations�
the ns most frequently occurring ones are selected
and this information is passed to the MLSE stage�

Chip�based MLSE second stage

In the original folded trellis detector proposed in �	��
the MLSE criteria is used to make a decision only
when there are � or more bit�combinations with the
same highest frequency of occurrences� We extend
the idea here to include the ns most frequently oc�
curring bit�combinations from the nm smallest met�
ric sums�

The inputs of the MLSE are the metrics and the
ns preselected bit�combinations from the previous
stage� Let B be the set that consists of these ns
bit�combinations� �b�� � � � � �bns � Hence� the decoding
rule becomes

�b � argmin
b�B

G��X

i��

�yi � xi�b�
�
� ��

instead of eqn ��� The MLSE selects from among
the much smaller set of bit�combinations� the one
with the smallest Euclidean distance� By limiting
the values of nm and ns to a reasonable values the
complexity is maintained at a practical level�

Furthermore� we recommend that the second stage
is implemented with the chip�based MLSE since all
the metrics� �yi � xi�b�

� �i � �� � � � � G� 	�b � B �
have already been computed in the previous stage�
The chip�based MLSE only has to carry out the sum�
mation over the G chips for the ns bit�combinations�

� COMPLEXITY

In this section� we will compare the complexity of the
proposed sub�optimum detector and the optimum
bit�based MLSE detector� We determine the num�
ber of �oating�point operations �FLOP required per
information bit transmitted�

First� we look at the complexity of the proposed
scheme� As the nature of the transitions in the fol�
ded trellis depends on the spreading codes of the
users� the exact number of transitions per chip can�
not be determined for the general case� However�
we know that the maximum and minimum numbers
of transitions possible are min��K � �K � 	� and
K � 	 respectively� For the minimum case� there
is only 	 transition that converges to each node�
For every transition� the associated metric� which
is the square of the di
erence between the observa�
tion and the hypothesis� is calculated� Hence� the
lower and upper complexity bounds of the metric
sums calculation are of the order of ��G� 	�K � 	
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Figure �� BER against number of active users for
Eb�N� � � dB� G � �� and ns � �	

a BER of 
	
�� the proposed detector can have �	�
users more than the MMSE	 Using the complexity
table� it is found that for �
 users� the complexity of
the MLSE is at least � times and at most �� times
greater than the proposed MUD	 The graph for nm �
� and nS � �� which is equivalent to the original
folded trellis without the MLSE second stage� is also
plotted	 Here we observe the great performance gain
over the MMSE especially for high loading� without
even exploiting the MLSE second stage	
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Sub−optimum MLSE (2 metric sums, 2 states)
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Conventional  matched filter receiver

Figure �� BER against the number of active users
for Eb�N� � � dB and G � �	

� CONCLUSIONS

In this paper� a MUD for the downlink of the DS
CDMA systems is proposed	 It has been shown that
by using the folded trellis as a preselection stage
for the MLSE� the performance of the folded trellis
can be near the optimum MLSE	 The complexity of

the MLSE is greatly reduced due to the small sub
set of bitcombinations selected by the folded trel
lis	 Moreover� the metrics needed by the MLSE
has already been calculated by the folded trellis �rst
stage	 In short� we have exploited the low complex
ity of the folded trellis and the high performance of
the MLSE� resulting in a better tradeo� between
complexity and performance	
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Abstract — The powerful iterative algorithm of Turbo code
is employed in the proposed iterative multiuser receiver for the
downlink of a forward error correction (FEC) coded direct-
sequence code-division multiple access (DS-CDMA) environ-
ment. The receiver iterates between the 2 coding dimensions,
namely the spreading codes and the FEC codes. The optimum it-
erative multiuser receiver uses the optimum decentralised single-
user detector to generate the single-user extrinsic information for
the single-user decoders. This paper suggests a sub-optimum de-
tector using a folded trellis preselection stage for the multiuser
signal detection, in order to reduce the dominating complexity
of the optimum decentralised detector. Simulation results show
that performance is close to optimum. The effect of the single-
user decoders’ extrinsic information on the signal detection stage
is also investigated and found that extrinsic information improves
performance.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Direct-sequence code-division multiple-access (DS-CDMA) is a
multiple access technology that has attracted much attention over the
past decade. As users’ signals overlap in time and frequency in this
system, the conventional single-user detection strategy causes mul-
tiple access interference (MAI) among the users due to the multipath
fading effect and the asynchonisation in the channel [1]. The chan-
nel destroys the orthogonal property of the spreading codes which is
essential to distinguish the users.

Multiuser detection is a scheme that can counteract the MAI prob-
lem, but the high computational complexity of the optimum multi-
user detector (which is exponential in the number of active users) has
made implementation very difficult. Consequently, a lot of interest
on low-complexity sub-optimum multiuser detectors has been raised.
Initial work in this area focused on uncoded CDMA systems while
more recent work addresses FEC coded CDMA systems.

The optimal multiuser sequence estimator for an asynchronous
convolutionally coded DS-CDMA system [2] performs multiuser de-
tection and the convolutional decoding jointly, resulting in a prohibit-
ive computational complexity that is exponential in the product of the
number of users and the constraint length of the convolutional code.
In [3], a suboptimal scheme that performs symbol detection and de-
coding separately is proposed. Consequently, the complexity of this
partitioned scheme is reduced.

In 1993, a new coding scheme, called Turbo codes [4], was pro-
posed. This has received a lot of attention not only because it achieves
near capacity performance close to the Shannon limit, but also be-
cause of its powerful iterative algorithm. Recently, the iterative tech-
nique has been applied to the multiuser detection of a FEC coded
CDMA system [5–7]. This scheme is similar to the partitioned
scheme whereby the multiuser detector and the channel decoders are

separated, and different in that the multiuser detector and the single-
user decoders iterate between one another, each producing soft out-
puts. The main difference between these works is in the multiuser
detection portion since its complexity is the dominant factor in the
overall complexity. [5] uses the M-algorithm to find a subset of the
possible symbol vectors. The same algorithm is also used in [7],
but a pre-whitening filter is added. This technique is similar to the
improved decorrelating decision-feedback detector [8] which has a
decorrelating or whitening filter before the tree search. However, [7]
implements the whitening filter with the Gram-Schmidt orthogonal
filter which is suggested in [9]. The work in [6] is somewhat different
as the soft outputs of the single-user decoders are used to modify the
received signal by removing the estimated MAI. After a MMSE filter-
ing, it is assumed that all MAI is removed and the channel becomes
purely Gaussian. The extrinsic information needed by the single-user
decoders can then be calculated. The work in this paper is similar to
that of [5, 7], except that instead of the M-algorithm, the folded-trellis
sub-optimum MLSE [10, 11] is employed.

The next section describes the FEC coded DS-CDMA downlink
system model. Section III looks at the iterative multiuser receiver
which is a partitioned receiver that iterates between multiuser signal
detection and channel decoding. A sub-optimum scheme is sugges-
ted to reduce the high computational complexity of the signal detec-
tion portion. The following section analyses the complexity of the
proposed sub-optimum structure with respect to the optimum archi-
tecture. Simulation results are presented in Section V. Finally, in
Section VI some conclusions are drawn.

II. T HE FEC CODED DS-CDMA DOWNLINK SYSTEM
MODEL

This section discusses the model of the downlink of a discrete-time
FEC coded DS-CDMA system. We consider a FEC coded bit- and
chip-synchronous AWGN channel withK active users. The results
here can also be extended to the multipath channel. Figure 1 shows
the system model which hasK encoders for theK users and an it-
erative receiver that detects and decodes the noisy received signals.
Each user in the system has a pre-assigned spreading waveform,

Sk�z� �
G��X

i��

ci�kz
�i� �k � �� � � � �K� (1)

whereG is the processing gain of the spreading waveform,c i�k �
f�����g is thei-th chip value of thek-th user. It is assumed that
the received samples are taken at the chip rate. The binary informa-
tion data,dk�j� �k � �� � � � �K� j � �� � � � � J�, are convolution-
ally encoded with constraint lengthv and code rateR. Without
loss of generality, we assumeR � ��N , for every input data bit,
each encoder producesN symbols. TheJ data bits includev � �
trailing zeros, thus the actual number of transmitted data bits is
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J � v � �. The code-bits are BPSK modulated, yielding data sym-
bols bk�t� � f�����g �k � �� � � � �K� t � �� � � � � L�, where
L � JN is the number of symbols in one frame. The informa-
tion data sequences for different users are identically independently
distributed (i.i.d) and equiprobable. From the perspective of each
individual mobile, signals from all the users pass through the same
channel in the downlink.
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Fig. 1: A FEC coded DS-CDMA system model

We assumethat each user transmits with equal and constant power.
Each symbol is modulated by a spreading waveform and the noiseless
received signal in thet-th symbol interval can be expressed as

Xt�z� �
KX

k��

Sk�z�
p
Pkbk�t� �

G��X

i��

xi�b�t��z
�i� (2)

whereb�t� � �b��t�� � � � � bK�t��T is the t-th input symbol vector,
Pk represents the received power of thek-th user, andxi�b�t�� is
thei-th noiseless received chip signal in thet-th symbol interval as a
result of transmitting the symbol vectorb�t�.

The received signal, isYt�z� � Xt�z� �Nt�z�, whereNt�z� is
the AWGN signal, which has zero mean and two-sided power spec-
tral density equals toNo�	. We have made the assumption that the
receiver knows exactly the received power and the spreading codes
of the users.

III. T HE ITERATIVE MULTIUSER RECEIVER

The iterative multiuser receiver is shown in Figure 2. It comprises
of a CDMA Bayesian detector and single-user maximum-a posteri-
ori (MAP) decoders. Due to the fact that only the single-user FEC
decoders are used for the decoding instead of joint decoding, the
Bayesian detector needs to generate single-user information. This
single-user information,p�Yt�z�jbk�t��, can be viewed as the ex-
trinsic information which is the knowledge about the code-bit based
on the structure of the multiuser signal. The single-user information,
Pr�bk�t�jYL

� �z�, provided by the single-user decoder is the extrinsic
information about the code-bit based on the constraint of the FEC.
The basic idea of the iterative scheme is to produce soft informa-
tion both across the users and across the trellis in a frame by using a
soft-output multiuser detector and soft-input soft-output single-user
decoders respectively. The soft information across the two separate
dimensions improves with every iteration.

1. Bayesian Detector

In this section, we first discuss the optimum Bayesian detector which
produces the soft output for the single-user decoders. Next, a sub-
optimal detector is suggested to reduce the prohibitive computational
complexity.
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Fig. 2: Iterative multiuser receiver

1.1 Optimum Bayesian Detector

Based on the Bayes theorem, the observation probability density at
time t conditioned on the hypothesis thatbk�t� � b is

p�Yt�z�jbk�t� � b� �
X

Bb

k

p�Yt�z�jb�t��
KY
i��
�i��k�

Pr�bi�t���

�k � �� � � � �K� t � �� � � � � L� (3)

whereBb

k is defined as a set that consists of all the symbol vectors,
b�t�, with bk�t� � b [5]. This is the extrinsic information or the extra
knowledge based on the structure of the spreading sequences. The
prior information,Pr�bi�t��, on the other hand, is derived from the
trellis of the convolutional codes which will be discussed in Section
III.

Note that if the symbols are equally likely, then the single-user
Bayesian decision rule,


bk�t� � sgn�Pr�bk�t� � ��jYt�z��� Pr�bk�t� � ��jYt�z���

� sgn

�
B�
X

B
��
k

p�Yt�z�jb�t���
X

B
��
k

p�Yt�z�jb�t��

�
CA �

�k � �� � � � �K� t � �� � � � � L� (4)

is in fact the optimum one-shot detector for decentralised detection
of a single-user in an uncoded CDMA system [12] where the signum
function returns the sign of its operand. If hard-decisions are made
based on the initial (first iteration) output of the Bayesiandetector, the
result would be the same as the optimum single-user detector for an
uncoded system. This is because the initial values of thea prior prob-
abilities,Pr�bi�t��, are 0.5 for all users’ symbols. The subsequent
values of thea prior probabilities are determined by the single-user
FEC decoders.

The conditional probability in the summation of eqn (3) is the like-
lihood of the received sequenceY t�z� based on the hypothesis that
b�t� is transmitted. As the hypothesis is on the entiret-th symbol
vector instead of justbk�t�, we call this the joint likelihood at time
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instantt and can be computed as

p�Yt�z�jb�t�� �
�

��N��G��

exp

�
�

PG��
i�� �yi�t�� xi�b�t���

�

N�

�
�

�t � �� � � � � L� (5)

whereyi�t� is the coefficient ofz�i in Yt�z�. Note that this joint
likelihood is considered in the optimum MLSE [13]. The numerator
in the exponential term is the Euclidean distance which can be de-
termined by the chip-based optimum MLSE, discussed in [10]. Since
����N��G�� in eqn (5) is common to allb�t�, it can be ignored.

However, the computational complexity of the optimum Bayesian
detector is even higher than the optimum MLSE which is of the or-
der of �K . The additional computations stem from the summation
of �K�� terms in eqn (3) which has to be carried out twice for the
2 possible bits ofbk�t� and then repeated for the otherK � � users.
Thus, even though the partitioned detector/decoder reduces complex-
ity substantially, the complexity in the multiuser detector is still the
bottleneck.

1.2 Sub-Optimum Bayesian Detector

To reduce complexity, we propose to use the sub-optimum MLSE
suggested in [11] to find a subset of the�K possible joint likeli-
hoods. The sub-optimum MLSE uses a chip-based folded trellis [10]
preselection first stage to choosenm of theK � � metric sums, and
then out of the associated symbol vectors,b�t�, thens � �K ones
that are more likely to be transmitted are selected. This piece of
information is passed to the chip-based MLSE second stage which
computes the Euclidean distances of thesen s preselected symbol
vectors. Utilising these calculated Euclidean distances, the joint like-
lihoods of these symbol vectors are then determined using eqn (5).
DefineU b

k as the set that consists of all the symbol vectors,b�t�, in
this subset that hasbk�t� � b. Hence, the single-user likelihood is
approximated as

p�Yt�z�jbk�t� � b� �
X
Ub
k

exp

�
�
M�Yt�z��b�t��

N�

�

KY
i��
�i��k�

P �bi�t���

�k � �� � � � �K� t � �� � � � � L� (6)

whereM�Yt�z��b�t�� is the metric sum generated by the chip-based
MLSE second stage in the sub-optimum MLSE. This approximation
is accurate if the actual transmitted symbol vector falls within this
subset since it has the highest likelihood value ifN��� � �. The
folded trellis has high probability of selecting the actual transmitted
symbol vectors and other symbol vectors with high likelihood values.
Moreover, the likelihood function is exponential, thus the less likely
symbol vectors have very low likelihood values and can be ignored.
This method is similar to that proposed in [5] but the latter uses the
M-algorithm to find the subset.

2. Single-User MAP Decoder

As each user has exactly the same MAP decoder, the following dis-
cussion is based solely on thek-th user. The input of thek-th
single-user decoder is a sequence of thek-th single-user likelihoods,
p�Yt�z�jbk�t� � b� �b � ������ t � �� � � � � L�, in a frame. The

output of the decoder is a sequence ofa posteriori probabilities,
Pr�bk�t�jY

L
� �z��, whereYt

t��z� � 	Yt��z�� � � � � Yt�z�

T represents

a vector form of the received sequence from timet� to time t in a
frame. Thea posteriori probability is conditioned on the hypothesis
of the joint received signal and not just the received signal of the in-
dividual user since we are unable to distinctly separate them.

The single-user decoder calculates thea posteriori probabilities
using the algorithm proposed in [14]. This soft-output algorithm has
been used in the iterative decoding of Turbo codes [15]. Here we
derive a similar algorithm to extract the soft-output extrinsic inform-
ation needed for iteration. Define thek-th user’s joint probability at
time j from stateSkj�� � m� to stateSkj �m as

�kj �m
��m� � p�Skj�� � m��Skj � m�YL

� �z��

� �h��
k
j�

k
j���m

���kj �m
��m��kj �m��

�j � �� � � � � J �k � �� � � � �K� (7)

where�h��
k
j is a constant. The forward state probability can be ob-

tained by forward recursion

�kj �m� � Pr�Skj � mjYjN
� �z��

� �h��
k
j

X
m�

�kj���m
���kj �m

��m��

�j � �� � � � � J � k � �� � � � �K� (8)

where�h��
k
j is such that

X
m

�kj �m� � �� �j � �� � � � � J �k � �� � � � �K� (9)

Similarly the reverse state probability at timej for a transition from
statem to statem� can be obtained by backward recursion

�kj �m� � Pr�Skj �mjYL
jN���z��

� �h��
k
j

X
m�

�kj���m
���kj���m�m���

�j � �� � � � � J � �� k � �� � � � �K� (10)

where�h��
k
j is such that

X
m

�kj �m� � �� �j � �� � � � � J � ��k � �� � � � �K� (11)

The boundary conditions are�k���� � �, �k��m� � � for m �� �,
�kJ��� � � and�kJ�m� � � for m �� �. For a valid transition from
statem� to statem, the transition probability is given as

�kj �m
��m� �

jNY
t��j���N��

p�Yt�z�jbk�t� � b��

�j � �� � � � � J �k � �� � � � �K� (12)

where	bk��j � ��N � ��� � � � � bk�jN�
 is the codeword associated
with the transition from statem� to statem. Thea priori informa-
tion, p�Yt�z�jbk�t� � b�, needed in eqn (12), is the single-user like-
lihood information determined by the Bayesian detector.

Let W b
j�t�k be the set of transitions,Skj�� � m� � Skj � m,

such thatbk�t� � b where the value oft lies between�j � ��N � �
andjN . Then the joint probability of the state transition is computed
as

p�bk�t� � b�YL
� �z�� �

X
W b

j�t�k

�kj �m
��m��

�j � �� � � � � J �k � �� � � � �K� t � �� � � � � L� (13)
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In order to obtain the extra information of the symbol,bk�t�, gleaned
from the prior information about the other symbols based on the
structure of the spreading codes and independent of the symbol in
question, we have to remove this prior information. Hence, follow-
ing similar method done in [6], the extrinsic information obtained
across the convolutional code for symbolbk�t� is

pext�bk�t� � b�YL
� �z�� �

P
W b

j�t�k
�kj �m

��m�

p�Yt�z�jbk�t� � b�
�

�j � �� � � � � J � k � �� � � � �K� t � �� � � � � L� (14)

The extrinsica posteriori probabilities are therefore

Pr
ext

�bk�t� � bjYL
� �z�� �

pext�bk�t� � b�YL
� �z��

pext�bk�t� � ���YL
� �z�� � pext�bk�t� � ���YL

� �z��
�

�k � �� � � � �K� t � �� � � � � L� (15)

Note that the scaling factor,�h��
k

j , in eqn (7) does not have to be
computed since it is cancelled away in the ratio of eqn (15).

By making the following assignment,

Pr�bk�t� � b� � Pr�bk�t� � bjYL
� �z���

�k � �� � � � �K� t � �� � � � � L� (16)

thea posteriori probabilities generated by theK single-user decoders
can be used as thea priori information in the Bayesian detector. This
is valid since the correlation between the spreading codes and the
convolutional codes is small [5].

To decode the signal after the appropriate number of iterations, let
V d
j�k be the set of states,Skj , such thatdk�j� � d � f�� �g, then the

decision rule is thus given as

X

V �

j�k

�kj �m��kj �m�
dk�j���

�
dk�j���

X

V �

j�k

�kj �m��kj �m��

�j � �� � � � � J � v � �� k � �� � � � �K� (17)

since

�kj �m��kj �m� � hkj p�S
k
j �mjYL

� �z���

�j � �� � � � � J � v � ��k � �� � � � �K� (18)

wherehkj is a constant that will be cancelled away in eqn (17).

IV. COMPLEXITY

Since single-user decoders are used, the complexity of the decoder is
O��v� which is low asv is usually small. The optimum Bayesian
detector has a complexity ofO��K� which dominates for a sys-
tem with a large number of users. Hence, we suggest to replace
the optimum MLSE in the optimum Bayesian detector with the sub-
optimum MLSE. The complexity reduction of the folded trellis sub-
optimum MLSE is discussed in [11]. The complexity of the folded
trellis, which hasK �� states, is in the order ofO�K ��� since the
transition paths converging into the same state has the same trans-
ition metric and recomputation is unnecessary. The complexity of
the Euclidean distance (M�Yt�z��b�t��) computation dependson the
number of possible symbol vectors selected (ns), and is hence of the
orderO�ns�. The computation of the joint likelihoods by the sub-
optimum MLSE does not have to be repeated every iteration. For
every iteration, eqn (5) is recomputed, only thea prior information,
Pr�bk�t� � b�, changes, the joint likelihoods,p�Yt�z�jbk�t� � b�,
remain the same throughout. The computational complexity is thus
O�ns� per iteration. By keepingns to a small value such asK � �,
the complexity is kept low, in the order ofO�K � ��.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

Monte-Carlo simulations were used to obtain the bit error rate (BER).
We consider a system with equal-power users using random spread-
ing codes of processing gain,G � 	. Random codes are considered
in a synchronous environment because the result can be generalised
to a asynchronoussystem and/or a system with multipath effect using
orthogonal codes. The same convolution codes with rate,R � ���,
constraint length,v � 
, and generators (7,5) in octal notation, are
employed for all users. The size of each frame is 128 data informa-
tion bits, givingJ � �
�. A total of 10,000 frames are transmitted.
TheL � ��� sets of encoded symbols of theK users in each frame
are transmitted with different sets of randomly generated spreading
codes.

In [5], the single-user decoders do not extract the extrinsic inform-
ation. Instead of using eqn (15), the following equation is equivalent
to that used:

Pr�bk�t� � bjYL
� �z�� �

p�bk�t� � b�YL
� �z��

p�bk�t� � ���YL
� �z�� � p�bk�t� � ���YL

� �z��
�

�k � �� � � � �K� t � �� � � � � L� (19)

By simulation, we found that if extrinsic information is used, the
performance is better. The results in terms of BER for 3 iterations
are plotted in Figure 3. In the first iteration, the receivers show the
same performance since the extrinsic information only affects the
subsequent iterations which that the use of extrinsic information im-
proves performance. Note the huge improvement in performance at
the second iteration for both cases. As the soft outputs become more
and more correlated after every iteration, the improvement drops rap-
idly. Further iterations show similar trend. The FEC coded single-
user bound has been included to show how close to single-user per-
formance the iterative multiuser detector/decoder can achieve.
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Fig. 3: BER againstEb�N� for a system withK � � users using the

optimum Bayesian multiuser detector.

Figure 4 shows the average BER againstEb�N� for 8 users in
the same system. Hence, the system is highly loaded (K�G � �).
Graphs of the folded trellis sub-optimum partitioned detector/decoder
and the optimum partitioned detector/decoder are both plotted up to
3 iterations. Further iterations do not produce significant improve-
ment in performance. Extrinsic information is considered for both
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receivers since it gives better performance. The folded trellis selects
thenm � � smallest metric sums and out of the associated symbol
vectors, thens � K � � � � most frequently occurring ones are
chosen. From the figure, it is observed that for each iteration, the per-
formance of the optimum and sub-optimum detectors are very close
to each other, except at higherEb�N� where the higher power sig-
nals bring the performance of the optimum receiver even closer to
the single-user bound. This shows that the reduction in complexity
does not have an adverse effect on the approximation made in eqn
(6). Complexity has been reduced fromO���� to O���. Comparing
the graphs in Figure 3 and Figure 4, we observed that increasing the
number of users push the performance curves away from the single-
user bound as expected. However, the degradation is not large despite
the high loading.
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Fig. 4: BER againstEb�N� forK � � users, sub-optimum receiver uses

nm � � metric sums withns � � symbol vectors.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, an iterative multiuser receiver based on the iterative al-
gorithm of Turbo codes is proposed. This receiver performs signal
detection and decoding separately, but iterates between the two using
soft-inputs and soft-outputs. The folded trellis sub-optimum MLSE is
suggested to replace the optimum MLSE in the signal detection por-
tion. It is shown that the performance is still close to the optimum
receiver despite the large reduction in complexity fromO��K� to
O�K � ��. It has also been shown that if the extrinsic informa-
tion extracted by the decoders is used in the detector, performance
improves.
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A Chip Based Multiuser Detector for the Downlink

of a DS-CDMA System using a Folded

State-Transition Trellis

Hak K. Sim and David G. M. Cruickshank

Abstract

The maximum-likelihood sequence estimation (MLSE) multiuser detector has very good performance but at the expense of

high computational complexity. The Viterbi algorithm [1] is employed to implement the MLSE in the asynchronous uplink [2].

In this scheme, the various bit-combinations are taken to be the different states in the decoding trellis. However, the number of

states increases exponentially with the number of active users. We propose a scheme that exploits the feature of power-equality

in the downlink to reduce the number of states involved. Each transmitted chip value can only take a certain number of possible

discrete values. Using these discrete values as the states in the transition trellis diagram and operating the Viterbi algorithm at the

chip level, the number of states is reduced from�K to �K � ��L whereK is the number of users andL is the number of paths in

the multipath channel.

Keywords

Multiuser detection, Code division multiple access, Viterbi detection.

I. INTRODUCTION

I
N a direct-sequence code-division multiple-access (DS-CDMA) system, users are distinguished by using

spreading codes. For the downlink, the base station transmits synchronously to all the mobile users. In

an ideal scenario, each mobile receives the joint signal that is passed through an additive white Gaussian

noise (AWGN) channel. With orthogonal codes, each individual user’s component in the joint signal is
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independent of the other users, and they do not interfere with one another. However, in a practical scenario,

there is a multipath fading effect in the channel, resulting in intersymbol interference [3]. This destroys any

orthogonality of the spreading codes and causes multiple access interference (MAI) from the other users

[4]. The conventional single-user matched filter or RAKE receiver, which decodes and equalises the users

independently, treating the MAI as Gaussian noise [5], could not mitigate the MAI. To overcome the MAI,

multiuser detectors (MUDs) [6, 7] have been suggested where the users are decoded jointly for their mutual

benefits.

The maximum likelihood sequence estimator (MLSE) [2] finds the optimum data bit vector that results

in minimum joint probability. In a realistic multipath environment, symbols are interfered with by symbols

in adjacent intervals. Hence, additional information about the received signal in the bit interval in question

can be obtained by considering other bit intervals as well, and the optimum approach is thus to consider the

entire observation interval [8]. It can be shown that the MLSE detector for a multipath synchronous channel

is to use a RAKE receiver front-end followed by a forward dynamic programming decision algorithm (the

Viterbi algorithm [1, 9]). Although the complexity is no longer dependent on the transmission length due to

the Viterbi algorithm, it is still exponential in the number of users.

The various bit-combinations in the MLSE are taken to be the different states in the decoding trellis.

We proposed a scheme that exploits the feature of power-equality in the downlink to reduce the number of

states involved. Due to the fact that the combined chip values of the spreading codes can only take discrete

values, the number of states can be reduced by using these discrete values as the states in the transition trellis

diagram and operating the Viterbi algorithm at the chip level. This idea was introduced in [10] for the AWGN

channel. This paper extends the basic idea to the multipath environment. Thus, while the number of states

can be reduced, this reduction comes at the expense of running the Viterbi algorithm at a much faster rate

(chip rate).

Section II of this paper describes the multipath fading channel model of the downlink of a DS-CDMA. This

is followed by a discussion of the bit- and chip-based MLSE where it is shown that the outputs of the bank of
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RAKE receivers provide a set of sufficient statistics for the bit-based MLSE in a multipath environment. The

application of the Viterbi algorithm to the chip-based MLSE is also shown in this section. Section IV gives

a brief introduction to the proposed detector in an AWGN environment and then extends it to the multipath

scenario. State-transition trellis diagrams are used to explain the decoding procedure at the chip-level. The

next section gives a detailed analysis of the complexity of the proposed detector in comparison to the optimum

MLSE detector. Simulation results with stationary multipath channels are presented in Section VI. Finally,

in Section VII some conclusions are drawn.

II. THE DS-CDMA DOWNLINK CHANNEL MODEL

The equivalent discrete-time mathematical model for the downlink of a DS-CDMA system will be dis-

cussed in this section. A bit- and chip-synchronous multipath channel withK users sharing the same band-

width is shown in Figure 1. Each user in the system has a pre-assigned spreading waveform,

Sk�z� �
G��X

i��

ci�kz
�i� �k � �� � � � �K� (1)

whereG is the processing gain of the spreading waveform,ci�k � f�����g is thei-th chip value of thek-th

user. It is assumed that the samples are taken at chip rate. Consider a BPSK modulated system that uses only

short spreading codes. The assumptions of short codes and BPSK are not limitations of the proposed scheme

but to simplify description and analysis. The proposed scheme can even be extended to systems with different

users using different processing gains without much difficulty. The input bit sequences for different users are

identically independently distributed (i.i.d) and equiprobable.

Consider a multipath channel withL paths and a delay spread greater than one chip period. From the per-

spective of each individual mobile, signals from all the users pass through the same channel in the downlink.

The normalised channel impulse response is

H�z� �

L��X

l��

hlz
�l� (2)
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Fig. 1. Synchronous multipath system model

wherehl is the path coefficient of thel-th path. We assume that each user transmitsM bits with constant

power. The noiseless received signal of the entire data transmission is

X�z� � H�z�
M��X

m��

z�Gm
KX

k��

Sk�z�
p
Pkbk�m�

� R
T �z�PB�z�� (3)

The vector,R�z� � �R��z�� � � � � RK�z��T , is the overall channel response due to spreading and multipath

effect, whereRk�z� � H�z�Sk�z� is a sequence of lengthG � L � �. TheK � K diagonal matrix,P �

diagfpP�� � � � �
p
PKg, represents the channel attenuations of the users, wherePk is the received power of

thek-th user. The vector,

B�z� �
M��X

m��

b�m�z�Gm (4)

is the entire input bit sequence vector, whereb�m� � �b��m�� � � � � bK�m��T is the input bit vector at them-th

interval, withbk�m� � f�����g representing them-th input bit symbol of thek-th user.

The received signal is thusY �z� � X�z� � N�z�, whereN�z� is the AWGN signal, which has zero mean

and two-sided power spectral density equal toNo��. Two assumptions are made here: the receiver knows

exactly the received power and the spreading codes of the users, and the channel attenuation is generalised to

be real for analysing coherent methods.
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III. T HE BIT-BASED AND CHIP-BASED MLSE DETECTORS

The MLSE detector is optimum in the sense that it performs a search over all the possible transmitted

sequences,X�z�, by comparing the likelihood ratios when the transmitted bits of the users are equiprobable

and independent [11]. The sequence that is closest to the observation,Y �z�, is then selected as the decoded

sequence. Mathematically, it is

�B�z� � arg min
B�z��f�����gMK

��
�

G�M����L��X
i��

�yi � xi�B�z����

��
� (5)

� arg max
B�z��f�����gMK

��
�

G�M����L��X
i��

�
�yixi � x�i �B�z��

�
��
� � (6)

wherexi��� andyi are the coefficients ofz�i in X�z� andY �z� respectively. Brute-force exhaustive search

would have complexity�MK; however�B�z� has the right structure to employ the Viterbi algorithm which res-

ults in significantly better complexity. Implementing the MLSE using Viterbi algorithm in the asynchronous

uplink, for both the AWGN channel and the multipath channel, has been shown in [2] and [12] respectively.

The outputs of the bank of matched filters or the RAKE receivers provide the sufficient statistics to perform

the Viterbi algorithm at the bit-level. In the downlink, where the system is synchronous, Viterbi algorithm

can also be employed if there is multipath in the channel. Appendix A shows how the bit-based MLSE can

be implemented with a RAKE receiver front-end without any degradation in performance. It should be em-

phasised here that the outputs of the RAKE receivers should not be viewed as a set of pre-processed signals

but as a set of sufficient statistics.

The MLSE can also be implemented at chip-level, that is without first matched filtering the signal with the

spreading codes of the users. Instead of implementing eqn (6), eqn (5) can be used. At each chip, the squares

of the differences between the received chip value and all the possible noiseless chip values are computed.

We will call each of these values the Euclidean metric.

Although the noiseless chip values,xi�B�z��, can be calculated using eqn (3), it not only has to be based on

the entire transmitted bit sequences but is also exponential in the message length. We proceed to show that a
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discrete-time system can be found such that it can be solved efficiently by the forward dynamic programming

algorithm (the Viterbi algorithm). Starting from eqn (3),

X�z� �
MX

m��

�
G��X
i��

r
T
i z
�i
Pb�m� �

L��X
j��

r
T
G�jz

�j
Pb�m� ��

�
z�Gm

�
MX
m��

z�Gm
G��X
i��

xi�b�m� ���b�m��z�i� (7)

whereri � �ri��� � � � � ri�K�T , andri�k is the coefficient ofz�i in Rk�z�. We have also made use of the fact that

b�m� � � for m � �� andm � M .

The inner summation consists of all the noiseless chip values,xi�b�m����b�m��, in them-th message bit

interval. Thei-th chip value ofxi��� is independent of the previous bits ifi � L��. Only the firstL�� chips

are interfered with by the previous bits. Eqn (7) shows that the noiseless chip values can be calculated just

based on the current bits and (if necessary) the previous bits. These chip values repeat every bit interval, so

they can be calculated regardless of the message length. Decoding can begin immediately once the signal is

received and does not have to be delayed until transmission ends. Hence, the Viterbi algorithm can be readily

applied to calculate the Euclidean metrics at each chip. Note that this implementation yields the same result

as that implemented at bit-level since we are not making any assumptions or approximations, though it has to

run at a higher speed since processing is carried out at chip level.

The state-transition trellis of a 2-user system for the AWGN channel is shown in Figure 2 and was de-

scribed in [10]. It is a�K-state trellis with only “horizontal” transitions allowed, which is equivalent to

making memoryless decisions in a�K-symbol alphabet. If the channel exhibits multipath properties, the trel-

lis expands between bits whenever intersymbol interference arises, and collapses when the interference from

the previous bits dies away. For illustration, consider a 2-user system with a multipath of lengthL � 	. The

state-transition trellis is given in Figure 3 which shows the transition between 2 adjacent bit-intervals, the

�m���-th andm-th bit-intervals. The trellis is expanded when transiting from the last chip of the�m���-th

interval to the first chip of them-th interval. The state of the expanded trellis at thei-th chip is described as
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(bj�m����bp�m�� i), wherebj�m��� �j � �� � � � � �K� andbp�m� �p � �� � � � � �K� are possible bit vectors

in the�m � ��-th andm-th intervals respectively. Each state in the�m � ��-th interval is expanded into�K

states, resulting in a total of�K states and transition paths each. Each transition path is labelled with the

value ofxi�bj�m� ���bp�m��. Even though the trellis collapses at the third chip, there are still�K transition

paths, only that�K of them converge into a state. At each terminating state of this transition path, a decision

can be made to select the survival path, which is the one with the smallest metric sum. Therefore, there will

be a total of�K survival paths. The fourth chip (i � L � �) is only dependent on the current bits, hence

only �K noiseless received chip values or transition paths are possible. The states, (bj�m�� i), and transitions,

xi�bj�m��, in the collapsed trellis, do not involve the previous bit vector.
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(10,G-1)

(01,G-1)

(00,G-1)

(10,0)

(11,0)

(00,0)

(00,-1)
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x2(01)

x2(10)

x2(11)

xG-1(00)

xG-1(01)

xG-1(10)

xG-1(11)

Fig. 2. State-transition trellis for AWGN channel

If any other path to each state replaces the survival path in any overall path, then the path metric would

be larger. This is the basis of the Viterbi algorithm. Once the survival paths have been selected, they can be

traced back. If all the survival paths originate from a particular state, then the bit vector associated with this

state is the decoded bit vector.

IV. THE FOLDED STATE-TRANSITION TRELLIS

In this section, we devise a scheme to fold up the state-transition trellis such that the number of states

involved is reduced. We assume equal power for all the users (P � Pk �k � �� � � � �K�). The transmitted
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Fig. 3. State-transition trellis for multipath channel

signal is given by

V �z� �
p
P

M��X

m��

z�Gm
G��X

i��

vi�b�m��z�i� (8)

where

vi�b�m�� �
KX

k��

ci�kbk�m� �i � �� � � � � G� �� (9)

takes discrete values from�K toK in steps of� sinceci�k andbk�m� only take the two possible values -1 or

+1. Total number of discrete values isK � �. Let vi�d �d � �� � � � �K� be all theK � � possible values of

vi�b�m�� and if all these values are used as the states in the trellis, the trellis is folded up. The folded trellis is

generated based on the transmitted signal given by eqn (8) and not the noiseless received signals even though

they are scaled version of each other in an AWGN channel. To illustrate the folding of the trellis, consider

a 2-user case with spreading codesf-1,-1,1,-1,-1,-1,1g andf-1,1,1,-1,-1,1,1g. Hence the resulting complete
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AWGN trellis is shown in Figure 4. Using theK � � � � discrete values of -2, 0 and 2 as the states in the

transition trellis diagram, the trellis can be folded up as shown in Figure 5.

The transition value pertaining to the transition path entering statevi�d is xi�b� �
p
Pvi�d � xi�vi�d� since

vi�d andb are related. As more than one value ofb can result in the samevi�d, more than one bit-combination

can be associated with each state. The bit-combinations associated with each state are given in the transition

paths of the 3-state trellis (see Figure 5). For example, node (0,2) in Figure 5 corresponds to nodes (01,2) and

(10,2) in Figure 4, hence the associated bit-combinations are 01 and 10.
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Fig. 4. Complete state-transition trellis
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Fig. 5. Single-chip folded state-transition trellis

Despite the reduction in the number of states, a one-to-one correspondence still exists between the two

trellis and no information is lost as all the possible chip sequences can still be traced out. Although one-to-

one mapping between the combinations of transmitted bits and combinations of transmitted chips exists along

the trellis, it is lost when the Viterbi algorithm is applied. The reason is that we do not have enough paths

between stages to represent all possible combinations of the transmitted bits. As a result of the crossings in the

folded trellis, a decision is made based on the metric sums, whenever two or more transition paths converge

at a state (Viterbi algorithm). The path associated with the smallest metric sum is selected and the other

paths discarded. The metric values pertaining to the paths emerging from this node add on to this selected
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metric sum. At the end of the bit interval, the survival path which corresponds to the smallest metric sum

can be traced out. For example, if the survival path isf(0,-1),(-2,0),(0,1),(-2,2),(2,3),(2,4),(0,5),(2,6)g, then

the bit-combinations associated with the survival path and the respective states are given in Table I. As each

state is associated with 1 or more bit-combinations, the total number of occurrences of each bit-combination

is determined for the entire survival path. The bit-combination with the highest frequency of occurrences at

the end of the interval is selected to be the decoded bits. In the example, bit-combination 00 occurs 5 times

while bit-combination 11 has 4 occurrences. Hence, 00 is the decoded bit-combination. If 2 or more bit-

combinations have the same highest frequency of occurrences, then the complete trellis search is performed

on this subset.

state (-2,0) (0,1) (-2,2) (2,3) (2,4) (0,5) (2,6)
bit-combination 11 00,11 00 00 00 00,11 11

TABLE I
BIT-COMBINATIONS ASSOCIATED WITH THE STATES OF THE SURVIVAL PATH

The folded trellis is sub-optimum because a decision has to be made whenever two or more paths converge

towards a state (Viterbi algorithm) within the folded trellis. For example, at node (0,1) in Figure 5, the metric

sums corresponding to pathf(0,-1),(-2,0),(0,1)g and pathf(0,-1),(2,0),(0,1)g are compared, and the path with

the smaller metric sum is selected while the other path is discarded. Pathf(0,-1),(-2,0),(0,1)g is selected in

the survival path shown in Table I. A wrong decision at this point due to large noise power causes the wrong

transition path to be selected and thus the correct bit-combination associated with the correct transition path

is lost at this stage. It is obvious that no such decision has to be made for the complete trellis case and

thus optimum performance is obtained. A wrong decision at a node does not necessary imply the wrong

bit-combination is decoded eventually. Consider the survival path given in Table I, the actual transmitted

bit-combination is 00, hence a wrong decision has been made at node (0,1) since the survival path contains

node (-2,0) instead of (2,0). However, the right decision is still made eventually.

Multiple chips can be grouped together and taken as the states too. Consider the same 2-user example,
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Figure 6 illustrates how this can be achieved. The states used are all the possible combinations ofnc of the

K � � discrete valuesvi�d �d � �� � � � �K� if there arenc chips per state. Asvi�d denotes thed-th discrete

value of thei-th chip, the noiseless received chip signals or the transition values can be expressed in terms of

the discrete values asxi�vi�d� [10]. Using multiple chips per state reduces the number of discarded paths and

hence improves the performance since information is lost whenever a decision is made. Obviously, if all the

chips are grouped together as one state, then the performance would approach that of the MLSE since there

would be no decision-making until the end of the bit-interval. Therefore, by varying the number of chips used

per state, the performance lies between that of the MLSE and the single-chip folded trellis.
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Fig. 6. Folded state-transition trellis for AWGN channel with 2 chips per state

The folded trellis is also applicable to the multipath environment. From eqn (8), the noiseless received
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signal,X�z� � H�z�V �z�, is given as

X�z� �
p
P

L��X

l��

hlz
�l

M��X

m��

z�Gm
G��X

i��

vi�b�m��z�i

�
p
P

MX

m��

z�Gm
G��X

i��

L��X

l��

hlvrem�i�l�G�G��b�m� b�i� l��Gc��z�i

�
MX

m��

z�Gm
G��X

i��

xi�vrem�i�L���G�G��d� � � � � vrem�i�G�G��d�z
�i� (10)

wherebxc is the largest integer that is not greater thanx and rem�x� y� is the remainder ofx divided byy.

Again, we have assumed thatb�m� � � for m � �� andm � M . Eqn (10) and eqn (7) are similar except

that one expressesxi��� in terms of the transmitted discrete chip values while the other expresses it in terms

of the bit-combinations.

Due to the multipath effect, each received chip signal is affected byL consecutive chips if there areL

paths as shown in eqn (10). Hence, the number of states in the trellis is affected by the number of paths in

the channel. For example, ifL � �, then the number of chips used must be greater than 1. This is because

each noiseless received chip signal is dependent on 3 chips but each transition path only involves 2 successive

chips if there is only 1 chip per state. Hence, the number of chips per state must be greater or equal toL� �.

We have chosenL chips per state in all examples so as not to increase complexity too much. The number of

paths is about 5 in a 1 Mchips/s IS-95 downlink environment with a delay spread of��s.

Considering the same example, Figure 7 shows the folded trellis in a multipath case, assuming that

the received signal comes from 2 different paths, i.e.L � �. In general, theG chips are first divided

into g � bG�Lc groups withL non-repeating chips each. LetVn�s �n � 	� � � � � G � �g � ���L � �� �

�
 s � 	� � � � � �K � ��L � �� be thes-th state of groupn. The states in groupn �n � 	� � � � � g � ��

are henceVn�s � �vnL�d� � � � � v�n���L���d�. The remaining chips are grouped such that each time there is

only 1 new chip, the otherL � � chips come from the previous stage, i.e., the states in groupn �n �

g� � � � � G � �g � ���L � �� � �� areVn�s � �vrem��g����L����n�G��d� � � � � vrem�g�L����n�G��d�. The trellis ex-

tends to the next bit interval and the groups repeat. The noise-free received chip signals or transition values
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in eqn (10),xi�vrem�i�L���G�G��d� � � � � vrem�i�G�G��d� � xi�Vn�s� Vn���s� �i � �� � � � � G � ��, are related to

the discrete transmitted chip values, and in turn dependent on the states where each transition path ori-

ginates and/or terminates. Note that if all the related chip values can be found in one state, i.e.,Vn�s �

�vrem�i�L���G�G��d� � � � � vrem�i�G�G��d�, then the transition value is only dependent on one state,xi�Vn�s�.

For the transition paths between the firstg groups, there areL noise-free received chip signals associ-

ated with each path. TheseL associated transition values for each transition path emerging from state

Vn�s �n � �� � � � � g � �� arexi�Vn�s� Vn���s�� � � � � xi�L���Vn�s� Vn���s� wherei � �n � ��L � �. As for

the transition paths between the remaining groups, only one noise-free received chip signal is associated with

each path. Hence, for transition paths emerging from stateVn�s �n � g � �� � � � � G � �g � ���L � �� � ��,

the noise-free received chip value for each path isxi�Vn�s� wherei � rem�g�L� �� � n�G�. The Euclidean

metric for each transition path is calculated as

Mm�n� Vn�s� Vn���s� ��������
������

�yj � xj�Vn�s��� n � g � �� � � � � G � �g � ���L � ��� ��

j � rem�g�L � �� � n�G�

P�n���L��
j��n���L���yj � xj�Vn�s� Vn���s��� n � �� � � � � g � �

� (11)

Again, each transition path is associated with 1 or more bit-combinations. The occurrences of the bit-

combinations determine the final decision on the decoded bit vector as shown in the decoding procedure [10].

The repetition of the chips during the multipath effected transition stages repeats the occurrences of the bit-

combinations, and since the metric sums of the paths are more reliable at the end of the interval due to the

accumulation of the metrics, decisions made here should be more reliable than those made early in the bit

interval and thus put more weight on the correct bit-combination, in a sense biasing the occurrences of the

bit-combinations. The right decisions for the lastL� � chips of the current interval imply the right decisions

for the firstL�� chips in the next interval. Another reason for repeating the chips is to reduce the complexity

which is discussed in Section V.
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Fig. 7. Folded state-transition trellis for multipath channel with 2 chips per state

As illustrated, the folded trellis for the multipath channel is still based on the transmitted discrete chip

values. Another important point to note here is that the trellis remains exactly the same even if the coefficients

of the multipath channel vary. The multipath effect only changes the transition values and not the number

of states or transition paths. The transmitted signals are scaled version of the chip values in the state and

remain the same regardless of the channel. Each transition path in the trellis represents one and only one

transmitted sequence ofL chips, even though it may arise from more than one bit-combination. For example,

the transition path from���� �� in group 3 to������ in group 4 corresponds to a transmitted sequence with

the fifth and sixth chip values equal to��
p
P and 0 respectively. This gives rise to one and only one noiseless

received chip signal regardless of the coefficients of the multipath channel. This noiseless multipath-corrupted

received chip value formulated by eqn (10),x��V��s�, is the transition value pertaining to this transition path.

V. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS

In Figure 3, the number of states increases by a factor of�K at the junction of 2 bit intervals, while in Figure

7, the number of states does not increase, even though the number of transition paths increases. Hence, in a
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multipath situation, the number of states per chip is�K (exponential inK) and�K � ��L for the complete

trellis and the folded trellis respectively. The complexity of the complete trellis chip-based MLSE is hence

�K as a metric has to be calculated for each transition path out of each state. Similarly, the complexity of the

bit-based MLSE is also�K as shown in eqn (20) that the transition metric is dependent on the�K possible

bit-combinations of the previous and current bit intervals1.

As the structure of the folded trellis depends on the nature of the spreading codes, the exact complexity

varies with the code set. However, we can determine the lower and upper complexity bounds. The complexity

depends on the number of metric computations. Since each transition path corresponds to a metric, the

computational complexity is equivalent to the number of transition paths if the metrics in these paths are

different. However, there are many transition paths with the same metric and recomputation is unnecessary.

Consider the first multipath transition stage (from group 3 to group 4 in Figure 7 or from groupG�g�L�����

to groupG � g�L � �� in general). TheK � � transition values pertaining to theK � � transition paths

emerging out of each state are the same since each transition value,x��V��s�, is only affected byL � �

chips, namely chip 5 and chip 6 (state value in group 3), which are the same for all these transition paths.

Hence, the resulting Euclidean metrics of these transition paths,�y� � x��V��s���, are also the same. By

using serial software implementation of the algorithm, the computation of these transition metrics does not

have to be repeated. The computational complexity for this particular stage thus ranges fromK � � to

min��K � �K � ��L�. The lower complexity bound ofK � � occurs if there are onlyK � � active states

(states from which transition paths enter and exit) in group 3. This is possible if the last 2 chip values of

the 2 spreading codes are for examplef-1,-1g andf1,1g. This gives rise to onlyK � � � � possible states,

(-2,-2), (0,0) and (2,2). However, in other situations, the number of active states can be as high as�K (which

is the case shown in Figure 7) or�K � ��L (which occurs if�K � �K � ��L and paths originate from all the

�K � ��L possible states) which gives rise to the complexity of�K or �K � ��L respectively. Thus, we see

that the number of states (�K � ��L) serves as a constraint on the complexity when�K becomes large.

�It is noted that this�K complexity could be reduced to�K through the introduction of a guard band or by ignoring the interchip interference
for modest delay spreads.
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Similarly, for transition paths in the next stage (between groups 4 and 0 in Figure 7 or all the transitions

stages from groupG � g�L � �� to group� in general), we only have to perform the metric computation for

one transition path emerging from each active state, the remaining paths out of the same state have the same

metric. The computational complexity of this stage ranges from�K � ��� tomin��K� �K � ��L�. The lower

bound corresponds to the case when there are�K���� active states in group 4 due to�K���� transition paths

in the previous stage terminating in different states of group 4 assuming that each of theK � � (minimum)

active states in group 3 hasK � � transition paths. For this stage, the transition values,x��V��s�, are affected

by one chip in the previous interval (chip 6) and one chip in the current interval (chip 0), hence there is a

maximum of�K possible transition paths since there are�K possible bit-combinations, as we have shown

in Figure 3. However, most of the bit-combinations have similar chip 6 and chip 0 values, resulting in a

reduction in the number of transition paths and also all paths with similar transition values emerge from the

same state. As only one metric needs to be calculated for all transition paths out of each state, the upper

complexity bound is thus the number of available states which is again�K � ��L. Hence, if�K � �K � ��L,

the complexity is constrained by the number of states. For example in Figure 7, complexity is�K � ��L � �

since�K � �, this is a reduction in complexity compared with the optimum MLSE (�K). For a value of

K � 	 andL � 
, the optimum MLSE is about 12 times more complex than the upper complexity bound of

the folded trellis. For larger values ofK, the complexity reduction is even greater. We can view the second

term of the upper complexity bound,min��K � �K ���L�, as the factor that limits the complexity to a feasible

level.

The remaining stages in the trellis are not affected by the symbols in the adjacent interval. As discussed

earlier the minimum possible number of active states isK � �, thus the minimum number of transition paths

possible is alsoK � � with the assumption of one path per state. In this portion of the trellis, the chip

values are not repeated in adjacent stage and the transition values are not only dependent on the state values

in the group where the transition paths originate but also on the state values in the group where the paths

terminate. Hence, even if the transition paths emerge from the same state, they give different metrics and
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so the computational complexity is equivalent to the number of transition paths. As the chip values are not

repeated in adjacent stage, there is no limitation to the transition paths here (Note that due to the fact that

there is only 1 new chip value per state in groups 3, 4 and 0, each state can only transit to a maximum of

K�� other states in the next group). Hence, each state can transit to a maximum of�K���L states, resulting

in a total of�K � ���L possible transition paths. However, the number of possible transition paths cannot be

greater than the number of possible bit-combinations which is only�K since it is independent of bits in the

adjacent interval. Thus the upper complexity bound here ismin��K� �K � ���L�. In Figure 4, the number of

users is onlyK � �, therefore the maximum number of transition paths is 4 as shown in the figure. Note

that we have repeated the chip values for groups 2 and 3 of Figure 7, as in the first portion of the trellis,

the upper complexity bound here becomesmin��K� �K � ��L� which has reduced by a factor of�K � ��L

from the former case. However, the repetition is not carried out for all the chips because the bottleneck of

the complexity lies in the first portion of the trellis, since it can be as high as�K if it is not suppressed by the

folded trellis. WhenK � �� andL � �, complexity of the multipath layers is�K � ��L which is then less

than�K, hence in this situation it is a good idea to use repeated chip values throughout which is analogous to

a folded trellis with a single chip per state.

Therefore, the dominating computational complexity lies in the expanded portion of the trellis, the lower

and upper complexity bounds of the folded trellis for the multipath channel are thus�K���� andmin��K � �K�

��L� respectively. The complexity comparison between the folded trellis detector and the optimum MLSE

detector is plotted in Figure 8. The figure shows that this scheme is best for a system with a small number of

multipath components and a large number of users since its complexity grows exponentially with the number

of multipath components and not with the number of users under these conditions. The complexity of the

folded trellis is never greater than that of the original complete trellis MLSE according to the upper complex-

ity bound. Furthermore, in most cases complexity is near the lower bound. For example, the complexity is

usually�K � ��� � 	 (lower complexity bound) or�� � min���� ��� for K � � andL � �. Table II gives

some codes withG � 
 that resulted in these two complexity values. IfL � � andK � �, �K � ��L � �K ,
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thus upper complexity bound is�K � ��L � ���	�, we expect transition paths emerging from all the pos-

sible states if the actual complexity is equal to the maximum complexity. By randomly generating a set of

spreading codes, it was found that the folded trellis actually had a complexity of only 1424. Again, we note

that the possible complexity reduction comes at the price of having the Viterbi algorithm run at the chip rate

rather than the symbol rate. However, it is difficult to quantify this additional cost. In addition, the amount of

reduction possible is intimately tied to the realization of the spreading codes.

Completet trellis (MLSE)
Folded trellis (upper complexity bound)
Folded trellis (lower complexity bound)
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Fig. 8. Complexity comparison between the folded trellis detector and the optimum MLSE detector.

Complexity in multipath effected section Spreading codes
(metric value calculations/chip)

9 f-1 1 -1 -1 1 1 1g & f1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1g
f1 1 1 1 -1 -1 1g & f-1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1g
f-1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 1g & f-1 1 -1 1 1 1 1g
f1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1g & f1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 1g

12 f1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1g & f-1 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1g
f1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1g & f-1 -1 1 1 1 -1 -1g
f-1 1 1 1 1 1 1g & f-1 -1 -1 1 1 1 1g

f-1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 -1g & f-1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 1g

TABLE II
TABLE OF ACTUAL FOLDED TRELLIS COMPLEXITY FOR SOME PAIRS OF SPREADING CODES WITHG � �,K � � AND L � �.
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VI. SIMULATION RESULTS

Monte-Carlo simulations were used to obtain the bit error rate (BER). The proposed scheme was simulated

for multipath channels with equal-power users using random spreading codes. Random codes are chosen

because it models the use of long spreading codes [13], allows for interferer diversity [14] such as different

processing gains for different interferers, and the performance of a synchronous system using random codes

is on average the same as that of an asynchronous system [15].

First, we consider a system with a processing gain ofG � ��, Eb�N� of 7 dB and a channel impulse

response of

H�z� � ����� 	 ��
��z�� 	 �����z�� 	 ��
��z�� 	 �����z��� (12)

The simulation was repeated using 200 frames with a frame size of 100000 bits and each frame uses a different

set of random codes. Figure 9 shows the simulation results. Other MUDs such as the RAKE receiver and the

minimum mean square estimator (MMSE) detector [16] were also simulated. The folded trellis usesL � �

chips per state. Note that the MMSE detector in the multipath case has a filter length equal toG 	 L � �

in order to capture all the signal energy that originated from the desired data bit [17]. The complete trellis

scheme (MLSE) for the multipath case was also plotted. The folded trellis scheme performs very close to

the complete trellis. Note that for the single-user case, the proposed scheme has the same performance as the

optimum MLSE because the two possible paths never crossed. Note that the folded trellis and the complete

trellis simulations were carried out for a Viterbi truncation length of 2 bit intervals in order to keep the length

of the trellis at a feasible value.

Next, we consider a non-symmetric multipath environment with impulse response (L � )

H�z� � ����� 	 ����z�� 	 �����z��� (13)

This system uses a lower processing gain ofG � � but with a higher signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) ofEb�N� � �
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Fig. 9. BER against number of active users forEb�N� � � dB andG � ��

dB. The simulation was repeated using 5000 frames with a frame size of 100 bits. The simulation results are

plotted in Figure 10.

The figure shows that by increasing the SNR, the performance of the folded trellis is even closer to the

MLSE detector. This is because the errors in the folded trellis are mainly due to noise and not due to MAI.

The folding up of the original complete trellis does not remove any transition path from the trellis but merely

combines paths that have similar transition values or noiseless received values (even in multipath scenario)

which happen frequently due to equal-power transmission. The folded trellis also reduces the number of

states and results in merging and divergence of transition paths. Due to the fact that no transition paths have

been removed from the original trellis, all the possible hypothesis in each layer (or chip) are tested by the

calculation of the square-law metrics, and errors are hence mainly due to noise.
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Fig. 10. BER against number of active users forEb�N� � � dB andG � �

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a MUD for the downlink of the DS-CDMA systems is proposed. It has been shown that

the bit-based MLSE can also be operated at the chip level using a trellis diagram. The proposed detector

folds up the original trellis such that the number of states involved is reduced from�K to �K � ��L for the

multipath channel and consequently the resultant complexity ismin��K� �K���L� versus�K for the original

algorithm. The folded trellis has been illustrated for the multipath scenario. The new detector uses all the

possible transmitted discrete chip values as the states instead of all the possible bit-combinations. Simulation

results of the proposed detector were compared with the optimum MLSE. It is found that the performance

of the folded trellis detector is close to the MLSE especially for large SNR, since the proposed detector is

mainly limited by noise and not MAI.

This paper suggests a technique of reducing the number of states but the decoding procedure which is in

terms of the occurrences of the bit-combinations may not be optimum. Hence, future work includes other
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decoding procedure such as giving different weights to the decisions made at different stages in the trellis.

APPENDIX

I. IMPLEMENTING THE BIT-BASED MLSE WITH VITERBI ALGORITHM

The following proof shows the implementation of the MLSE using the Viterbi algorithm in the downlink

of a DS-CDMA system. Eqn (6) can be rewritten as

�B�z� � arg max
B�z��f�����gMK

��hY �z��X�z�i � hX�z��X�z�i� � (14)

where

hY �z��X�z�i �
X

i

yixi� (15)

First, consider

hY �z��X�z�i � hY �z��RT �z�PB�z�i

�
M��X

m��

hY �z��RT �z�z�GmiPb�m�� (16)

wherehY �z��RT �z�z�Gmi is actually the output of the RAKE matched filter bank in them-th message

interval. Even though each value ofhY �z��RT �z�z�Gmi is not a sufficient statistics for the detection of

b�m�, the entire sequence of outputs of the RAKE receiver is a sufficient statistics for the selection of the

most likely sequence,B�z�.
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Next, the second term is expanded as,

hX�z��X�z�i � hBT �z�PR�z��RT �z�PB�z�i

�
M��X

m��

�
b
T �m�PhR�z��RT �z�iPb�m�

��bT �m� ��PhR�z��RT �z�z�GiPb�m�
�
� (17)

making use of the fact thatb�m� � � for m � � and

hR�z�z�Gj �RT �z�z�Gmi �

����
���

hR�z��RT �z�i if j � m

� if jj �mj � �

� (18)

The second condition is due to the fact that all the components ofR�z� are of lengthG � L � � � �G, or

simply, the bits that are more than 1 bit interval away from each other do not interfere with each other.

Hence, the decision rule can be expressed as a sum of metrics,

�B�z� � arg max
B�z��f�����gMK

M��X
m��

�m�b�m� ���b�m��� (19)

with the transition metric given as

�m�b�m� ���b�m�� � �hY �z��RT �z�z�GmiPb�m�

�bT �m�PhR�z��RT �z�iPb�m�

��bT �m� ��PhR�z��RT �z�z�GiPb�m�� (20)

Each metric can be computed using the current RAKE receiver output, a subset of control sequences,b�m�,

and the set of transmitted sequences,b�m���. Therefore, this is a discrete time deterministic control problem

with additive cost and finite input and state spaces, so the Viterbi algorithm can be readily applied.
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In an AWGN channel,Rk�z� � Sk�z���k � �� � � � �K� and the RAKE receiver reduces to the conventional

matched filter bank. SinceSk�z� is of lengthG, there is no interference from the other bit intervals. The last

term in eqn (20) becomes 0 sincehR�z��RT �z�z�Gi � �. Hence, the transition metric,�m���, does not

involve any other bit-interval and a decision can be made for the bit interval in question based on these

metrics.
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Abstract

The maximum-likelihood sequence estimation (MLSE) multiuser detector has very good performance

but at the expense of the exponentially increasing number of states with the number of users. A scheme

that exploits the feature of power-equality in the downlink to reduce the number of states involved has been

proposed in [1]. In this paper, the folded trellis detector is combined with the MLSE. The main idea here is

to use the folded trellis which has a linear complexity to preselect a subset of the bit-combinations and then

apply MLSE to this much smaller set.

1 Introduction

In a direct-sequence code-division multiple-access (DS-CDMA) system, users are distinguished by using

unique spreading codes. However, the multipath fading effect in the channel causes intersymbol interfer-

ence. This destroys any orthogonality of the spreading codes and causes multiple access interference (MAI)

from the other users. To overcome the MAI, multiuser detectors (MUDs) have been suggested where the

users are decoded jointly for their mutual benefits.

The maximum likelihood sequence estimator (MLSE) [2], which finds the optimum data bit vector that

results in minimum joint probability, has exponential complexity growth with the number of users. The

various bit-combinations in the MLSE are taken to be the different states in the decoding trellis. A scheme

that exploits the feature of power-equality in the downlink to reduce the number of states involved has

been proposed in [1]. There is of course a tradeoff between the performance and the complexity. The

complexity of this scheme depends on the number of chips used per state. Small number of chips per

state is favourable due to its low complexity but at the expense of performance. In this paper, we suggest

a better utilisation of the resources, since similar performance to MLSE receiver can be achieved with a

lower complexity. The basic idea here is to use the original folded trellis which has 1 chip per state to select

those bit-combinations that are more likely to be transmitted, after which the MLSE criteria is performed

on this much smaller subset of bit-combinations. If the transmitted bit-combination is always among those

selected bit-combinations, the performance would be that of the MLSE. As the folded trellis has discarded

most of the unlikely bit-combinations, the MLSE is only applied to a few bit-combinations, thereby limiting

the complexity to a reasonable level.

The next section describes the downlink channel model. Section 3 recaps the MLSE and the folded
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trellis. The performance-complexity tradeoff of the folded trellis is explained with the help of a state-

transition trellis diagram. The following section looks at the new detector which comprises a folded trellis

detector and a MLSE detector. The complexity of the proposed detector is compared with the optimum

MLSE in Section 5. Simulation results are presented in Section 6. Finally, in Section 7 some conclusions

are drawn.

2 The DS-CDMA Downlink Channel Model

The equivalent discrete-time mathematical model for the downlink of a DS-CDMA system will be dis-

cussed in this section. We consider a bit- and chip-synchronous AWGN channel withK users sharing the

same bandwidth. Each user in the system has a pre-assigned spreading waveform,

Sk�z� �
G��X

i��

ci�kz
�i� �k � �� � � � �K� (1)

whereG is the processing gain of the spreading waveform,ci�k � f�����g is thei-th chip value of the

k-th user. It is assumed that the received samples are taken at the chip rate. We consider a BPSK modulated

system. The input bit sequences for different users are identically independently distributed (i.i.d) and

equiprobable. From the perspective of each individual mobile, signals from all the users pass through the

same channel in the downlink.

Assume that each user transmits with constant power. In the synchronous AWGN downlink channel,

each bit interval is independent of the other bit intervals without intersymbol interference. Hence, we can

simply consider a bit interval. The assumption of an AWGN channel is for the ease of explanation and is

not a limitation of the proposed detector [3]. The noiseless received signal in a bit interval can be expressed

as

X�z� �
KX

k��

Sk�z�
p
Pkbk �

G��X

i��

xi�b�z
�i� (2)

whereb � �b�� � � � � bK�T is the input bit vector,bk � f�����g is the input bit symbol of thek-th user,Pk

represents the received power of thek-th user, andxi�b� is thei-th noiseless received chip signal in a bit

interval as a result of transmitting the data vectorb.

The received signal, isY �z� � X�z��N �z�, whereN �z� is the AWGN signal, which has zero mean and
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two-sided power spectral density equal toNo��. We have made the assumptions that the receiver knows

exactly the received power and the spreading codes of the users, and the channel attenuation is generalised

to be real for analysing coherent methods.

3 The MLSE and the Folded Trellis Detectors

3.1 The MLSE detector

The MLSE detector is optimum in the sense that it finds the input bit sequence which maximises the

conditional probability, or likelihood of the observation sequence. Mathematically, the input bit vector for

one interval is decoded as

�b � arg min
b�f�����gK

G��X

i��

�yi � xi�b��
� (3)

� arg max
b�f�����gK

�
�

KX
k��

p
Pkbk

G��X
i��

yici�k �

G��X
i��

x�i �b�

�
� (4)

whereyi is the coefficient ofz�i in Y �z� and
PG��

i�� yici�k is the output of thek-th user’s matched filter [2].

However, this implies an exhaustive search over the�K possible sequences.

The MLSE operates at the chip level if eqn (3) is used and at the bit level if eqn (4) is used instead. We

call the respective detectors the chip-based MLSE (CBMLSE) and the bit-based MLSE (BBMLSE). Both

implementations yield exactly the same performance thereotically, since no approximation has been made.

3.2 The folded trellis detector

The folded trellis [1] operates at the chip level using all the possible unit-power transmitted chip values

as the states in the state-transition trellis, instead of using the bit-combinations. This reduces the number of

states from�K (exponential) toK�	 (linear) and folds up the state-transition trellis, resulting in a reduction

in complexity. For example, a 2-user case with spreading codesf-1,-1,1,-1,-1,-1,1g andf-1,1,1,-1,-1,1,1g

results in a single-chip folded trellis as shown in Figure 1.

Let

Ui�di� � �di �K di � 
� � � � �K (5)

represents theK � 	 discrete values at thei-th chip andU � �U��d��� � � � � UG���dG����T be the vector
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Figure. 1. Single-chip folded state-transition trellis

that represents a path in the trellis. IfU� is the set that consists of all the�K possible paths that correspond

to the�K bit-combinations, then the minimum metric sum is given as

Mmin � min
U�U�

G��X

i��

h
yi �

p
PUi�di�

i�
� (6)

The metric sum measures the Euclidean distance between the received signal vector,Y �z�, and one of the

�K possible noise-free received signal vectors,X�z�. The signal vector,X�z� or U, closest (minimum

metric sum) to the observationY �z� has the highest likelihood of being the transmitted signal.

Up to this point, the folded trellis operates exactly as the CBMLSE. However, as a result of the crossings

in the folded trellis, there are more possible paths and not limited to�K , as observed in Figure 1. LetU�

be the set that consists of all the other paths, andU� U� �U� be the joint set. IfU� is included into the

metric sums calculation, then we have

Mmin � min
U�U

G��X
i��

h
yi �

p
PUi�di�

i�
� (7)

Initially, it seems that by doing this, the computation increases. Fortunately, the Viterbi algorithm [4] can be

used to carry out eqn (7). Consequently, this reduces complexity fromO��K� toO�K��� (to be discussed

in Section 5).

After the Viterbi algorithm is applied to the trellis, the survival path with the minimum metric sum is

selected. As each transition state is associated with 1 or more bit-combinations (see Figure 1), the total

number of occurrences of each bit-combination is determined for the entire path. The bit-combination with

the highest frequency of occurrence at the end of the interval is selected to be the decoded bits. If 2 or more

bit-combinations have the same highest frequency of occurrence, then the complete trellis search (MLSE)

is performed on this subset.
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Multiple chips can be grouped together and taken as the states too. Consider the same 2-user example,

Figure 2 illustrates how this can be achieved. The states used are all the possible combinations ofnc of

theK � � discrete valuesUi�di� if there arenc chips per state. The noiseless received chip signals or

the transition values can be expressed in terms of the discrete values asxi�Ui�di�� �
p
PUi�di�. Using

multiple chips per state reduces the number of discarded paths, and hence improves the performance since

information is lost whenever a decision is made. Obviously, if all the chips are grouped together as 1 state,

then the performance would approach that of the MLSE since there would be no decision-making until

the end of the bit-interval. Therefore, by varying the number of chips used per state, the performance lies

between that of the MLSE and the single-chip folded trellis. However, the increase in complexity from

K � � (single-chip) tomin��K � �K � ��nc� (multi-chip) is exponential.
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Figure. 2. Folded state-transition trellis with 2 chips per state

4 The Sub-optimum MLSE

Figure 3 shows the block diagram of the proposed sub-optimum MLSE detector. It consists of a folded

trellis first stage which uses the reliability information inherent in the trellis, followed by the CBMLSE

second stage with reduced number of states. The preselectedns bit-combinations,�b�� � � � � �bns , are passed

to the MLSE which makes used of this information to decode the received signal.
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Figure. 3. Block diagram of the sub-optimum MLSE detector

4.1 Reliability information

We denote the probability density of the observationY �z� under the hypothesis thatX l�z� is the noise-

free received signal aspl�Y �z��. Assuming that each noise free received signal,Xl�z�� l � �� � � � � �K, is

independent and equally likely to be received, the likelihood function is

pl�Y �z�� �
�

��N��G��
exp

�
�

PG��
i�� �yi � xl�i��

N�

�
� �l � �� � � � � �K� (8)

Let

Ml �
G��X
i��

�yi � xl�i�
� �l � �� � � � � �K� (9)

represents the�K metric sums obtained at the end of the complete trellis. The probability of making a right

decision if the MLSE selectsXj�z� is thus

Pj�c� �
exp��Mj�N��P
�K

l�� exp��Ml�N��
� �j � �� � � � � �K� (10)

Therefore, the probability of making a wrong choice if the MLSE selectsXj�z� is

Pj�e� � �� Pj�c�

� ��
�

� �
P

�K

l���l��j exp���l�j�
� �j � �� � � � � �K� (11)

where�l�j � �Ml �Mj��N� denotes the scaled difference between the metric sums. The probability

Pj�e� can be used as the reliability information for selectingXj�z�. Sinceexp���l�j� decreases expo-
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nentially, the sum of the exponentials,
P

�
K

l���l��j exp���l�j�, is dominated by the smallest�l�j . Hence,

P
�
K

l���l��j exp���l�j� � exp���j� where�j is the smallest difference. We can simply use

Pj�e� � ��
�

� � exp���j�
(12)

as a factor to determine how reliable the selected metric sum is. If�j � �, thenPj�e� � ���, since a

small difference in the metric sums is more likely to cause an error in the selection of the metric sum. On

the other hand, if�j ��, thenPj�e�� �, thus minimising the errors in the selection of the metric sum.

Interpreting it in the signal space, as the other metric sums get further away from the minimum metric sum,

the less likely it is that the minimum metric sum is incorrect.

We can define a sphere with radiusr and centre at the signal vector,V�, which gives the minimum metric

sum. The degree of reliability ofV� is dependent on the number of other signal vectors that falls within this

sphere. If there are no other vectors within this sphere, thenV� is very reliable. On the other hand, if there

are other vectors within this circle, thenV� is unreliable. The parameterr is thus a threshold determining

whether to consider other signal vectors or not.

4.2 Folded trellis first stage

Instead of selecting the smallest metric sum at the end of the trellis and tracing back along the trellis, the

new scheme selects thenm smallest metric sums and then trace back from all the nodes associated with

these metric sums. For each trace-back, the frequencies of occurrences of the various bit-combinations

are again determined. The frequencies of all these bit-combinations are then compared and ranked in a

decreasing order. The firstns unique bit-combinations are chosen and passed to the CBMLSE.

The following describes the method of determiningnm. First preassign a value to the radiusr and the

maximum number of metric sums to benM . LetNm be the number of metric sums within the sphere of

radiusr includingMj . The value ofnm is defined as

nm �

����
���

Nm � � Nm � nM

nM Nm � nM

� (13)

If �l�j � r for all l, providedMj is smallest, then there are no other metric sums within the sphere

(Nm � �) andMj is reliable. IfNm � nM , thennm � Nm and all the vectors within the sphere of radius
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r are checked by the CBMLSE. However, ifNM � nM , thennm is restricted tonM and only thenM � �

metric sums closest toMj are investigated along withMj . By setting a small value forr, most of the other

metric sums will be outside the sphere, hence complexity is low but performance is not good since most

metric sums are not considered. On the other hand, by setting a large value forr, most metric sums fall

within the sphere. If trace-back performs on all of these, complexity would increase, hencenM is used to

limit the number of metric sums considered. However, settingnM to a small value andr � �, does not

always result in the best performance (shown in Section 6).

There areK � � metric sums,M�� � � � �MK , at the end of the trellis corresponding to theK � � chip

states. Without loss of generality, assume thatM� is the smallest metric sum and the other metric sums

are ranked in the order of increasing distance. Figure 4 shows the vector representation of all the metric

sums.M�� � � � �M� are the other metric sums within the sphere of radiusr centred atM�. Metric sums,

M�� � � � �M�, fall outside the sphere. Hence,Nm � � and ifnM � �, thennm � nM � � and we trace

back along the trellis starting from the states associated withM�� � � � �Mnm��. Assume that there areNi

bit-combinations associated with the trace-back path of metric sumMi �i � �� � � � � nm � ��. Out of the

N� � � � �� Nnm�� bit-combinations, thens unique and most frequently occurring ones are selected and

passed to the CBMLSE stage. The value ofns affects the complexity of the CBMLSE stage and must be

kept small. However, it should be greater than 1, otherwise the CBMLSE becomes redundant.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

r
M 0

M 1

M 2

M 3

M 4

M 6

M 7

X
M 5

x

y

z

Figure. 4. A 3-dimensional signal vector space

4.3 CBMLSE second stage

The MLSE criteria is applied to thens most frequently occurring bit-combinations from thenm smallest

metric sums. The inputs of the CBMLSE are the metrics and thens preselected bit-combinations from
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the previous stage. LetB be the set that consists of thesens bit-combinations,�b�� � � � � �bns. Hence, the

decoding rule becomes

�b � argmin
b�B

G��X

i��

�yi � xi�b��
�
� (14)

instead of eqn (3). The CBMLSE selects from among the much smaller set of bit-combinations, the one with

the smallest Euclidean distance. By limiting the values ofnm andns to reasonable values the complexity

is maintained at a practical level.

Furthermore, we recommend that the second stage is implemented with the CBMLSE instead of the

BBMLSE, since all the metrics,�yi � xi�b��
� �i � �� � � � � G� ��b � B �, have already been computed in

the previous stage.

5 Complexity

In this section, the complexities of the proposed detector and the optimum BBMLSE detector are com-

pared. We determine the number of floating-point operations (FLOP) required per information bit transmit-

ted.

As the nature of the transitions in the folded trellis depends on the spreading codes of the users, the exact

structure of the folded trellis also differs from codes to codes. However, the computational complexity can

still be determined without the knowledge of the actual transitions in each stage. For each transition path,

the Euclidean metric,�yi�
p
PUi�di��

� �i � �� � � � � G���, is dependent onUi�di� which is the value of the

state where the path terminates. Hence, it is clear that this metric is the same regardless of the state where

the transition path emerges. Therefore, all transitions entering a particular state have the same Euclidean

metric and recomputation is unnecessary. In other words, only one metric computation is required for each

state.

For every metric, the square of the difference between the observation and the hypothesis is calculated.

Hence, the complexity of the metric sums calculation is�	G � ���K 
 ��. Comparing theK 
 � metric

sums at the end of the trellis and selecting thenm smallest sums requiresK 
 � � � 
 �K � nm 
 �� �

nm��K�nm
���� FLOP. Tracing back the survival paths and selecting thens most frequently occurring

bit-combinations only requires fixed-point operations.

The CBMLSE only has to carry out the summation over theG chips for thens bit-combinations, since
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all the metrics have already been computed in the previous stage. This results in a complexity of�G� ��ns

FLOP. The selection of the minimum metric sum out of thens metric sums requiresns�� FLOP. Thus, the

second stage complexity is small as compared with the first stage. Note that the optimum CBMLSE would

require to sum up the metrics that correspond to all the�K bit-combinations. Thus the reduction here is by

a factor of�K�ns.

The total run-time complexity of the optimum BBMLSE isK��K � G� FLOP, which includes theK

matched filters’K�G � �� FLOP. The remaining operations are the calculation of the metric sums. An

additional�K�� FLOP are needed for the selection of the minimum metric sum. If the BBMLSE is used as

the second stage in the proposed detector, then the additional complexity would be�K���ns�G�K�ns�,

even without considering the additional pre-calculations needed.

The complexity is summarised in Table 1. Asnm andns are small, the dominating factors in the pro-

posed detector and the BBMLSE are�GK andK�K respectively. Hence, there is significant reduction in

complexity.

Complexity (FLOP per information bit)
Folded trellis first stage:

metric sums computations ��G� ���K � ��
metric sums selection nm��K � nm � ����

CBMLSE second stage:
metric sums computations �G� ��ns

metric sum selection ns � �
Optimum BBMLSE:

metric sums computations K��K �G�
metric sum selection �K � �

Table. 1.Complexity comparison between the proposed detector and the BBMLSE detector in a AWGN
channel.

6 Simulation Results

Monte-Carlo simulations were used to obtain the bit error rate (BER). The proposed scheme was simu-

lated for a system with equal-power users using random spreading codes andEb�N� � � dB. These codes,

which are randomly generated for every trial in the simulation, are considered because it models the use of

long spreading codes [5] or when properties of the sequences have been corrupted due to inter-chip inter-

ference arising from the presence of a multipath channel. Furthermore, the performance of a synchronous

system using random codes is on average the same as that of an asynchronous system [6] and it allows
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for interferer diversity [7] such as different processing gains. Figure 5 shows the average BER against the

number of active users forG � ��, r � � andnM � �. Graphs of the sub-optimum MLSE are plotted

for ns � �� � � � � �. Other MUDs such as the MMSE [8], the optimum MLSE, 1-chip original folded trellis

were also simulated. The sub-optimum MLSE scheme performs better than the MMSE and very close to

the optimum MLSE forns � �. As ns increases from 1 to 3, the performance improves. Thereafter, no

further improvement is observed. Note the great improvement over the 1-chip original folded trellis (which

is in fact the sub-optimum MLSE withnM � � andns � �), when the MLSE second stage is added. When

ns � �, the undesirable performance shows that the most frequently occurring state is not necessary the

correct one, especially when metric sums, other than the smallest one are considered. Asr is set to infinity,

even highly unreliable metric sums are considered. The effect is most detrimental when the number of

users is two. The reason is that all the metric sums (total number of metric sums equals to 3 whenK � �)

including unreliable ones are considered. If onlyns � � state is selected, the possibility of making an error

is high. Fortunately, this can be resolved by considering the reliability of the metric sums (shown in the last

simulation results of this section). AsK increases, the number of metric sums considered is still fixed at

nM � � even though the total number of metric sums exceeds 3. Hence, some of the less reliable sums are

not considered, and performance gradually improves. Furthermore, by selecting just 1 bit-combination, the

CBMLSE stage becomes redundant. It is simply the original folded trellis detector taking into consideration

other unreliable metric sums. Therefore, we can conclude that increasingnM without increasingns has an

adverse effect on the performance andns should be kept close tonM .

The conditions used in Figure 6 are the same as in Figure 5 except that herens is fixed at 2 andnM varies

from 1 to 4. It is observed that the performance improves asnM is increased up to 3. FornM � �, there is

no significant improvement. For this case, settingnM � � andns � � is the optimal trade-off with respect

to performance and complexity. Even for 8 users, when there are 256 bit-combinations, the sub-optimum

MLSE only has to consider 2 bit-combinations to give near optimum performance.

In Figure 7, we investigate the effect of “overloading” the system. Here the processing gain,G, is set to

be 7 and the number of users is increased up to 10 which is greater thanG. From the figure, it is clear that

with justnM � � andns � �, the performance of the sub-optimum MLSE has already reached that of the

MLSE even under excessive loading. For a BER of 0.05, the proposed detector can have 2.5 users more than

the MMSE and 6 users more than the conventional matched filter receiver [9]. Using the complexity table,

it is found that for 10 users, the complexity of the MLSE is 45 times greater than the proposed MUD. The
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Figure. 5. BER against number of active users forEb�N� � � dB, G � ��, r �� and nM � �.
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Figure. 6. BER against number of active users for Eb�N� � � dB, G � ��, r �� and ns � �.
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graph fornM � � andns � �, which is equivalent to the original folded trellis without the CBMLSE stage,

is also plotted. Here we observe the great performance gain over the MMSE especially for high loading,

without even exploiting the CBMLSE stage.
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Conventional matched filter receiver

Figure. 7. BER against the number of active users for Eb�N� � � dB, G � � and r ��.

In Figure 8, we investigate the effect of varyingr. The conditions are the same as in the simulation

results shown in Figure 5. The difference is that here the BER againstr is plotted for a 2-user system using

ns � � andns � �. It is observed that forns � �, asr increases, the BER decreases initially. However,

on increasingr further, performance degrades rapidly. This explains the unsatisfactory performance of

the sub-optimum MLSE ifns � � andK � � as seen in Figure 5. Forns � �, performance gradually

improves asr increases. Note that ifns � �, the second stage is unnecessary, but simulation results show

that if nm � � andns � �, performance can be worse than the original folded trellis detector. Hence, it is

recommended thatns � � is avoided. As long asns �� �, nm �� �, andns is kept closed tonm, r does not

have to be considered, or simply sets to infinity.

7 Conclusions

In this paper, a MUD for the equal-power downlink of the DS-CDMA systems is proposed. It has been

shown that by using the folded trellis as preselection stage for the MLSE, the performance of the sub-
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Figure. 8. BER against the radius of sphere for Eb�N� � � dB, G � �� and 2 users

optimum MUD can be near the optimum MLSE. The complexity of the MLSE is greatly reduced due to

the small subset of bit-combinations preselected by the folded trellis. In short, we have exploited the low

complexity of the folded trellis and the high performance of the MLSE using the preselection concept,

resulting in a better trade-off between complexity and performance.
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